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Upset At The “Location Assembly” 
By Ken McGowen 

Months before the first commissioner ar- 

rived in Biloxi, Miss., the issue that would 

dominate the 1987 General Assembly was 

clearly the one of location: Where should the 

new offices of the P.C.U.S.A. be? Biloxi had 

been dubbed the “‘Location Assembly.” 

While the choice of the Special Committee 

on Location was Kansas City, the advent of 

the lucrative Louisville offer of a free building 

and $6 million stirred much discussion. It 
also reopened the question of location as 

Atlanta, New York, Philadelphia and Pitts- 

burgh joined in making bids. 

The evidence of a potential upset appeared 

early. The largest meeting room was over- 

crowded daily with the curious eager to hear 

debate on location by the Assembly's own 

Committee on Location (the second such 

committee). Each day crowds thronged around 

the Kansas City booth on the exhibition 

floor, and each day the Assembly was handed 

fresh copies of the Louisville Courier Journal, 

specially shipped to the Assembly. 

Late Saturday afternoon, the fifth day of 

the General Assembly, the Committee of 

Location voted by nearly a two-thirds margin 

to recommend Kansas City as the new 

location for the Presbyterian Church’s national 

headquarters. Louisville’s chances, at that 

point, appeared almost nil. That an Assembly 

would overturn the recommendation of two 

committees was virtually unheard of. But, 

with the filing of a minority report, the 

representatives of Louisville began to prepare 

for a floor fight. Still, most observers believed 

that success on the floor was a long shot. 

“The final boost to the 
Louisville bid was 

non other than the 

people of Louisville 
themselves. ”’ 

By Monday morning, as the location debate 

came to the floor, several developments 

occurred giving new life to Louisville’s bid. 

First, the Committee allowed Louisville 30 

minutes to make a counter-proposal as part 

of the minority report. Second, in an unexpec- 

ted move, the Finance Committee determined 

that after ten years the Louisville offer would 

net 20 million in savings to the church. 

Reports bearing those figures rested on each 

commissioner's table. The final boost to the 

Louisville bid was none other than the people 

of Louisville themselves. 

As part of the “‘Destination Louisville” 

campaign, the city videotaped a huge rally 

held in downtown Louisville. As the Assembly 

watched a variety of religious leaders (froma 

rabbi to a Baptist minister) address the 

placard-waving, balloon-carrying crowd, the 

Assembly was touched by the underdog 

city’s desire to be the new host of the 

Presbyterian Church. As the crowd released 

the balloons into the Louisville sky, it seemed 

that Kansas City’s sure bet went with them. 

When questions and debate began, speech 

after speech was made in favor of Louisville. 

While the Kansas City delegation showed 

great strength in debate, the tide appeared to 

have turned against the Committee’s recom- 

mendation. In a secret ballot, Louisvil’e 

became the Assembly’s choice for the he«d- 

quarters by twenty-two votes. In a stunning 

upset, the General Assembly voted against 

(Continued on p. 2) 

What’s Buildin’ Out Back? 
By Rebecca Migliore 

In the construction department the good 

news is that Stuart Hall is officially done. 

The bad news is... there is another project 

in the works. At the present time, the structure 

growing behind Mackay Center and Hodge 

Hall does not have a name. Though the 

building (referred to as ‘it’ following) does 

not have aname, “it” does have acompletion 

date—the fall of 1988, at least by the PTS 

(Present Timetable for the Structure). But 

remember, this is PTS—a Proposed and 

Tentative Schedule. 

“It” is to house facilities for the Media and 

Speech departments, plus provide space for 

the administrative offices now found on the 

first floor of Hodge. ** Will this mean Hodge 

can revert to student housing?” I asked Rick 

Lansill. ‘Possibly,’ he replied, “but the 

space may also be used for faculty offices 

until the future faculty office building is 

built.’’ No word on the PTS (Possible Teach- 

ers Structure) yet. 

On a more serious note—"‘it”’ is going to 

require good humor on everyone's part. 

Parking will be tight. And as you speed your 

way from the “‘filled”’ lower lot to the library 

lot, muttering under your breath, only to find 

NO parking spaces—keep this in mind. The 

situation is complicated by the Seminary’s 

location in the “‘historical district’ of Prince- 

ton. There are more restrictions to what can 

be built, and where, than most of us can 

imagine (i.e., the rumor that President Gilles- 

pie’s residence— Springdale—is to be razed 

to provide more parking is totally unfounded). 

Other negative sides to the new construc- 

tion will become painfully apparent—as 

residents of Hodge who might want to sleep 

in past 8:00 have discovered. The potential 

danger of an isolated parking lot and the walk 

up to campus are more serious. Let us hope 

that new lighting for the walkway is at a 

premium, and that everyone will be extra 

careful. 

But I shouldn’t put a damper on the 

enthusiasm you should be displaying for this 

5.5 million dollar (estimated) building. If you 

want to get excited, take a stroll down to Rick 

Lansill’s office and view the doll-house size 

model. Here are my impressions. 

(Continued on p. 6) 
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EDITORIAL 

On Laughing and Labeling 
Greetings, and welcome to (or back to) PTS. Greetings from the land of 

oppressive academic rigor, or of liberation from dogmatic mythology, 

depending upon your perspective. Especially, greetings from the month-and-a- 

halfly (or, however long the money lasts) student journal Sitz im Leben. 

When last year’s Sitz editor asked me to consider working as this year’s 

editor, I initially declined, despite the strenuous objection of my ego. I did so 

for two reasons. 

First, the only composition I enjoy writing is humorous (with maybe a little 

sarcasm), and I could continue writing articles in that vein without having to 

edit all the other “be happy. you are loved” garbage that some students might 

wish to see printed. Let some other poor fellow have to bear the burden of 

getting another Robert Schuller on their way. 

Also, my time here has not convinced me that we laugh at ourselves. Even 

though one as exalted at P.T.S. as Reinhold Niebuhr once said that “the very 

essence of sin is to take ourselves too seriously,” I feared that his wisdom had 

not been well understood here. 

One book helped change my mind. Will Willimon in his book And the 

Laugh Shall Be First says that laughter occurs when we are put in our place. 

And, say Willimon of the Bible, justice occurs when God puts us in our place. 

Thus, maybe we serve a God who laughs. If that’s the case, maybe Sitz could 

have a laughing editor... maybe... just for a year. 

Secondly, I consider myself a liberal evangelical, a group indigenous only to 

certain parts of Southern California and Washington, D.C. 

What /s a“‘liberal evangelical”? Well, first we preach that “‘Jesus is Lord.”’ 

But second, rather than worrying about such matters as the declining 

membership of the Presbyterian Church, we feel led to speak out about the fact 

that our government sponsors terrorism. 

I stand with Martin Marty who decries the absorption of the word 

“evangelical” into the conservative camp. An evangelical is anyone who 

preaches the Good News, liberal or conservative. Besides, the “Good News” 

of too many conservatives is tainted with the fear of hell, and with a thinly 

disguised works-righteousness. 

All this being the case, I feared an imbalance of perspective at the editorial 

level. Thus I asked Ken McGowen, a known conservative evangelical, to co- 

edit Sitz with me. Ken was chosen for two reasons. First, theologically he 

stands apart from me. And second, he likes me. 

I have added an extensive section called ** At Issue.”’ In every issue I hope to 

have various perspectives on a single issue relating to student interests. The 

Ministry Case Practicum is the first subject in “At Issue.”” Next will be 

Curriculum Requirements vis-a-vis Parish Ministry. 

To me, Sitz should be a community journal reflecting chiefly the thoughts, 

opinions and experiences of the students primarily, faculty and administration 

secondarily. To this end I welcome all contributions. I anticipate a year we can 

all look back on and laugh about. 

Mark Porizky 
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A Publication of Princeton Theological Seminary Students 

Mark Porizky Campus Mail, CN 821 Ken McGowen 
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UPSET (Continued from p. 1) 

two of its own Committees and chose the city 

of Louisville. 

Along with the General Assembly's deci- 

sion on location, many other substantive 

issues were discussed. Major media attention 

focused upon the paper which addressed the 

Presbyterian Church’s relationship with the 

American Jewish community and the network 

of churches in the Middle East. The Assembly 
significantly revised the paper presented on 

“The Relationship Between Christians and 

Jews.” 

The revisions centered upon two areas. 

The first concerned the paper's position on 

the Palestinian land and the relation of God’s 

promise Israel. Churches of the Middle East 

felt the paper gave theological justification to 

the territorial claims of the Israeli government 

and saw the paper's position as one that 

turned its back on the Arab Christians in the 

Middle East. 

The second issue was the Jewish people’s 

place in God’s plan of salvation. The paper 

had suggested an understanding that could 

have construed the evangelism of Jews a 

needless effort, thereby weakening the Chris- 

tian understanding of the Gospel’s unique- 

ness. 

“The Assembly 
significantly revised the 
paper presented on ‘the 
relationship between 
Christians and Jews.’ ”’ 

In the Assembly’s restatement, the paper 

stepped away from any understanding that 

could possibly validate Israeli policies, and 

reaffirmed the place of the Great Commission 

as applying to all those outside of Christianity, 

including those of Jewish faith. 

Pivotal to Princeton Seminary economi- 

cally, the Assembly voted against withdrawing 

the 1% seminary funding plan that was 

approved in 1986. The Assembly felt it 

unwise to withdraw the funding so quickly, 

the program being new. 

Also, despite the objections of many con 

servatives, the Assembly chose not to consi- 

der a new study concerning its position on 

adoption. The Assembly did mandate a new 

study on sex outside of marriage and homo- 

sexuality as viable Christian lifestyles. 

Finally, in one of the closest elections for 

Moderator in the Church’s history, Isabel 

Wood Rodgers, a professor at the Presbyterian 

School of Christian Education, defeated Rev. 

Joan Salmon Campbell, of Philadelphia, by 

a margin of only two votes. 
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AT ISSUE — Ministry Case Practicum 
afraid of mentioning the obvious, I suppose. 

It seemed to me, however, that when obvious 

things go unmentioned for a long enough 

time, they eventually become obscured. The 

leading of the Holy Spirit becomes ‘the 

development of a personal style of ministry.”’ 

*‘T wanted to know, 
quite frankly, why in 

our discussion of 
ministerial technique, 
no one had mentioned 
God, Christ, or the 

Holy Spirit. ”’ 
—G. Davis 

Fortunately for all in our group, the story 

does not end with our first group meeting. 

Eventually I learned to speak up when I 

thought the focus was straying, as did my 

supervisor and others in the group. My 

supervisor had a truly awe-inspiring gift of 

seeing the real issue behind the issue in the 

verbatim. She saw the pain in peoples’ lives 

and knew that Christ was Healer. Another 

pastor had the gift of really making one think 

about what he or she was doing in a particular 

situation of ministry. He was not a ravenous 

wolf, but rather a loving father-figure who 

encouraged growth through self-reflection. 

Yes, at one time a woman in our group was in 

tears because of an inquiry, but not tears of 

anger or embarrassment for being put on the 

spot; rather, they were tears of self-discovery 

and breaking through boundaries. 

I was personally challenged in this group 

to take a very hard look at how desperately I 

try to intellectualize my faith; I was encour- 

aged to explore the side of my faith which had 

been ignored for so long—the passionate, 

emotional side of my relationship with Christ. 

The primary reason I made this discovery 

was that I felt supported enough in the group 

to offer a verbatim in which I’d shown an 
obvious lack of compassion and Christ’s love 

toward a youth. My supervisor did not just let 

the issue of the integration of loving God with 

mind and heart after that evening of teaching 

church. She followed it up and I began a 

process of risking my safe, stable, intellectual 

faith. 

One could argue that it’s the supervisors 

who make the experience. One could argue 

that “attitude is everything” and you make 

the experience. I believe the Holy Spirit is 

alive and well and makes the experience if we 

will open ourselves to it and admit that we 

don’t always know how to love as we ought. 

HENDRICKS DAVIS 
Field Education Director 

I was flattered when I heard that the first 

“At Issue” of Sitz im Leben would address 

the Teaching Church’s Ministry Case Prac- 

ticum. I must admit, however, that the feeling 

of flattery soon gave way to a feeling of dread 

and threat. 

Those feelings increased when I learned 

from various “‘deep throated” sources that 

inquiries about the Teaching Church pro- 

gram had been made by the editor of Sitz, yet 

he had, at that point, not queried me! 

Was an investigation of ‘““‘my program” 

under way and I was not a party to it? Was I 

merely a pawn on the chessboard of Prince- 

ton Theological Seminary, soon to be re- 

moved from the game by some “unseen” 

hand? ** After all,” I said to myself, “it was 

you, Hendricks, who decreed that a Teaching 

Church experience would be required of all 

Presbyterian students.” My alter-ego contin- 

ued to speak in this menacing manner... 

when reality broke through. 

Reality came in a still, small voice: “Tell 

the truth; do not fear, be open. Behold I am 

with you, even to the end of youremployment 

at Princeton Seminary.” 

Later, a second “reality” broke through. 

The editor of Sitz did come to see me. We 

had a pleasant conversation and he accepted 

my suggestion that I write an article to 

contribute to Sitz’s discussion of the ministry 

case practicum. 

So here we are. 

“It was the best of times. It was the worst 

of times.” This perhaps is the fairest portrayal 

one can make of the experiences of those 

involved with the Ministry Case Practicum. 

If this wide and diverse response is accurate, 

then the Director of Field Education, who is 

responsible for this program, must ask a 

number of questions. Three I would like to 

discuss here. In my six years I have asked 

myself them over and over and am glad to 

share some of the insights I have gained over 

that period of time. 

First: Why is the range of response to the 

ministry case practicum so wide? Three 

things have consistently shown themselves to 

be factors here. The most obvious factor is 

the diversity of people involved. In any given 

year more than 100 people are involved in 

this course. People come to the practicum 

with different backgrounds, carrying differ- 

ent baggage and with different agendas and 

expectations. It is almost a‘ given” that they 

will perceive a Subjective learning experience 

differently. 

People also come with different levels of 

ability to function effectively in a group 

setting. Some are ill-prepared to handle the 

dynamics in a group learning situation. The 

pervasive cultural ethos of the 1980s is 

“privatism.”’ The language of learning in 

privatism is best described by the phrase “I 

will do it,” or ‘Leave me alone and I will 

handle this.”’ This phenomenon does not lend 

itself easily to public scrutiny. There is an 

underlying “certainty” or “self-assuredness” 

which is threatened by public inspection or 

critical analysis. Privatism renders some 

dysfunctional in a group setting. 

Though the case method is an accepted 

form in many arenas of professional education, 

the great diversity of participants in the 

Ministry Case Practicum bring different levels 

of ability to handle the case method of 

learning. Students present both excellent and 

lousy case studies and provide excellent and 

lousy responses to the cases. Supervisors 

provide excellent and lousy written and 

verbal responses to cases. Faculty-conveners 

provide excellent and lousy supervision to 

the learning process. This is the nature of 

academic life and it has led to the invention of 

grading schemes of various sorts! 

Second: Does the range of response to the 

practicum suggest that it is bad or that the 

design is faulty? I believe that the answer is 

again many-sided. Let me say, however, that 

the reasons for the diversity of response given 

above are for me, justification for the necessity 

of the practicum. The Ministry Case Prac- 

ticum is the one course in the curriculum 

where the critical three entities of theological 

education are brought together. In no other 

setting do students, supervisors and faculty 

engage in theological reflection on Christ's 

ministry in the Church and world. The range 

of response suggests that the practicum is 

having an effect; on most people the effect is 

educative and positive. 

“The range of response 
suggests that the 

practicum is having an 
effect; on most people 
the effect is educative 

and positive. ”’ 
—H. Davis 

However, the range of response does suggest 

inherent flaws and areas needing improve- 

ment. The most obvious flaw is that it meets 

so infrequently. The practicum should meet 

weekly, rather than monthly, so that the 

(Continued on next page) 
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AT ISSUE — Ministry Case Practicum 
The Ministry Case Practicum. It has become synonymous with Teaching Church. 

Most students have been involved in it. Most only once. Those that return usually do so 

in spite of the practicum. They'll put up with it because the church they want to work for 

belongs to the program. Why is this the case? The idea of students, supervisors and 

faculty meeting to discuss ministry is a good one. Below are three articles “At Issue” with 
the Ministry Case Practicum. 

Two things should be noted. First, last years statistics show that of the 290 students 

involved in Field Education (churches, specialized placement, internship), 81 were 

involved in Teaching Church. Secondly, beginning this year, allincoming Presbyterian 

students will be required to do their church assignment in a Teaching Church. 

GREG KEOSAIAN, Pastor 
Trinity Presbyterian Church 
Paramus, NJ 

“Let me introduce you to your grand- 

child.” And with a boyish grin and twinkle 

in his eye.my first Field Education student 

(by this time an ordained Minister of the 

Word) introduced me to Ars first Field 

Education student. That was ten years ago, 

but I can still remember the joy and satis- 

faction we both shared. 

I am approaching the fourteenth anniver- 

sary of my ordination as a minister in the 

Presbyterian Church (USA). I am also pre- 

paring to celebrate thirteen years as a Field 

Education supervisor and twelve years as a 

Teaching Church Pastor-Supervisor. I do so, 

however. increasingly aware that the pleas- 

ure I feel for Field Education is not widely 

shared by students on the Seminary campus, 

at least not vis-a-vis the Teaching Church 

Program. I find this puzzling and discon- 

certing. All but one of my Field Education 

experiences at PTS (I had four) were in 

Teaching Churches. The one that was not 

was a disaster! 

I could not wait for the opportunity to join 

the ranks of my former supervisors. I was 

proud to have served out my “probationary 

year well. and to have been invited into the 

Teaching Church Program. My role as Pastor- 

Supervisor has become one of the most 

jealously guarded parts of my ministry. I 

value the fellowship and continuing educa- 

tion of those “first Thursdays” every month 

in Princeton. Every year I remind my congre- 

gation of the privilege of taking part in 

someone's preparation for ministry. I be- 

come impatient with fellow clergy who drop 

out of the Program because “the return was 

not worth the effort.” Of course it’s more 

work! But I feel well worth the effort. I'm sure 

some of my former supervisors have had 

their hands full with me. I am grateful for 

their continuous support and friendship 

through the differences. 

Though I am one of the Program's staunch 

supporters, I nevertheless must also sound 

the note of criticism. Like many things, 

Teaching Church is not what it used to be nor 

all that it could be. And like so many others, I 

have been a persistent critic of the “evening 

practicum,” which sadly has become synon- 

ymous with** Teaching Church.” In fairness, 

please, the practicum is only one small part 

of that entity called **Teaching Church.” 

I don’t hesitate to criticize the Practicum 

because I attended the meeting where it was 

first conceived and—like a number of my col- 

leagus—felt betrayed at the results! Dr. 

Beker of the Seminary faculty was with us 

that day many years ago. Together we were 

lamenting the “radical discontinuity” between 

the academic environment of the Seminary 

and the life of the Church. How to bridge that 

gap was our concern. How do we create an 

appropriate context in which to reflect theo- 

logically upon “acts of ministry”? The time 

seemed right then to get organized and do 

something significant. 

“‘What was born that 
day was a plan for a 
special, voluntary 

program for interested 
and committed pastors, 
students and faculty. ”’ 

—G. Keosaian 

What was born that day was a plan for a 

special, voluntary program for interested 

and committed pastors, students and faculty 

to gather for theological reflection upon the 

practice of ministry. It was to be a separate, 

though related, component of Field Education. 

Those of us present and interested commit- 

ted ourselves to an additional day or evening 

per month for just this purpose! 

But what we then witnessed the following 

fall semester was, as far as we were con- 

cerned, utter betrayal. In essence, the Semi- 

nary took a good idea and tried to institution- 

alize it. And the rest, as they say, is history. 

Most groups fell apart immediately. Some 

faculty reportedly walked out, never to return. 

Many had not been adequately briefed on 

expectations. In those days, the practicum 

was a requirement for students in Teaching 

Churches (hence, the beginning of the bad 

name), but without any academic credit! The 

few groups that did manage to survive (mine 

was one of them), did so because we “ found- 

ers’ were so angry at what we saw the 

potential ruin of a good idea, that we were 

determined not to let the program fail. 

And so a few committed pastors, students, 

and faculty struggled to maintain a program 

that was rapidly losing its credibility. Which 

should have told us something: It worked 

where it did because of interest and commit- 

ment, not because it was a requirement. That 

was the whole idea in the first place. 

I continue to believe in the integrity of the 

Teaching Church Program, and count it a 

privilege as well as a great responsibility to 

be a part of it. I will also continue to mutter 

about one small part—a Ministry Case Prac- 

ticum—a part that could be infinitely better. 

GERRY DAVIS 
M.Div. Middler 

I was warned. Those learned sages of the 

middler and senior class told me to “stay 

away from the teaching church program.” I 

heard horror stories of people being cornered 

in their teaching church groups, clinging to 

their verbatims while ravenous ministers and 

eager-to-please students offered somewhat 

less than constructive criticism. But some- 

thing inside of me wanted to listen to Bryant 

Kerland’s sermon which welcomed my class 

into the seminary—“‘ Attitude is everything.” 

Naive and idealistic, I was going to make this 

a learning, growing experience. Naivete aside, 

the reality was that I had already made a 

commitment to a teaching church earlier in 

the year before I heard all the lovely reports 

from the veterans of the program. 

My first teaching church group experience 

did not fit the mold which had been so vividly 

described, but neither did it fit the mold of 

Christian edification and supportive loving 

challenge. As I recall, we spent much of the 

evening talking about countertransference 

and proper ministerial “‘approach” toward 

people. It takes me a while to warm up in a 

small group setting, sol didn’t tell everybody 

what was on my mind—just my supervisor, 

in private. I wanted to know, quite frankly, 

why in our discussion of ministerial tech- 

nique, no one had mentioned God, Christ, or 

the Holy Spirit. I am embarrassed to say that 

I was too uncomfortable in the group to really 

speak up and ask why we hadn’t considered 

these central figures in our discussion. I was 

(Continued on next page) 
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AT ISSUE (Continued from p. 4) 

learning may be better affected. More instruc- 

tion should be given students on writing and 

presenting cases. The Office of Field Educa- 

tion should not assume that students are 

familiar with the case form of learning or that 

guidelines are sufficient to handle the assign- 

ments. Some of these items will get special 

attention over the next few years. 

Finally, Is the widely diverse response to 

the Ministry Case Practicum unique to this 

course? It provides little comfort to be able to 

answer this question negatively. I believe it 

safe to say that many courses receive a wide 

variety of “reviews” from students. I have 

heard quite a bit of grumbling and quite a bit 

of praise concerning other courses. [I still 

wonder why this is the case. The best reason I 

can come up with is again the great diversity 

of people who are involved and who experi- 

ence differently things ““good’”’ and things 

“bad.” 

Of course, this is more a reason to rejoice 

than lament, for this great diversity under- 

scores the mystery and reality of a wonder- 

fully creative and loving God who offers us 

the privilege of reflecting on the divine 

creativity and activity of our daily lives. 

Next 
“AT ISSUE”: 
Curriculum 

Life in a 
By Ben Watched 

Tom: So, John, you and Sheila dating? 

John: Uhh, well, no....We just went out 

TOs 

T: ... Thomas Sweet’s. I know. Jack and 

Alex saw you there. 

J: They did? 

T: Well, not really. Actually Eric was on his 

way to Hoagie Haven and he saw you and 

told them. Anyway, is it serious? 

J: Listen, it was just a date. We're really 
JUStaeres 

T: ... friends. Sure. Good cover. Listen 

aren’t you worried about the difficulties of 

being a clergy couple? 

J: IT WAS JUST A DATE! 

T: Listen, John, nobody around here has 

both lunch and dinner together in the cafeteria 

without something going on. Oh, I see. Hey, 

don’t worry, I won’t say a word. You can 

A Sermon IIlustration— Swearing 
I tried another story..I told him about my 

friend Thad Garner, an iconoclastic preacher 

in Louisiana who was once a guest on a radio 

talk show in Monroe. “‘Don’t ever make the 

mistake of being on one of those things,”’ he 

told me. ““They have a network of nuts who 

call in. They’re all crazy. They’re all fascist. 

And they’re all mean as hell,”’ he advised. 

“It's some kind of army. A geriatric battalion 

of morons. They have Top Sergeants, and it’s 

their job to locate the gonads as soon as 

you re introduced and alert the troops. And 

the rest of the hour, you better keep your 

hands in your lap.” 

As he was driving to the studio, he listened 

to the callers bombarding the hostess of the 

show as to what she thought about Johnny 

Cash using a bad word on national television 

the night before. The woman, whose station 

also owned the television channel on which 

the program had appeared, was having a hard 

time placating them. Just yes or no. Did she 

or did she not think it was all right for Johnny 

Cash to pollute the airways with his foul 

language? Thad knew that as soon as he was 

introduced as being a preacher, the switch- 

board would light up. He had a plan. 

A high-pitched voice, creaking with age 

and hostility, was the first caller. “Martha 

Lee,” she began. “I want to ask your guest 

what he thinks about Johnny Cash using ugly 

language on TV. Since he’s a preacher, I 

think I know what he’ll say.” 

Fishbowl 
trust me. What is she like? Is she a feminist? 

Does she get angry when you slip and say, 

Be GOd eH ecw. 

J: Tom, weve only known each other a 

week. 

T: Well, hey, ’ ve known couples that were 

engaged by Thanksgiving. By the way, when 

you come back at 2:30 in the morning, use 

the back door. George and Paul were still up 

having a beer and, well, you know, Christian 

witness and all....Also, better watch the 

public display of affection. Your elbows were 

touching for almost 10 minutes during orienta- 

tion’s morning meeting. 

J: My God, you were counting? 

T: No way. Not me, Paula. She was bored. 

Personally I think she’s jealous. But, no big 

deal. Really. All I wanted to do was to tell 

you to watch your step. Lots of nosy people 

around. 

J: Right. Thanks, Pinnochio. 

T: Huh? 

Before the hostess of the show could field 

the question, Thad was answering. “I don't 

know, ma’am. What did he say?” 

The startled guest hesitated, stammered, 

then said, “‘Wellll. I can’t repeat it. It was a 

bad word and I don’t say bad words.” 

“T understand, ma’am,” Thad said quickly. 

“T’m glad you don’t say bad words. Now, I 

tell you what. I know some bad words, so [’ll 

call them out one by one, and you just tell me 

yes or no if that’s what he said. Okay. Here 

goes.” 

The hostess motioned the engineer to have 

his finger close to the four-second-delay 

button. Get ready to bleep. 

‘““Did he say ‘death’?”” He was speaking 

more softly now. 

‘““Welll. No,” the woman said in the same 

grating voice. 

“Very good,” Thad said. “Did he say 

‘nuclear war?” 

‘**Welll. No. That’s not what he said.”” Her 

voice was showing irritation. 

“Good. Okay. Did he say ‘electric chair?” 

The engineer had moved away from the 

bleep button, watching Thad through the 

glass with amusement and approval. There 

was along pause. Thad waited for the woman 

to answer. Instead there was the noise of the 

heavy slamming of the telephone. 

‘‘T’m sorry you left us ma’am. Hope you're 

still listening. That's three of the nastiest, 

filthiest, ugliest, most vile words I know. If 

Johnny Cash didn’t say any of those, and if 

you can’t tell me what he did say, well, I 

guess I can’t help you.” 

During the exchange the call- waiting ligk ts 

had been going off one by one. The intervic wer 

moved to a series of commercials, then 

brought on the next guest. 

Copyright (c) 1986 Will D. Campbell 

Reprinted from FORTY ACRES AND A 

GOAT with permission of the publishers, 

Peachtree Publishers, Ltd., Atlanta, GA 

30324. 

If you have a sermon 

illustration, article, or just 

an idea, see Mark or Ken. 

All ideas are appreciated. 

O.K., some will be 

appreciated more than 

others. But, hey, give it a try. 

Write for Sitz. 
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A Word From S.G.A. 
By Elisio Valdez 

So, here we are— back to school. For some 

of us, it’s back to an all too familiar place, and 

for others it’s to a new and different one. 

Either way. it’s time to get back into the 

swing of “student life’’ again. 

For many of us this means that we’ll soon 

adopt a daily routine: three cups of coffee in 

the morning, a nightly run to WaWa at 1:00 

a.m.—with classes, work, study, meetings, 

family. friends, and lovers, and who knows 

what else in between. If we're super-organ- 

ized, then our Daytimers will be crying for 

relief. And if we’ re not so organized, then our 

desk will be piled high with reminder notes 

that seem misplaced. The story is the same 

for all of us: Too much to do and too little 

time in which to do it. And this does seem to 

be the perpetual problem— we all have been 

stretched in all sorts of directions, probably 

since high school or earlier. Sorry, this will 

not change in seminary. If anything, it will get 

worse because here we tend to weigh things 

down with theological significance. 

But, please, hear the voice of one crying 

from the wilderness of over-commitment: Do 

not be afraid to become involved in the life of 

the seminary. And when I write “life”, I 

mean LIFE—full and multi-faceted. Yes, we 

are in the cogs of an academic machine, but 

we are here to learn and that learning can 

take place in surprisingly varied groups. We 

will learn much from lectures, and textbooks, 

and study groups. But we can also learn, if we 

choose, from faculty and staff in ways we 

may not have thought of, and things we didn’t 

necessarily want to learn. 

This avenue of unexpected learning is also 

present with out student colleagues. If we are 

serious about learning and growing, we will 

not take this avenue of learning for granted. It 

will. take energy and intention to gather the 

lessons we are to learn from one another. But, 

I assure you, we can make few better choices 

than to choose to be open to our colleagues 

here. We're a Strange lot, we seminarians, 

but something in me has been moved to care 

about the folks here. It is important to me that 

our time at Princeton is meaningful and well- 

spent. 

How do we learn from our colleagues? In 

all sorts of ways. There are many areas of 

service and involvement that students take 

part in together within and beyond the semin- 

ary. Within, there are several student organi- 

zations with differing emphases. You will 

find these listed in the student handbook and 

will hear more about them, including meeting 

times and dates, in the Wineskin (weekly 

newsletter). You will also see postings by 

various groups on campus bulletin boards. 

Another way to get to know your colleagues 

is to play with them. Intramurals are a 

favorite around here. And in nice weather, 

join in on pickup “ultimate” games on the 

lawns. Jim Hinkle and Dick Young will be 

organizing the athletic activities. So find out 

who they are and talk to them. 

Akin to play is “party.” PTS is well known 

for its great parties, and dancing is one of the 

healthiest ways to relieve stress. The Social 

Committee, the dorm deacons, and other 

groups organize these events. John Weather- 

hogg is coordinating the social scene on 

campus, and you'll come to know him as the 

crazy man who does the announcements 

during lunchtime. 

I said that I care about folks and our 

experience in seminary. I am not alone. My 

organizational involvement has been with a 

group of students who care very much as 

well: the Student Government Association 

(SGA). This is the elected/appointed body 

that represents the students, particularly in 

dialogue with the Administration and faculty. 

We are concerned with the whole seminary 

experience. The SGA is here to serve as your 

voice, and therefore we need to hear what 

you have to say. The SGA meets every 

Tuesday at 12:40 p.m. in the first room on 

the second floor of the Mackay Campus 

Center. All students are welcome to attend. 

Members of the 1987/88 SGA are: Anne 

Gorman, Vice Moderator, Judy Middleton, 

Middler Representative and Planning Board 

Chair. Dan Russell, Interim Treasurer and 

Rep-at-Large; Laurie McNeil and Judy Walk- 

er, Women’s Center Co-Representatives; 

Matt Robinson, Married Student's Represen- 

tative. The Junior Representative will be 

elected this fall and the Representative for 

the International Student's Association and 

the Association of Black Seminarians will be 

appointed. 

My hope is that together we will learn how 

to make this a better place. . . .And notjust 

the seminary but whatever area of the world 

that our lives touch. 

With Care, 

Eliseo Valdez, SGA Moderator 

BUILDIN’ (Continued from p. 1) 

“It” has been designed to “‘fit-into” the 

rest of the campus. In fact, “‘it’”’ is supposed to 

be a cross between Alexander and Brown 

Halls (heretofore A and B respectively). The 

hope is that when the class of 1992 arrives, 

they will think that “‘it’ was built at the same 

time as A and B. 

This interbreeding is to consist of several 

features: the stone color is to be similar to A 

and B; ‘‘it’’ will have rounded windows like A 

and B; the front entrance will be like the 

porticos (porch-like structures) at the back of 

A; and a cupola (dome-like structure) will 

grace “‘it” like the one on B. Fortunately, the 

breeding will produce a more modern interior. 

A new photo studio (including a real dark- 

room) and computer labs (yes, for students) 

are just two of the state-of-the-art facilities 

that are intended for “it.” 

The Ten Commandments... For P.T.S. Juniors 
By Mark Porizky 

1. Thou shalt not reflect on thy work. Thou 

art only to produce three-page papers, on 

command. This is called “building a founda- 

tion.’ This is the first and great command- 

ment. 

2. Thou shalt know that, contrary to popular 

belief (and what they will try to make you 

believe in OTO1), Moses did write the 

Pentateuch... , Moses Glickstein, of Hebrew 

University. It was his Ph.D. thesis. 

3. Thou shalt learn every name in thy CHOI 

textbook. For test purposes, note especially 

names mentioned once, in footnotes. 

4. Thou shalt know that by the time thou 

hast read this thou will be two weeks behind 

in thy language study. Thy excuse that 

classes have just begun is undergraduate 

whining. Stop it. 

5. Thou shalt know that the mark of a good 

TH O1 paper will be the inability of thy 

graders to comprehend any of what you are 

trying to say. 

6. Thou shalt come to know the name Dave 

Woolverton, may he live forever. Though he 

just graduated, his study notes live on, more 

valuable than Scripture. Find them. Most of 

the present middlers and seniors are followers 

of *““the Great One” and have copies of his 

work. 

7. Thou shalt bitch about the lack of commu- 

nity on campus. It is tradition. 

8. Thou shalt continue the myth that *‘ minis- 

try” to the upper crust of society is an equally 

valid calling. 

9. Thou shalt only miss chapel if it is: a) not 

Presbyterian enough, b) not inclusive enough, 

c) not enough. 

10. Thou shalt immediately begin to swear, 

drink, and chase members of the opposite sex 

to show that ministry is relevant to the 80's. 
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The Numbers On P.T.S. 
By Rebecca Migliore 

Princeton Theological Seminary—an ac- 

ademic institution, a “training ground’ for 

future ministers and teachers, a community. 

Unless you have been extremely diligent, 

there are many people here (even among the 

student body) that you do not know. The best 

way to solve this problem is to make sure you 

meet everyone on your floor, then in your 

dorm, and then branch out to other dorms, 

plus CRW or main campus (depending on 

which one is not “your” territory). The next 

best thing is to study the directory (or “‘face- 

book” which is not yet available) as con- 

scienciously as OTO1. But barring these two 

options, this article will give you some facts 

and figures about PTS. 

There are 798 people (to be exact) enrolled 

in the programs of the seminary— MA (29), 

MDiv (452), ThM (73), DMin (121), PhD 

(105) and Special (16)—and half of those 

people are Presbyterian. The other half are 

from 73 other denominations (can you name 

73 denominations?). Between us, 42 states, 

the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and 

24 foreign countries are represented. 31% of 

us are women; 6% are Black; 1% are Hispanic: 

35% are Asian American; 8% are Inter- 

national: and one person is Native American. 

Since the class of 1990 has just joined our 

ranks, they deserve a little extra attention. 

[The following figures are taken primarily 

from the MDiv class (with known MA 

figures added in)— sorry for the preferential 

treatment given to the “‘under’’- graduates. | 

The junior class has a substantial rise in 

minorities, as well as an overall higher 

number of entering students. Last year, there 

were 124 entering MDiv juniors: this year 

the number was | 39. Although this is a good 

increase, the class size still has not risen to 

the 1984 level when 1 47 new juniors entered. 

(Continued on page 10) 

Jesus Christ, known worldover as Lord and Saviour to millions, seen here passing 

through P.T.S. on his way to Gethsemane, gives directions to a confused student. 

November, 1987 

Bad News 

For Books? 
By Lori Danielson 

The writer of Ecclesiastes 12:12 declared: 

.. of making books there is no end, and 

much study is a weariness of the flesh.” 

Perhaps nowhere are the seemingly endless 

barrage of books as well noticed than in a 

library. A countless number of these bound 

manuscripts inhabit row upon row of shelving 

in libraries world-wide. 

Therefore, one might ask why should 

anyone be concerned if one book or one 

hundred or one thousand of the books in 

Speer Library rot on the shelves or are 

carelessly mutilated? Yet we must care. 

These books are valuable tools for all of us in 

academia and in the ministry of Jesus Christ. 

Speer Library houses works which reach 

from back to the late 1600's up to the present. 

Some of the books in the collection were once 

owned by Alexander, Hodge and other notable 

figures in the history of P.T.S. But for how 

long will they last? The older works battle for 

survival against the elements of time. poor 

paper quality, adverse environmental condi- 

tions and human neglect. Not just the old 

either, all the books are enduring similar 

trials. 

(Continued on page 2) 

Inside Sitz 
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EDITORIAL ~— Sinners Anonymous 

I wonder when we're all going to own up to the fact of just how screwed up we 

really are. Never mind the mouthed corporate confessions or the general idea 

that we might be sinful. I mean the reality that we wouldn't have a snowball’s 

chance in hell for heaven if God wasn’t a pussycat at heart. 

Like most people here. I came to know Jesus Christ by grace experienced 

through repentance. I didn't do a thing to earn it. For that reason I can never 

quite figure out why I live (or try to live) my life as though I have been saved by 

good behavior. Nobody comes to know Jesus because of my lack of sin. 

Nobody should fall apart because of my sin. If they do, they're serving the 

wrong God. Simply put. no matter how * good” T look, it is of little importance 

to God's kingdom. 

Also. the “looking good” is usually a front. It is dishonest. I do not let people 

know the real me. the sinful, “*wants-to-do-the-unmentionable”’ me. People 

can accept that I’m sinful, as long as I keep it general. I don't dare get specific, 

or. if am specific. I must make sure it’s in the past and that I'm “over” it. I 

treasure the friends who really know me, and love me anyway, those who don't 

give adamn about my successes which are largely superficial anyway. I can’t 

identify with the excess of success here. 

I once shared my success frustration with a friend. She left me with one of the 

most insightful things said to me in the last two years by a peer here. It 

happened when I asked her what she thought of the people here. Her response? 

A lot of people here need to get their hearts broken.” 

I believe she meant that we cannot minister from ‘on high.’ We have got to 

admit that we're just as much a part of the muck and mire as the people we will 

be called to serve. Statistics bear that out. Ministers, not better, not worse. Just 

men and women called to proclaim the Good News that in Jesus Christ we are 

forgiven. We're nothing more than saved sinners who keep on sinning. We'll 

still be saved sinners if we start sleeping around. Most of us already know that 

we can drink and be saved. 

Jesus defeated sin with the cross. Great. But I haven't met one thoroughly 

victorious human in my life. Sure sin’s gonna lose in the end, but it’s putting up 

one “hell” of a fight. 

Alcoholics Anonymous is one of the few groups that knows this truth about 

sin. It is by far the fastest growing church in America. It’s the only church that 

faces it sins, specifically, every day. Scott Peck says AA is the only church that 

doesnt need full-time staff or expensive buildings. What lies behind that 

success? Simply the admission of powerlessness. Step 1 of AA’s 12 steps: “I 

admit that I am powerless over alcohol and my life.” 

It's so safe at an AA meeting. Everybody starts off their introductions by 

admitting that they haven't got their act together. “‘Hi, ?'m Phil, ’'m an 

alcoholic.”’ No pretense. just a place to heal. 

I’m praying for the church to be the same. “Sinners Anonymous’”’ it should 

be called. Before a pastor is allowed to preach he or she must introduce 

themselves and say, ** Hi, 'm Mark, ’'ma sinner.” Then, and only then, can we 

preach. 

Isn't that the message of Isaiah 6? Or Paul’s road to Damascus experience? 

Didn't they become “deathly” aware of their wretchedness in the face of the 

“Holy One of Israel?’ Wasn’t that the point at which they were ready to 

preach? 

Of course some will point out that they turned from their evil ways. They 

become“ good” disciples. But that misses the point. They were commissioned 

only after they became visibly aware of their sin. It’s conceivable that Isaiah or 

Paul could have taken their commissioning down to the local watering hole. 

What they did and who they were are separate questions. If God expects those 

called to always “straighten up and fly right’”’ then most of us should go home. 

Since most of us want to stay, let’s just be saved sinners instead, and act like 

it. — Mark Porizky 

October, 1987 

BAD NEWS FOR BOOKS? (Continued) 

The library itself is certainly partly re- 

sponsible for this problem which even a 

superficial investigation attests to. Presently 

steps are being planned and enacted to correct 

past errors, and halt further destruction of the 

library's collection. Some of the problems in 

need of resolve: heat and humidity conditions, 

the need for a new roof, crowding of books on 

the shelves and book restoration. 

However, the responsibility for book abuse 

past and future does not rest solely on the 

shoulders of the library staff and administra- 

tion. Many books, old and new, are damaged 

daily by those who use them. Some damage 

is caused by intentional mutilation. Pages are 

torn from the volumes, and pages are marked 

up with pen and highlighter. Such destruction 

of communal property is inexcusable at a 

graduate institution. 

Much of the damage is easily avoided. 

Damage can be avoided if we who use the 

books take just a little more care in our 

handling. If: 

1) when removing a book from the shelf, 

straighten the remaining ones so they do not 

collapse on one another. 

2) let the library staff replace the books, 

and 

3) take greater care not to break the 

binding of books when making copies. 

The library, to be sure, needs to make a 

number of adjustments in order to better care 

for the books on the shelves. But, so do the 

library patrons. If not, the future of some 

books we use is dim. 
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An Interview With The Chair Of The Board Of Trustees 
—Rev. David Watermulder, Pastor-Emeritus, Bryn Mawr Presbyterian Church 

By Kennedy McGowan 

To most of the Princeton student body, the 

Board of Trustees is a mysterious body 

somehow related to that massive endowment 

that is as much a part of seminary legend as 

Bruce Metzger’s authorship of the Bible and 

the infamous Evangelical hordes. 

When Sitz im Leben approached the 

President’s office about the possibility of a 

correspondent sitting in on the meetings, we 

were Surprised to find that no students were 

allowed such an opportunity, but that a time 

would be provided to meet with the members 

of the Board’s Student Affairs Committee 

over lunch. Frustrated but still hunting for a 

story we showed up. After some bitching to 

the folks around our table, we were told to 

talk to Dr. David Watermulder, Pastor- 

Emeritus of the Byrn Mawr Presbyterian 

Church and the Chair of the Board of Trustees. 

We asked for an interview. What follows is 

the result of that request. 

SIL: First of all, what’s the big issue this 

meeting? 

DW: The major concern of this board 

meeting centers around the upcoming Capital 

Funds Campaign. This campaign will include 

both Stuart’s renovation and the cost of the 

new building behind Hodge and MacKay as 

well as plans for faculty offices in closer 

proximity to students. This whole thing grew 

out of a long-range planning committee study 

that took place over the last several years in 

dialogue with the whole board, which looked 

over the study and brought it down to “bare 

bones.” 

SIL: What are they, the “bare bones?” 

DW: The recommendation is 18 million, 

but it hasn’t been brought up to be considered 

by the whole board yet. 

SIL: Talking about all this fundraising 

and long-range planning brings up another 

question. What’s the future of this seminary 

in your eyes? 

DW: Let me take that in two parts. First 

of all the physical plant. The board is having 

to consider the issue of future faculty housing. 

With the rapidly increasing housing costs at 

Princeton, this has become a pressing issue. 

Also, we hope to build an addition to Speer 

Library and endow more faculty chairs. With 

people like Sir John Templeton on the board, 

the trustees are always looking to the future 

and asking such questions as; will the present 

endowment be able to provide in the future 

the same level of subsidy that students are 

now getting, taking in such factors as the 

decrease in the power of the American 

dollar? 

Long-range plans also, and indeed pri- 

marily, include the academic quality of the 

seminary. What's the use of a beautiful 

physical plant if you don’t have the academic 

quality. I include in academic quality both 

intellectual integrity and Christian commit- 

ment. 

The needs in the various disciplines of the 

Faculty will be considerable in the future. 

and already search committees are out looking 

to fill now and soon to be vacant positions. In 

fact the board will approve one of those 

choices this meeting. /Editor’s Note—We 

asked about this appointment, but Dr. 

Watermulder was not at liberty to tell us 

anything, since the board had not voted vet. ] 

A new generation of faculty is coming in, and 

finding and getting the best people is the real 

question and the real problem. Our main 

concerns are maintaining solid bases in Re- 

formed theology and topflight Biblical studies. 

There are so many things to think abeut. For 

example, we were just discussing sewer 

improvements at CRW, and a mundane 

matter such as that runs in the neighborhood 

of a million dollars. 

SIL: Could you focus a little bit on the 

students’ present relationship to the board? 

DW: A tremendous change has taken 

place here. This administration is very open. 

Last year we met on investment policies in 

South Africa. Today. one of the things that 

came up at lunch was the issue of longer 

library hours on the weekends. 

The rapid increase in the school’s endorse- 

ment has changed the situation, and we have 

become much more open with respect to the 

endowment. All the South African invest- 

ments are gone. We're totally out of it. This 

in part came through the input of students and 

the concern of the trustees as well. Our 

concern is not to react to every fad but to try 

to understand the signs of the times and 

maintain the seminary’s integrity and relation 

to the present time. It’s a very responsible 

and dedicated board. 

SIL: Talking about student relations. I 

realize that you've discussed the possibility 

of a student representative on the Board of 

Trustees? 

DW: This has been a concern of the past. 

but it’s not an issue at this board meeting. 

The experience of many schools in this area 

has been that the student is gung-ho while he 

or she is on the board and on campus, but 

once off, interest is lost in the school. It is 

very important that the board provide con- 

tinuity and stability, and our greatest concerns 

are that the board be stable. responsible and 

responsive. 

We in conjunction with the Student Gov- 

ernment set up the Student Affairs committee 

of the Board to meet with students so that 

they can be heard on both sides of the fence. 

At times students have been brought into 

meetings for discussion in certain areas. Any 

concern that the SGA has will be transferred 

to the Student Affairs Committee chair and 

then the whole committee will take it and will 

carry that concern to the whole board. 

SIL: Speaking of an issue that is of present 

concern to students. What about curriculum? 

DW: It would be wrong if the board entered 

into the decision making on that level. We 

have no business employing top academicians 

and then second-guessing them. Just as they 

have no right to second-guess us on sewers at 

CRW. Robert Maynard Hutchins of Chicago 

said that the duty of the board is to hire and 

fire the President. Either you get an adminis- 

tration that does what the broad goals entail 

or you adjust the administration so that the 

goals are accomplished. The board does not 

make decisions that are better placed with 

the faculty. 

SIL: When you talk of broad goals. it 

brings up a related question. What is the 

purpose of the Board of Trustees? 

DW: Weare responsible for the Institution. 

for its maintenance. upkeep. policy. denomi- 

national relations. point of view and person- 

nel. As we do these, we bring them under the 

structure already mandated. We don’t get in 

their way. In a crisis. the board 1s the most 

important body a school has and when not in 

a crisis, the school needs the board to help 

carry out its policies and program. The board 

has the long-range view and it is the only 

body that does. Gifts like CRW may not 

have been possible had not the long-range 

needs of the seminary been realized. so that 

such a gift could be included in a will. A will 

is a pretty long-range thing. 

SIL: You've talked about a lot of issues 

today. but for most students. it's where the 

rubber hits the road that is most important. 

What would be your practical advice to 

students concerning the Board of Trustees? 

DW: First of all. be very frank and do not 

hesitate to go to your Student Government 

with your concerns. See that the SGA com- 

municates with the Student Affairs Committee 

Chairperson (presently Rev. Kari Turner). 

If it is an emergency, then I am certain that 

the chair would call together a few trustees 

that are close by to talk to the students. Ifit's 

not an emergency. the concern would be 

brought before the committee and from there 

to the full board. 
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AT ISSUE — CURRICULUM 
ELISA DILLER—“A Short History of the Curriculum Review 

Process” 

BILL BORROR— “Curriculum and Ministry” 
STEVE KRAFTCHICK— “Academics and Spirituality: Strange 

Bedfellows?” 

EFFIONG S. UTUK— “Curriculum and the International Students 

Needs” 

ELISA DILLER 

Th.M. 

There are some subjects which are so 

controversial that they shouldn't be discussed 

in polite company. Lob them like grenades 

into a congenial gathering of friends and the 

most amiable people will turn rabid trying to 

convince you of the inerrancy of their position. 

So. when Editor Mark Porizky asked me to 

write an article on the history of the latest 

PTS curriculum review I looked at him like 

he was crazy. I said."* Mark. lama veteran of 

two years work on this subject. and I know 

what it does to people. If vou want me to raise 

the one issue on campus which everyone 

thinks he or she is an expert on I will do so. 

But I am warning you that I will not be 

responsible for the debate that rages in the 

cafeteria and spills onto the streets and 

sidewalks of PTS over such subjects as the 

alleged lack of spirituality on campus, the 

need for Greek before entering as a M. Div. 

junior. and the relative merits of the Speech 

Department.” 

Perhaps I was overreacting a bit to his 

request. But my experience as a representa- 

tive appointed by the Student Government 

Association (SGA) to meet with the Faculty’s 

Ad Hoe Curriculum Review Committee for 

the last two years has taught me the complex- 

ities of the issue at hand. It is precisely the 

diversity of the opinions about what the 

curriculum should look like that has made 

this such a slow moving process. So before 

you turn to your neighbor and explain why 

you think the curriculum needs major revi- 

sions. 2. 

How did we get here? 

Curriculum review was undertaken by the 

faculty several years ago at the request of 

President Gillespie and the Board of Trustees. 

An Ad Hoc faculty committee chaired by 

Academic Dean James Lapsley was formed 

with one representative from the departments 

of Biblical Studies. History. Theology. Prac- 

tical Theology. and the Church and Society 

Program. The faculty committee in turn 

requested student opinion concerning the 

curriculum. 

Student opinion was gathered through the 

efforts of the members of the Student Con- 

ference (made up of students serving on the 

various PTS committees) during the 1985- 

86 academic year. During the autumn of 

1985. volunteers from the Student Confer- 

ence formed a Steering Committee on Curri- 

culum Revision and held meetings and solici- 

ted opinions from fellow students. The results 

of these meetings were then put in the form of 

a number of position papers entitled ** Foun- 

dational Courses’. **Practical Education”, 

* Teaching Styles”. °° Workload”, and“ Spir- 

itual Nurture’. These preliminary papers 

were then taken by the Steering Committee 

and worked into a more complete position 

paper which was circulated among the student 

body for comments and suggestions. Then, in 

February 1986 a public meeting was called 

by the SGA to review and discuss the 

‘If you want me to raise 
the one issue on campus 
which everyone thinks 

he or she is an expert on 
Iwilldoso. But... Iwill 

9 not be responsible. ... 
—E. Diller 

position paper before it was presented to the 

Ad Hoc Committee. 

During the spring of 1986 several meetings 

with the faculty committee were held. At 

these meetings the position paper was discus- 

sed and the student committee produced 

another paper which detailed the workload 

and hours needed to complete the academic 

assignments of the average M. Div. junior. 

For much of the 1986-87 academic year 

the student proposals remained in the faculty 

committee. At the end of the last academic 

year there was one meeting to discuss some 

curriculum proposals from the faculty. 

Where do we go from here? 

According to Dean Lapsley. the faculty 

received a curriculum review progress report 

during its Fall Retreat in September. The 

report outlines a number of issues which have 

been discussed over the past two years. “I 

see this as a major item on the agenda for the 

faculty during this academic year,” said 

Lapsley. “We have been gathering data for 

the last year and a half and have reached the 

stage of constructive proposals,’ he continued. 

Department representatives to the Ad Hoc 

Committee for the 1987-88 academic year 

have been selected and include Dr. Roberts 

from the Biblical Studies Department, Dr. 

Gardner from Practical Theology, and Dr. 

Fenn from the Church and Society Program. 

Two student representatives witl be recom- 

mended by the SGA and appointed by 

President Gillespie. Meetings have been 

called in October and December to further 

discuss the curriculum review and related 

proposals. 

As acurriculum review watcher for the last 

two years I would say that a major area of 

discussion relates to the very real need to 

produce pastors for the church and the desire 

to maintain high academic standards within 

the PTS curriculum. How these two needs 

are held in tension are what makes curriculum 

review such a difficult but interesting process. 

Ok. so now that you know the history of all 

of this you can turn to the person sitting next 

to you and say what’s on your mind... 

BILL BORROR 

M.Div. Middler 

I was asked to contribute to this “At 

Issue” having spent seven years in ministry 

and church leadership prior to coming to 

Princeton. I make no claims at expertise 

concerning seminary curriculum. This article 

shares some of my thoughts as I have assessed 

how the philosophy and content of the course 

offerings here prepare one for the parish and 

ministry in general. 

We must in the first place always remember 

that seminary (or any form of education) 

does not prepare one for life. As my friend 

who works with Department of Public Health 

for the state of Virginia said it has been his 

life experiences that have best prepared him 

for what he faces each day, not his graduate 

degree. The only way you learn to minister is 

by ministering. Obviously, any type of ex- 

perience we can have prior to entering the 

parish is essential. Internships, working with 

parachurch and advocacy agencies, field ed. 

etc... notonly give valuable experience, but 

force you to integrate learning with praxis. 

The real task of a seminary education is to 

begin or enhance critical theological thought. 

enable one to handle the Biblical material ina 

manner that is useful for preaching and 

(Continued on next page) 
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teaching. and to develop some skills in 

“practical” areas. With the depth and rich 

variety of courses offered here, one can fulfill 

all these needs. 

The trouble is that it is not a“*given” that 

the above happens. For instance, in the area 

of Practical theology. preaching is required, 

as it should be. However, a course in adminis- 

tration/management is not required, which to 

a large extent enables us to keep the job our 

preaching and eloquence probably got us. It 

is also unthinkable that one could go into a 

parish without rudimentary counseling skills, 

but one could do exactly that with an M.Div 

from Princeton. Arguably, the ultimate re- 

sponsibility in taking the necessary practical 

courses lies with the individual, but requiring 

two hours of speech and no counseling or 

administration doesn’t seem quite right. 

In Biblical studies, it seems that the semi- 

nary must deal with several problems beyond 

its scope. In the first place, much of the 

Presbyterian church is no longer Biblically 

literate. That means that the level of Scripture 

content knowledge many students enter with 

is deficient. I believe that reality should effect 

the nature of the 01 courses, or at least lead 

them to offer Remedial Sunday School 01. 

The other problem is the over-emphasis on 

languages. Most of us, even if the denomina- 

tion did not require both Hebrew and Greek, 

would probably take them anyway. But the 

energy doesn’t seem to justify the results. 

The only pastor I have ever been around who 

can still read both Greek and Hebrew has a 

Ph.D. in New Testament and is a national 

leader in Jewish-Christian relations. Unless 

one is very good, even the best intentioned 

scholar-pastor doesn’t have time in the parish 

to maintain a high level of proficiency in both 

Hebrew and Greek. 

‘I believe that reality 
should effect the nature 
of the OI courses, or 

at least lead them to offer 
Remedial Sunday 

School 01.’ 
—B. Borror 

But, being that the denomination is not 

going to change in the foreseeable future, I 

advocate that the seminary give full scholar- 

ship (but no credit) for summer language and 

do everything short of requiring students 

entering without the language background to 

take one the summer prior to entering semi- 

nary. Other seminaries do this and it would 

free up two precious course selections, one 

Bible and one elective to be used elsewhere. 

It would also give a little room for more 

reflective thought, as we are too often over- 

whelmed by the sheer volume of work before 

us, without ample time to process and under- 

stand how what we are learning relates to our 

faith and future ministry. 

I would use the newly freed up elective to 

create an additional semester of ThO1. Not 

that I am a big fan of the nature of introductory 

courses here, but one semester is not enough 

to lay a systematic foundation for the type of 

theological thinking required for leading a 

church. Ideally, this would be a more integra- 

tive course that would deal with the history of 

Christian thought and the philosophical back- 

grounds of theology. It might even include 

some Biblical theology which is essential for 

parish ministry and our faith. 

Coming to Princeton means we have chosen 

a seminary that is trying to be both an 

academic leader and a place where people 

are trained for ministry. That makes this 

place a little schizophrenic, but it is also why 

most of us came here. 

Recognizing that fact, we must take the 

initiative to cultivate a passion for Christ, the 

gospel, and the Church which we have been 

called to serve. Ultimate success in ministry 

is when there is congruency between who we 

are, what we proclaim, and how we live and 

believe. One learns that only in the school of 

Christ, by way of the heart. 

STEVE KRAFTCHICK 

Assistant Professor 

New Testament 

If I understand what Mark asked me to 

consider then he wants some remarks about 

the relationship of scholarly pursuits to the 

establishment and maintenance of personal 

spirituality. Or, since that sounds too formal. 

why do we have to take “Contemporary 

Lives of Jesus” if we already have a personal 

knowledge of Jesus as the Christ? As a 

matter of fact that is a very good question, 

although not a new one since Tertullian 

asked it when he wondered about the relation- 

ship of Athens and Jerusalem. Nevertheless 

it is On point. 

Whatever other identities it can take on, 

the Seminary cannot shed its role as an 

academic one. If it does then I am certain it 

no longer is a seminary. Now, if I am wrong 

about this then two things should result. 

First. I need to leave the seminary context. 

because I obviously want to teach something. 

Second. if there is a contradiction between 

the academy and spirituality then you must 

ask why you are here. If your answer is that 

the church structure to which I am denomi- 

nationally bound requires it of me that will 

not be sufficient. for that will only mean that 

your power Structure is forcing you to go 

somewhere that is spiritually damaging. And 

that hardly seems to be persuasive. For what 

applies to me. also applies to them. No, I do 

not think that simply acquiescing to an ill 

informed group of people in their require- 

ments is a sufficient reason to attend a 

seminary. 

‘It also seems to be the 
case that pursuit of 

spirituality can be a 
detriment to your 
spiritual life...’ 

—S. Krafitchick 

In truth, I am doubtful that any of us will 

argue the extreme position. Rather what we 

wonder about is the balance. If we devote too 

much time to studying won't our spiritual life 

slip into the area of those things which, while 

important, are not urgent? And once that 

happens won't I lose any perspective for why 

I came here in the first place? Can academia 

and its work demands become a detriment to 

your spiritual life? The answer to this question 

is of course, yes. Like anything else of which 

I am aware, this pursuit can replace God. it is 

not immune to the status of idol. On the other 

hand, it also seems to be the case that pursuit 

of spirituality can be a detriment to your 

spiritual life, for it too is open to the status of 

idol. The argument is trickier here, everyone 

notices how school work crowds out personal 

devotion, but it is not often the case that 

people notice when “devotion to God” re- 

places reverence for God. In fact, if one has 

to choose which is the greater evil I would 

suggest the second, because it is more insi- 

dious. The sad irony is that in the pursuit of 

spirituality you cease to be spiritual. 

Consider the proper pursuit. It takes a 

commitment of time, a search for that which 

is unknown and which may not result in the 

hoped for gain. It requires a trust in the 

process itself and an ability to sit still and 

ponder quietly. It requires thought and dis- 

cussion. Without a label, however, the re- 

quirements apply to both the practice of 

devotion and the scholars discipline. The 

procedures are not so much antithetical as 

similar. And if that is the case, then perhaps it 

is correct to define the academic pursuit as 

part of the spiritual life, if not an actual 

demonstration of it. 

Allow me the luxury of an analogy from 

(Continued on next page) 
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the arena of life. Suppose that you are 

fortunate enough to have a lover. I use this 

term in its correct and entire sense. not in the 

pejorative way in which it has come to be 

used as an object. Someone who loves you 

and whom you love. How far will the rela- 

tionship extend if your only way of expressing 

love is physical? Not far I think, one or the 

other of you will become bored eventually. 

How far will it extend if all you ever do is talk 

about love? If all you do is discuss its theory 

and practice. its history and the production of 

texts which discuss it. Again not long I think, 

for the allure of your lover will not permit 

a stance. No. you are in love because you 

want to discuss and show your love. 

But, I should like to expand my example. 

Lovers communicate, physically and verbally, 

but they do not stop and determine the 

boundaries of their expression of love. They 

do not determine that four kisses are enough 

but five crowd out meaningful discussion. 

Nor in the midst of talking together, wonder- 

ing about things together, do they stop and 

kiss in order to satisfy some timetable or 

requirement. They do not ask, “Won't our 

discussion of love hinder our practice of it?” 

or “How much practice is too much, how 

much talking and thinking is too much?” 

Rather they respond to one another. moving 

in a subtle but attractive interweaving which 

they sometimes express visibly and some- 

times by the shear wonder of image. Either 

way they begin to discover more and more of 

each other and of themselves. Sometimes by 

talking they discover the other, sometimes by 

embracing they discover one another. 

I do not think it is wrong to think of your 

relationship with God in such a way. If I am 

right, theological education is of the same ilk. 

One does not choose a relationship of wholly 

talk or wholly practice. one lives by doing 

both. All this practice of spirituality becomes 

boring if one never stops to wonder about it, 

boring to us and most likely to God as well. 

On the other hand if all one does is talk about 

God, but not with God the relationship will 

end soon enough. No, as you realize, a rela- 

tionship exists only if there is meaningful 

conversation and visible demonstration of 

love. Now. probably for the only time in your 

life. you have the luxury of three years to 

wonder about your lover, and it would be such 

a loss to spend the whole time waiting for it to 

be over. 

EFFIONG S. UTUK 

Ph.D. Candidate 

Church History 

From an international student's perspective. 

the debate about the Seminary curriculum is 

not only an important one, it is also a timely 

one. Important. because. as one who has 

passed through the curriculum system here, I 

am often left with lingering doubts concerning 

the relevancy of some of the courses I was 

told to take simply because there were no 

other courses available. Timely, because, as 

I have spoken with both old and new inter- 

national students in the Th.M. and Ph.D. 

programs, I have come to understand that 

this is a general problem or concern for 

international students. To be sure. some are 

more willing to talk about it; many prefer to 

suffer in silence and take whatever they are 

given: others hold fast to the unstated campus 

rule that foreign students are to be seen but 

not heard. 

However, the real question that a Curricu- 

lum Review Committee must face is how, not 

why, the Seminary curriculum should be 

made more relevant to the needs of the 

‘The curriculum, for 
example, still assumes 
that an African student 
who comes here to study 

needs to know Karl Barth 
or Paul Tillich....’ 

—K. Utuk 

international students. I believe the how is 

more important because the why has been 

pretty much answered by the Seminary 

Catalogue, when it acknowledges that the 

world mission situation has forced the Semi- 

nary to restate its goal and objective (See, for 

example, the 1987 edition, p. 26). Thus, 

instead of the traditional pattern of Seminary 

graduates going out as missionaries to Asia, 

Africa, and Latin America, nationals from 

those continents are now coming to Princeton. 

So, then, how does the Seminary begin to 

modify, revise, or change the curriculum in 

order to make it suitable to its ““worldwide 

constituency’? I do not want to sound 

simplistic, for I realize that there are many 

dimensions to this question, including ad- 

ministrative and academic, not to mention 

the problem of control. But, let me suggest 

three things. 

First, if the curriculum is to become truly 

ecumenical, it must be accepted that at 

present the Seminary is largely ecumenical 

only in what I would call externalities. The 

curriculum, for example, still assumes that 

an African student who comes here to study 

needs to know Karl Barth or Paul Tillich 

even when these figures may have no direct 

relevance to the contemporary African situ- 

ation. The issues which many African pastors 

face (for example. polygyny,. diseases, urban- 

ization, industrialization, and so on), are 

seldom addressed directly. These are some 

of the issues which the Seminary curriculum 

should seek to address insofar as every year 

the Seminary continues to bring African 

students here to study. 

We all realize how important it is for 

African students to come here both for the 

African church and the Seminary. The question 

is whether they are really getting something 

worthwhile out of the present curriculum. 

There was a time I thought the answer would 

be a straightforward yes. Now that I am 

about to go out of here, I believe the true 

answer is yes and no. Yes, because there are 

opportunities here to expand one’s horizon. 

No, because African students are often left to 

struggle on their own, especially if there is no 

faculty member specializing in their field of 

interest. 

Second, the Seminary has both a moral 

and missiological obligation to inform foreign 

applicants of the relevancy of its programs to 

the Asian, African, or Latin American situ- 

ation as the case may be. At present, it is my 

understanding from the Director of Profes- 

sional Studies, Carolyn Nicholson, that, not 

infrequently, foreign students only begin to 

talk about the relevancy of one course or the 

other after they have arrived here at Princeton. 

A situation like this helps to compound the 

problem of cultural shock for most foreign 

students. 

This leads me to the third and final point. 

At the rate foreign students continue to come 

here, particularly from Africa, Princeton 

may have to devise a means for evaluating 

the needs of these students, through a special 

form designed for that purpose and sent to 

such applicants. What this means is that the 

admissions process should no longer be 

conducted as usual. For the present system 

was for the most part devised for those years 

when it was taken for granted that whatever is 

taught at Princeton has a universal validity 

and relevance. Today, ecumenism or pluralism 

has called such assumptions into question. 

Therefore, to be really effective the relevance 

of the Seminary curriculum and the courses 

of study should be determined before. not 

after, a foreign student begins his or her 

program. 

Next 
‘AT ISSUE” 

Substance Abuse 
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Sermon Illustration: Professionals 
Anne Taylor in her novel Morgan’s Passing tells the story of a middle-aged 

Baltimore man who passed through people’s lives with astonishing aplomb and 

expertise in assuming roles and gratifying expectations. The novel opens with Morgan 

watching a puppet show on a church lawn on a Sunday afternoon. A few minutes into 

the show a young man comes from behind the puppet stage and asks, “Is there a doctor 

here?” After thirty or forty seconds of silence from the audience. Morgan stands up, 

slowly and deliberately approaches the young man and asks, ‘What is the trouble?” 

The puppeteer’s pregnant wife is in labor: a birth seems imminent. Morgan puts the 

young couple in the back of his station wagon and sets off for Johns Hopkins Hospital. 

Halfway there the husband crys, “The baby is coming!” Morgan, calm and self- 

assured, pulls to the curb, sends the about-to-be-father to the corner to buy a Sunday 
paper as a Substitute for towels and bed sheets, and delivers the baby. He then drives to 

the emergency room of the hospital, puts the mother and baby safely on a stretcher, and 

disappears. 

After the excitement dies down, the couple asks for Dr. Morgan. They want to thank 

him. No one has ever heard of a Dr. Morgan. They are puzzled—and frustrated that 

they can’t express their gratitude. Several months later they are pushing their baby ina 

stroller and see Morgan walking on the other side of the street. They run over and greet 

him, showing him the healthy baby that he brought into the world. They tell him how 

hard they had looked for him, and of the hospital’s bureaucratic incompetence in 

tracking him down. 

In an unaccustomed gush of honesty he admits to them that he is not really a doctor. 

In fact, he runs a hardware store, but they needed a doctor and being a doctor in those 

circumstances was not all that difficult. It is an image thing, he tells them: you discern 

what people expect and fit into it. You can get by with it in all the honored professions. 

Morgan has been doing this all his life, impersonating doctors. lawyers, pastors, and 

counselors as occasions present themselves. Then he confides, “You know, I would 

never pretend to be a plumber, or impersonate a butcher—they would find me out in 

twenty seconds.” 

To Tripp 

Today, I trod the slipperv walk, 

Where fallen leaves had lain. 

Now washed away, each left behind 

Its own distinctive stain. 

The patterns I considered, 

Some lovely, well-defined, 

Seemed representative of lives 

And brought vou to my mind. 

God's gift to vou, a gift well-given, 

So precious, pure and rare 

Impressed my mind with certainties 

Forever valued there. 

One’s length of days and knowledge gained 

Determine not the mark 

That can be made through one dear boy, 

Love stamped upon a heart. 

May I remember always 

This truth retold to me 

And use the moment that I have 

To treasure whom I see 

— Patti Bowman 9/18/87 

Page Seven 

Regionally 
Exclusive 
Language 

By Dave Huegel 

A little more than two years ago, when the 

class of 88 was introduced to life at Princeton 

Theological Seminary, several of us juniors- 

to-be were shocked when we heard what was 

practically the only regulation given for us to 

follow: You Shall Use Inclusive Language. 

At the time I was unconvinced by the 

explanations that were given for this rule. But 

after two years of conforming my papers and 

my sermons to this standard, not only am I 

beginning to tolerate it, 1 am beginning to feel 

comfortable with it. 

What I have learned is that language. as it 

comes to be used, can reflect. symbolize. 

perhaps even participate in oppression. This 

is not only true of sexual oppression but also 

of other kinds of oppression. In conversations 

with Black brothers and sisters I learned that 

the use of “white” to denote purity and 

goodness while at the same time using “black” 

to denote sinfulness and evil supports a racist 

world view. 

One very common oppressive use of lan- 

guage in the United States unchallenged 

during my years at P.T.S. I would designate 

as Regional exclusivism: the words that it 

abuses are **America™ and “American.” 

Now, in spite of the fact that the word 

**America” is derived not from the discoverer 

Columbus or from an indigenous name but a 

map-maker and explorer of secondary im- 

portance. Americus Vespucci, the word does. 

nevertheless. have a legitimate use. It refers 

to the continent of which North America, 

South America and Central America are 

subdivisions 

Unfortunately. the word “America” has 

been confiscated by the United States. We 

call ourselves “Americans.” and mean by 

that designation not that we are inhabitants 

of the continent but that we are citizens of a 

single country.Our use of the term suggests 

that we feel our nation (and ourselves) to be 

particularly representative of the entire con- 

tinent. Since the U.S. is politically. militarily. 

and economically more powerful than any of 

its neighbors. the use of the continent's name 

to refer to itselfnaturally results in an attitude 

of leadership and predominance. As early as 

1824 in a statement directed at the imperialist 

designs of Europe. James Madison declared 

that the U.S. is “practically sovereign” on 

the continent,” i.e. the continent of America is 

America’s private reserve. 

If we are U.S. citizens and use the terms 

‘America’ and Americans’ to refer to our 

(Continued on page 8) 
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What Then Should We Do 

By Eliseo Valdez 

I have just come back from the coffee hour 

at the Campus Center. I was talking with a 

couple of friends about the sense of power- 

lessness and confusion I feel over how I 

should respond to the reports I hear about 

AIDS. 

On my way back to the room I ran into a 

woman who had recently seen the film, *E] 

Norte’. and I sensed her despair-hope-frus- 

tration over her response to what she is 

learning about Central and South America. 

Last night. in a staff meeting. I agreed to 

look into my youth group’s participation in 

the Princeton CROP Walk (Community 

Hunger Appeal). 

Yesterday was the first full day for those 

among us doing field ed at Trenton State 

Prison, so after my staff meeting at church, I 

came back to the dorm and heard some of 

their reactions. 

I had lunch the other day with a man from 

the Philippines—I didn’t want to hear about 

what was happening there. I also didn’t want 

to hear about a student's work with a battered 

women s shelter in Pennsylvania. 

I'm wondering if I really want to place 

myself in C.P.E. (Clinical Pastoral Educa- 

tion). fearful of the things IT might have to 

face. 

A couple of days ago I watched the 

national news on TV for the first time in a 

while and probably for the last time in a 

while: it depresses me. 

It not only depresses me, it overwhelms 

me. I'm guessing that I'm not the only one 

that feels overwhelmed at times. When we 

survey the world around us, not to mention 

the world within us, it’s easy to fall into a sort 

of immobility of concern, sensing our inability 

to effect. Yet. we feel ourselves drawn to 

some sort of response. 

It was out of this need to respond that a 

group of people gathered to discuss the role of 

theological education in the social witness of 

the Church. It was a group of Presbyterian 

folk: Professors, student representatives. 

Board members, administrators, seminary 

Presidents. As such, it had a certain charac- 

ter. Most of the “dialogue” was highly 

intellectual, fairly restrained, and thoughtful. 

But another characteristic became evident 

throughout the tightly scheduled weekend. 

Slowly, I began to have a very clear sense 

that these people had not come by accident, 

or because they had nothing better to do with 

their weekend. They came because they had 

committed themselves to Jesus Christ, and to 

the Kingdom of God, and to the hope that the 

Church can actually be a vehicle for God's 

Grace in the world. It became clear that this 

commitment was for the long haul. 

Most of these people have been living out 

their faith in and through theological institu- 

tions. Most of us could concur on what a 

challenge that is. Remaining open to the 

creative, ever-surprising work of the Spirit in 

the midst of the routinization, scheduling, and 

mundane demands of life and work in a 

theological institution, requires the type of 

commitment I saw at work and struggle at 

that conference—long term commitment. 

I thought I would be reporting to you all 

about the exciting, proactive stances that 

seminaries would be taking in meeting the 

pressing social concerns of our world. I am 

not. What I am reporting to you is this: take 

heart. Do not become immobilized. Let God 

show you your small or large sphere of 

response to the many pains in the world. 

Know this too: the Spirit is alive and vital, 

teaching us—even through fallen, sometimes 

life-taking, ever-faith seeking institutions like 

this one to which we have been drawn. 

EXCLUSIVE LANGUAGE (Continued) 

country and its people, we are legitimating 

and ratifying more than 200 years of **mani- 

fest destiny’ and inequality that has charac- 

terized U.S. relations with the rest of the 

continent. If, on the other hand, we are 

willing to accept that the U.S. is not“ prac- 

tically sovereign” but is one of a community 

of nations and peoples under God, then we 

should take care to use the terms “* America” 

and “American” in their proper, inclusive, 

and continental sense. Let our use of language 

testify to the fact that the Central American 

peasant, the native of the Andes, and the 

French-speaking Canadian are all just as 

American as apple pie: but also let our 

language testify to the fact that none of them 

needs to eat apple pie. play baseball, pledge 

alliance to the flag. or love our Constitution 

in order to be American. 

Write For Sitz 

Next Deadline 
Dec. 16 

Book Review 
Virginia Mollenkott 

Godding: Human Responsibility and the Bible. 

Crossroad, 1987. 164 pp. 

Biblical Feminist Virginia Mollenkott’s new book calls for people to live out God’s 

all-inclusive love, a process that she calls ““godding’. The thesis of her book is that 

“human responsibility, in its deepest and fullest dimension, entails godding, an 

embodiment or incarnation of God’s love in human flesh, with the goal of co-creating 

with God a just and human society” (p. 2). Godding, for Mollenkott, means 

acknowledging God's presence within ourselves, and acting upon that discovery. 

In this summons to a lifestyle of godding, the author traces its development in the 

Bible. An extensive exegetical section deals with Job, who is for Mollenkott a prime 

Old Testament example of godding. Job’s courage in his transformation brings him to a 

joyous and sensitive godding after he has seen his identity with the One who is 

simultaneously within him yet far greater than he. Godding is also expressed in Isaiah’s 

righteous servant. The prime example is Jesus. 

Mollenkott’s skill as an English teacher is seen throughout the book, both in her clear 

and readable writing style, and especially in her literary examples of godding, from 

poetry in particular. Her quote of Emily Dickinson’s “‘dimity convictions” is a 

challenge to have courage to“ god’’— that is, to act as people who are born of the Spirit. 

Fresh insights from John Milton, Emily Bronte, and Marianne Moore are also 

significant. Contemporary authors Adrienne Rich, Audre Lorde, and Alice Walker 

bring godding into the twentieth century. 

Three major concerns run throughout the book: sexism, racism, and the arms race. 

These are highlighted as areas that are urgently in need of godding today. 

Seminary students will find this book a treasure. It deals with the very basics of 

ministry, of our calling to be about * godding’”’. The God of the Bible, she affirms, has 

willed to be embodied in the life of the church and of the world. It's readable, it’s 

challenging and it provides helpful insight into ministry in this century. 

—Lillian McCulloch Taylor 
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— John, pray for me. I’ve got — Wait John! Won't that take — 
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a test. away my free will notto get 

— Sure Becky. I'll pray that an A? A? 

you get anA. — Right, Bec.!'llpray forGod's == faxselay 

will to be done. 

Stewardship: A Grateful Response 
As most of us acknowledge our good 

fortune to study and worship here, we see 

that others have believed in and invested in our 

call and ability to serve. Generous friends 

and an extraordinary endowment help many 

of us with all or part of the $12,000 towards 

each student’s yearly budget. Hence with 

gratitude (and not with guild or self-righteous- 

ness), we may imagine our enabling role in 

the world-wide Christian community. One 

might call it venture Christianity. 

Venture Christianity is stewardship at its 

boldest, and the imaginative spark and chal- 

lenge behind the venture begin with prayerful. 

spiritual discernment, critical. yet construc- 

tive, reflection. To begin, let’s hazard a 

working definition of stewardship. More 

specifically, stewardship is our discerning, 

sometimes risky, always compassionate, 

corporate Christian lifestyle. It is a positive, 

constructive service, and community building. 

So one might begin with several questions— 

some easy, some troubling. Need we store 

extra winter coats and sweaters in the closet 

when fellow students from abroad and people 

in nearby Trenton have none? Need we eat 

three substantial meals daily when people 

elsewhere have (n)one? Need our portions be 

so full that great amounts are scraped off 

plates and scrapped? Might we begin to 

match our construction and remodeling on 

campus with necessary building, service, and 

dialogue elsewhere? We live amidst a wealth- 

producing nation and seminary—how then 

might the entire seminary community use its 

God-given resources toward the most just 

and constructive end? In that the annual 

stewardship gift of the seminary community 

to the whole world barely matches the annual 

cost of a single seminarian’s time here, how 

might we generate a more just distribution? 

Troubling or not, let's not distance ourselves 

from these and other questions: rather, let’s 

ask whether preserving the sfatus quo is even 

an option. Bishop Desmond Tutu writes: “If 

an elephant has his foot on the tail of the 

By Dan Wessner 

mouse, and you say you are neutral, the 

mouse will not appreciate your neutrality.” 

A fresh encounter with our faith and a keener 

world perspective through Christian steward- 

ship should spark some passion, perspicuity. 

and even anger. 

Yet such critical awareness is beneficial 

only so long as it effects our constructive 

sharing of God’s resources and our faith. To 

that end, the following stewardship projects 

seeks to combine awareness, service. and 

community. If they can simultaneously cause 

laughter. that’s all the better. Therefore. 

stewardship hopes to introduce a_ nightly 

‘In that the annual 
stewardship gift of the 
seminary community to 
the whole world barely 
matches the annual cost 
of a single seminarian’s 
time here, how might we 
generate a more just 

distribution?’ 

coffee house, where every part of the seminary 

community—commuters, staff. CRWers, 

professors, on-campus students from the 

States and abroad—can meet, snack. study. 

perform, and dialogue. Every bit of profit 

from the coffee house will be directed into 

Christian service. The funds will support 

local, national. and global needs. You will 

know and appreciate where the profit from 

your next coffee fix is headed. 

Also, the Fall Fund Drive is fast-approach- 

ing—it, too, is meant to be a community 

event. Forums to consider further the breadth 

of stewardship will coincide with active 

solicitation of your ideas. prayers. hands, 

and funds toward world-wide service. But the 

whole community's participation will not 

But how will | know if it’s — 

God's will for me to get an = 
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Yes, John? 

Good Luck! 

stop there. Since stewardship is not another 

group. but a catalyst on campus, each new 

feasible project will become the seed of vet 

another cell-group of seminarians. faculty. 

and staff. A cell-group will consist of indi- 
viduals committed to each other and a service 

project in their tithe of time. prayer. and 

funds. Stewardship will help facilitate. staff. 

and finance a cell-group’s project. but it will 

not. itself. usurp and effect the service project. 

Stewardship projects might also bring a 

lighter side to otherwise rigorous schedules 

and our call to give. The Rat Dance provided 

great tunes and company—and nearly $650 

toward the Covenant House in Manhattan. 

The coffee house could provide a stage for 

musicians and a cabaret— and net thousands 

toward other needs. The Spring Book Sale 

offers a wide variety of literature at bargain 

prices—and provides desperately needed 

funds for theological libraries overseas. A 

Spring Jeopardy competition could engage 

your favorite faculty and staff contestants— 

and raise additional funds towards some 

cause through group sponsorships of each 

contestant. These and other ideas are in the 

works. 

Neither this article nor this year’s service 

projects are the definitive word on Christian 

stewardship. Still. this article has sought 

some perspective on the good fortune and 

complexity of our seminary life: it has pre- 

sented several projects being considered as 

part of our response to God and our Christian 

community of faith. 

Stewardship is indeed joyful. communal 

and giving. It is also practical and critically 

aware. Let's pray that we will not shy away 

from a stewardship that might change our 

lifestyles. but welcome it. All year you'll be 

hearing from stewardship— please consider 

prayerfully your grateful response. 
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On Being Gay At P.T.S. 
Name Withheld 

Editorial Note. 

The author of this article would sincerely 

like to write without protection of anonymity. 

It should, however, be evident from the 

following that to do so at this time is to 

commit professional suicide and risk harass- 

ment. For these reasons, I have allowed it 

10 be submitted anonvmously. [think this ts 

a voice which needs to be heard at PTS. 

The other day while I was walking around 

the campus. it struck me that the most 

important thing for me to have now is 

freedom. Unfortunately. I think at this time 

this freedom must be defined mostly in 

negative terms. It must be a freedom from 

obstacles that keep me from my work. threaten 

my calling. and keep me from integrating my 

sexuality into my life as a healthy whole. Yet. 

on this campus I have found it very difficult to 

integrate my Sexuality into my life in a 

healthy way. This is because most people 

regard my sexuality as a flaw. an illness, a 

moral weakness. or even perversion. I am 

forced to remain invisible. to dialogue through 

anonymity. because to be publicly visible 

means both to risk harassment and to harm 

my career plans. 

What really hurts is not that others disagree 

with me from theological. political. or moral 

perspectives—we all have a right to dissent. 

But. there are those who in their own self- 

righteousness both condemn gay people and 

justify by subtle (sometimes not so subtle) 

rationalizations, various forms of harassment. 

I have come to believe that these people are 

motivated mostly by their own prejudices 

and often rely on the prejudices of biblical 

writers for justification. 

I wish that PTS could require each student 

who wishes to do ministry to spend a week as 

a minority person. I have personally become 

far more sensitive to the needs and concerns 

of others because of the disenfranchisement 

which. unfortunately, attaches itself to my 

sexual identity. Many consider me a fool for 

“choosing” such an identity. Actually, the 

only choice I have is either to acknowledge a 

very real part of myself, or to spend a lifetime 

deceiving myself. I am strongly convinced 

that being untrue to myself is far more 

harmful than battling the prejudice and hatred. 

At seminary. prejudice and hatred may 

produce patronization, gossip and usually, at 

worst. ostracization from the community. 

But the reason why prejudice and hatred are 

so dangerous is because when worked out in 

larger society, rather than in a microcosm 

such as seminary. they produce legally sanc- 

tioned discrimination such as potential loss 

of housing. career. and human rights. This 

situation even opens up the possibility for 

physical violence. 

So why write the article? Because I believe 

PTS is. in many ways, a community of 

Christians who are compassionate and caring. 

There will always be violent, fearful indivi- 

duals within any community. From what I 

have seen and experienced at PTS on this 

issue, there is a degree of tolerance among 

most, a sincere though uninformed compassion 

among many, and support among a few. I 

simply hope the numbers will improve a 

little. 

THE NUMBERS ON P.T.S. (Continued) 

In addition to class size, the number of 

minorities has risen as well as this year. Last 

year, there were 26% women(down from the 

low thirties of years past) and 16% minorities 

in the entering class. This year the figures 

climbed to 37% (women) and 20% (minori- 

ties). To give an idea of the number of people 

involved in these percentages, a breakdown 

of the 20% minorities may be helpful. In this 

year’s junior class, there were 15 entering 

black students, 6 entering Asian students, 2 

entering Hispanic students, and 5 entering 

international students. 

The average age of the class of 1990 is 27. 

this is a continuation in the dropping average 

age of entering students. The other two 

classes have average ages of 30 and 29 

(senior and middlers) respectively. One other 

statistic is in decline as well. In last year’s 

class, 16% were from California; only 13% 

of this year’s class is from CA. 

Of course, the big news (at least for the first 

few weeks of school) was the most unusual 

new student. This newcomer did not seem to 

be listed in any of the statistics. He did not 

wear a name card during orientation, although 

he was always at the center of attention. He 

even seems to need some assistance from us, 

since he has yet to actually enter the cafeteria; 

he just endlessly points at its doors with his 

very large (and heavy) burden. 

We can learn a lesson from this unexpected 

visitor. He reminds us all that we will not be 

at Princeton forever. PTS has been, is, and 

will continue to be an institution—it is up to 

us, the 798 individuals who are enrolled, to 

see that it is community as well. The ““num- 

bers” are now known. Only we can make the 

people behind those numbers real for us. 

Life In A Fishbowl II: Relationship Undercover 
By Ben Watched, Jr. 

Today's episode begins with John in much 

consternation over his encounter with Tom. 

He remembered how pretentious Tom seemed 

as he disguised his insatiable curiosity with 

concern. John decides right then and there to 

take a new and major course of action. In 

order to extirpate (eradicate) Tom’s brand of 

curio which is rampant around campus, he 

suggests to Sheila that they continue their 

relationship, only in secret. 

In the cafeteria. they pass each other like 

ships in the night. They don’t even say hello 

to each other. They dine only off-campus 

(usually a cup of coffee and dessert after 

dinner) lest anyone see them together. 

Soon, all of the talk about campus con- 

cerning John and Sheila’s budding relation- 

ship begins to fade. Eventually. people really 

believe that they are no longer together. 

Paula: I'm sorry that things didn’t work 

out between you and John. 

Sheila: Oh well, it’s O.K. 

Paula: What do you do in your spare time 

these days? 

Sheila: I'm basically working, uh, off- 

campus. so I'm really too busy to worry 

about my social life. Besides, I really want to 

excel in my classes. 

At this point, John zooms by Paula and 

Sheila, winking at Sheila while she pretends 

she doesn't see him. They are so crafty, so 

incognito, the whole plan is being carried off 

without a hitch. Later, in the safety of John’s 

locked dormroom, they laugh and catch up 

on the day’s events. 

Time passes. It’s been three months and 

only a “sacred” few know the truth. But they 

are true friends, the kind that keep their 

mouths shut. But they know that there are 

others, others who are looking for someone to 

talk about, looking for someone’s relationship 

to dissect, making it part of the cafeteria 

tabletalk. After all, Tom and Sheila have 

come to understand the fishbowl. That’s the 

way it is. 

... and that’s all there is. 

HAVE A HAPPY 
175th 
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The P.T.S. Endowment 
How does it work? 

By Mark Porizky 

The P.TS. Endowment . . . Does it conjure up images of gnomes running around the 

basement of the Administration Building figuring out how else to get people to “give, 

give, give?” 

Wherever there is money in Christianity, there is cynicism. And it is only natural that 

students wear a smirk when it comes to our endowment. But I believe we also 

misunderstand it. 

Let me explain. Is the Seminary wealthy? Yes. If, that is, we intend to close our 

doors, sell all buildings, and generally stop equipping men and women for the parish. In 

such a case we would have enough for each of us to take a few extended visits to the 

Bahamas and still have enough left over to buy out Heritage U.S.A. In other words, the 

value of the endowment is only ““enormous”’ if we stopped using it to help pay for any 

given year’s activities. 

Is the Seminary wealthy? If we assume that the preparation of students is important, 

then the answer is “‘we’re getting by.”’ And to get by, the endowment is vital. 

The P.T.S. Endowment is that which keeps the Seminary open. If it seems large, that 

is because it is never touched. Only the interest (through dividends in stocks or interest 

on bonds) is used to pay bills. If one gives $1,000 to the endowment, the endowment 

increases by $1,000, but only the interest on that one thousand dollars is utilized. 

Also, about 80% of the endowment is “‘designated.’’ This means that the donors had 

a specific account he or she wished to see the money provide for. For instance, 26% of 

the designated money is for student scholarships. If we run short for endowed chairs, 

the Seminary cannot take from the designated student portion. Or vice-versa, for that 

matter. There is even a “‘designated’’ endowment for CRW maintenance, which can 

only be used for that purpose. 

Well, so what? So what indeed! Now for some numbers and percentages that may tie 

this together. The figures below are from the 1985-1986 year. (Seniors, can you 

remember that far back?) Remember that, as always, prices goup. Also, don’t forget (as 

though any of us could) the tuition hike. In other words, be flexible here. 

For you to be here, there are the items that must be paid for in a given year: Tuition, 

Dining Hall, Residence Halls, TBA, CRW, Tennent and Roberts. 

Now, the average amount of student fees paid to the Seminary was. . . $3,292 per 

student. Some paid more, some less. But that is what Joe/Josephine Average student 

paid. 

Yes, but how much did it cost? Well, to keep Joe/Josephine making late night WaWa 

runs to finish overdue papers for a year here cost... $17,587 per student. Or, on the 

average, we pay for about 18% of what it takes for us to get a degree here. 

And you guessed where the rest comes from. Well, almost guessed anyway. Sixty- 

five percent comes from the endowment. The other 18% is fairly evenly divided 

between one-time gifts to the seminary and the General Assembly allocation. 

The only question the administration could not answer was who gets the endowment 

at the Rapture. We’re waiting for Hal Lindsey to get back to us on that. 
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Campus Security: 
Is there any? 

By Brad Munroe 

It is the nature of dorm existence that there 

be a few topics that, when broached, guarantee 

to raise a complaint. At PTS such topics are 

the work load, dining hall food, and yes, 

campus security. On October 20, 1987, I 

wrote an open letter to Dr. Gillespie, several 

other administrators, and the SGA about the 

campus security system. The thesis phrase to 

that letter, repeated four times, was this: 

“The security system stinks. It is an outrage.” 

I found my sentiments shared by many 

students; a deep well of anger had been 

tapped. Behind our deep well of anger was, I 

think, the suspicion that the administration is 

insensitive to students’ needs and the reality 

that Princeton is not the same sleepy hollow 

it was in the 1950’s. Is this suspicion true? I 

don’t know. However, on the issue of campus 

security, the administration seems to have 

heard the students and taken action to improve 

the system, although much improvement is 

still needed. 

When we hear, “‘campus security,” many 

of us think about the security guards. However, 

the guards are only one aspect of the security 

system, which includes locks, communications, 

lighting, parking policies, and general com- 

munity awareness. , 

Over the last several years there has been 

an increasing concern among students con- 

cerning the simple access of the dorms due to 

their being unlocked. Transients have slept in 

dorm basements, rooms and lounges have 

been burglarized, and men have intruded into 

women’s bathrooms. In October and No- 

vember individual students and the campus 

deacons approached Mr. Lansill about lock- 

ing the dorms. The question was raised: will 

it take an attack before the dorms are locked? 

Fortunately the answer to this is, “No.” By 

February 1, 1988, Mr. Lansill has promised 

to have distributed a key to each student to 

(Continued on page 2) 
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On Ministry To Addictive Behavior 
I had seen the public service ads, even read a couple of pamphlets on the 

issue, and frankly I felt pretty smug about the whole problem. I thought that I 

was informed about alcoholism. Not until this summer when I began to work 

with recovering addicts did I understand just how much I wasn’t. Suddenly I 

became aware of not only my own ignorance but of my own blindness in not 

seeing a problem that infected my own family. 

Through those experiences, I was continually surprised by the gratitude 

expressed by so many in recovery towards my presence among them. You see, 

I was a seminarian, and in me, they saw someone who would not make the 

same mistakes their pastor had made. That is where many of them had started 

in their search for help. Sometimes they described it as a marriage problem, 

sometimes as a financial one, but underneath it all lay the spectre of addiction. 

Yet in every case I encountered, the minister did not recognize the real 

problem. 

In America today, the rule of thumb is that for every six drinkers there is one 

who has a serious drinking problem. And frankly such a statistic should not be 

too surprising. Rarely have I ever talked to a person who has not had a relative 

or close friend who has not dealt with or is dealing with some addictive 

behavior. And today, we realize that beyond alcoholism, lies a whole range of 

diseases of addiction that are equally destructive. The irony behind all these 

statistics is that, if detected, addictive behaviors have a high rate of recovery. 

Most of us here are training for the parish ministry. We will encounter in that 

task hundreds and maybe thousands of people under the bondage of addictive 

behavior. Underneath many divorces, cases of domestic violence and child 

abuse, we will find this disease. Yet, if we hold true to form, we will not detect it. 

Not because we are not well meaning, but because we just won’t know. Most of 

us will not have studied the twelve steps or maybe even know what they are. In 

the midst of such a wide-ranging problem it is a serious deficiency that this 

seminary does not have any course that deals with the wide range of addictive 

behaviors that every pastor will encounter in the parish. Such a course is not a 

new idea but one practiced at both Vanderbilt Divinity School and Union 

Theological Seminary in Richmond. 

The church is for many the first place where help is sought, and ideally even 

before a pastor is approached, he or she should be able to detect an addictive 

behavior. What is a tragedy is that all too many times the pastor is the last to 

know, not because of any inherent inability but only because the education is 

lacking. —Kennedy McGowan 

If you would like to know more about alcoholism, the editors recommend 

these resources for your perusal, the books Dying for a Drink by Dr. Anderson 

Spickard and Alcoholics Anonymous. Also there are numerous meetings in 

the Princeton area that deal with recovery from addictive behaviors. Their 

meetings can be found through the local offices of their respective groups, 

such as AA, OA, Al-Anon, NA or others. You may find their numbers in the 

Dhone book. 
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SECURITY (continued) 

the outside doors of his or her dorm. The 

outside doors will be locked from Midnight to 

7:00 A.M. 

The administration also has taken action 

to improve the communications network 

between students in crisis and the security 

guards. Tales of communications fiascoes 

are so common as to have become mundane. 

However, in late November Mr. Lansill 

ordered a hand held two-way radio system 

similar to the kind used by the police. 

Students will be able to call a regular Ma Bell 

telephone number on campus that will be 

monitored 24 hours a day, seven days a 

week. The person receiving the call will radio 

the seurity guard. 

The question, of course, is will the security 

guarad be able to respond? The answer— 

probably—is, “‘Yes.”’ As of January 1 the 

Seminary is divorcing themselves from the 

D.B. Kelley Security Company. In September, 

1985, the Seminary hired Kelley Security to 

improve (improve? I know, can you believe 

it?) campus security. While Mr. Lansill says 

he is “‘ pleased” with the job they have done, 

he thinks better job performance is possible if 

the Seminary administrates the security per- 

sonnel. By eliminating the middle person, the 

Seminary will be able to pay larger salaries 

and, theoretically, attract more responsible 

personnel. 

Of course, improved personnel may not 

solve the problem of poor response time. An 

option that should be discussed among the 

administration, SGA, and concerned students 

is whether there is need to have two or more 

security guards on duty at a time. 

While the positive steps taken by the 

admnistration should be applauded and not 

minimized, there are further improvements 

that need to be made in the security system. 

There is a need for better lighting on campus. 

The diagonal walk between Erdman Hall 

and Edgehill Road is dark. The administra- 

tion’s response is that the walk along the 

Adams House is lit well. However, this walk 

way leads to a very dark section of Edgehill 

Road. Both the Women’s Center and students 

in Roberts and Tennent Halls have complained 
about the situation and seem to have justifiable 

cause to be upset and afraid. 

Secondly, there is virtually no lighting 

between the parking lot behind the MacKay 

Center and Brown Hall. Dr. Gillespie has 

argued the Seminary has provided a lighted 

walk way that goes up around Hodge and that 

it is “laziness” on the part of the students if 

they do not avail themselves to the lighting 

provided. I believe student's opinions on the 

lighting situation should be discussed openly 

(Continued on page 6) 
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ATISSUE — SUBSTANCE ABUSE 
Editor’s Note: Statistics show that 18 million Americans have a serious drinking 

problem. This year alcoholism, not to mention other addictive behaviours, will kill tens 

of thousands, destroy untold numbers of families, and result in $117 billion in costs 

ranging from medical bills to lost work days. As is true with every addictive behavior, 

people who are chemically dependent, can lead seemingly normal lives, but there are 

detectable symptoms. The American Psychiatric Association picked three basic criteria, 

physical symptoms such as tremors or blackouts, psychological difficulties such as an 

obsessive desire to use the chemical and behavioral problems that disrupt family, social 

or work life. We have three articles “At Issue’? with substance abuse and addictive 

behaviors. 

(Information from Trinity Counseling Center) 

DR. ANDERSON SPICKARD, JR.— “A Word To Seminarians” 

NOELLE DAMICO— “Alcoholics Anonymous: An ‘Outsider’ 

Attends” 

ANONYMOUS— “Food Addiction: Personal Testimony” 

DR. ANDERSON SPICKARD, JR. 

Vanderbilt Medical Center 

It is estimated that there are probably ten 

million alcoholics with true dependency in 

our country, with an additional seven million 

who abuse alcohol and have not yet become 

dependent. Each alcoholic has at least three 

family members affected by his/her drinking. 

Despite these staggering figures, few ex- 

periences in my 24 years of medical practice 

have had a resurrection quality equal to that 

of watching alcoholics and their families 

leave behind the living death of addiction. 

While much of the world staggers under the 

weight of chemical addiction, the Church is 

called upon to be a vessel of this resurrection 

power. It is my hope that you, as seminarians, 

will take the lead in serving this suffering 

generation with practical and realistic efforts. 

To participate in the joyful process of 

recovery from addiction, we must ask ourselves 

hard questions and be prepared to change 

long standing opinions. Why do people become 

alcoholics? Is it a disease? Why can’t alco- 

holics or drug dependent persons see their 

problem and help themselves? Why do family 

members frequently become as sick as the 

Alcoholic? What about the role of Alcoholics 

Anonymous? On what basis should we make 

decisions about our personal drinking habits? 

Many of these questions we have dealt with 

in our book, Dying for a Drink— What You 

Should Know About Alcoholism, which I 

co-authored with Barbara Thompson for 

Word Books. 

The PCUSA report has a recommendation 

which states that it is important “to encourage 

candidates in training for ministry to seek 

specific preparation and experience to deal 

with alcohol related problems.” It is impera- 

tive that comprehensive training of ministers 

be undertaken to acquaint them with the 

physical, emotional and spiritual symptoms 

of the disease of alcoholism and chemical 

dependency. The characteristic signs and 

symptoms of alcohol dependency can be 

easily understood after a concentrated course 

of a few lectures and demonstrations. How to 

incorporate such a program within your 

curriculum at Princeton Seminary is largely 

dependent on individuals who are committed 

to understanding this church wide and world- 

wide problem, but we cannot continue to 

ignore the implications of these issues in our 

basic seminary training. 

‘It is imperative that 
comprehensive training of 
ministers be undertaken to 
acquaint them with the 
physical, emotional and 
spiritual symptoms of the 
disease of alcoholism and 
chemical dependency.’ 

—A. Spickard 

One of the special missions of the church is 

to minister to Christian believers who become 

alcoholics. The guilt and shame felt by 

Christian alcoholics is even more pronounced 

than that of their secular counterparts. Often, 

long after they stop drinking, they live in fear 

that God has permanently rejected them. 

Such individuals often need extensive coun- 

seling before they are able to believe that 

their sins have been forgiven and that God 

still has a personal and loving concern for 

their lives. 

The problem of alcoholism is increasing. 

Children are becoming addicted at twelve 

and thirteen and do not recover their lost 

adolescence. Marijuana and cocaine use 

with alcohol is common. The family destruction 

caused by alcohol and drugs is fantastic and 

will become a major issue in your daily work 

as pastors and teachers. 

Therefore, we as leaders in the church 

have an opportunity and responsibility. Our 

seminaries must provide educational oppor- 

tunities in alcoholism for students and faculty. 

Only then will the church wide response to 

the epidemic of alcohol abuse and addiction 

begin to improve. 

NOELLE DAMICO 

M.Div. Junior 

I tried to sit on the left-hand side in the 

second to last row on the end. I wanted to be 

inconspicuous. After all I wasn’t one of them. 

I'm not an alcoholic. You see, I thought that 

AA was some exclusive self-help group 

where the unspeakable problems associated 

with being a recovering alcoholic were talked 

about in a secret meeting where anyone who 

wasn t an alcoholic would neither be welcomed 

nor appreciated. So when my field-ed pastor 

urged me to attend AA saying it was his 

paradigm of what a church should be, I was 

hesitant. 

The room was filled with candles and lots 

of people chatting about this and that, a few 

like myself, fumbling uncomfortably with 

coats and purses. My pastor called to me to 

join him at the front table. O God, everyone is 

looking at me. They all know. This is deceitful. 

If anyone finds out ['m not an alcoholic 

they’ll feel betrayed. After all, do I want 

anyone to know my problems? 

The meeting was called to order, announce- 

ments were made, and then a sheet with what 

are called the Twelve Steps was passed from 

member to member with each reading a 

paragraph. Members practice these steps to 

combat their desire to drink. A young woman, 

about my age, was reading. She didn’t look 

like an alcoholic. Suddenly I felt incredibly 

stupid. What had I expected an alcoholic to 

look like? 

After the steps, the ‘thought for the day’, a 

‘devotion’, and the Serenity Prayer, a member, 

the evening’s designated speaker, recounts 

his or her personal struggle with alcoholism 

and experience with AA. This was an ‘open’ 

meeting and with a speaker I thought I was 

safe. Nobody had asked me anything directly. I 

didn’t need to do anything, just sit here and 

try to get something meaningful out of the 

talk and then I could return to PTS and catch 

a late movie. 

(Continued on next page) 
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AT ISSUE — SUBSTANCE ABUSE 
‘Is there anyone here who is new to our 

meeting, or at AA for the first time tonight?” 

I looked helplessly at my pastor while new 

folks shouted out boisterously ““My name is 

so-and-so, and I’m an alcoholic,” and the 

crowd responded “Hi so-and-so, welcome!” 

Not wanting to deceive anyone further I 

said meekly, ““My name is Noelle’ (dead 

silence). The brief pause allowed me time to 

think up ways to justify my presence—I’m 

going to be a pastor and I need to be sensitive 

to problems such as yours (no good, it 

sounded like pompous b.s.), my pastor made 

me come (wimpy), I am scared about being 

here but please don’t throw me out I want to 

learn about the church (true, but who would 

believe it or care. AA exists for them not 

some pious little seminarian). ““Hi Noelle, 

welcome!”’ No one asked why I was there. 

No one asked me to explain why I didn’t say I 

was an alcoholic. No one even looked at me 

strangely. How could they just welcome me? 

When the speaker had finished the floor 

was open to anyone who would like to share 

anything. Absolutely anything. I thought the 

facilitator would try to keep everyone on the 

subject of alcohol but she didn’t. 

My mom and I fought today; my job is 

driving me crazy; I had a great walk today 

and feel positive and rejuvenated; I feel 

depressed—I don’t know why; that’s funny I 

was depressed too last night—it must be 

going around (laugh, laugh). I didn’t say a 

word. I couldn’t. I wanted to tell them how 

lonely I was, how courageous I thought they 

were, how I wasn’t an alcoholic, how I was 

depressed last night too. Instead I swallowed 

hard and held my breath to stop the tears. 

After the last person shared we stood up, 

joined hands, and prayed the Lord’s prayer 

‘When my field-ed pastor 
urged me to attend AA 

Saying it was his paradigm 
of whata church should be, 

I was hesitant.’ 

—N. Damico 

together. It was so loud. No one mumbled. 

The hands grasping mine were firm. The 

thought crossed my mind. I love these people. 

It was the third week when I finally shared 

that I was not an alcoholic and that I felt I had 

been deceiving them by being there but that I 

wanted to stay if they d let me. I began tocry. 

O God they think I’m crazy. I hate crying. 

My best friends don’t see me cry. I couldn't 

stop. I told them I thought they were some of 

the most courageous people I had ever met 

and that they were a source of inspiration to 

me. They were. They are. When I stopped, 

the facilitator thanked me for sharing saying 

of course I could stay. When the meeting was 

over men and women approached me hugging 

me, crying, telling me how I must stay, how 

much they had needed my encouragement 

that night. 

I invite you to ask yourself what the church 

would have done with an outsider, with one 

who was uncomfortable, with one who really 

told someone what was wrong. Do we per- 

petuate honesty? Or do we reward those 

Christians among us who seem to have it all 

together? 

One last lesson. Last Saturday a woman 

shared that her sponsor (a person who has 

been sober and involved in AA for many 

years who is the personal guide, counselor 

and friend for newer members, available any 

time day or night to help) had taken a drink 

after two years in the program. Far from this 

mistake ruining their relationship, she ex- 

pressed how glad she was to have a sponsor 

who was human. It spoke to my understanding 

of expectation as a minister. 

Very simply, AA has taught me about the 

grace of God and the love that is possible 

when we dare to reveal ourselves to one 

another. 

ANONYMOUS 

P.T.S. Student 

I am addicted to food—food is the substance 

that I abuse. Perhaps this may sound dramatic 

or comical to some people, but I was dying 

from this disease . . . slowly and quietly, yes, 

but still dying. This disease has many forms. 

I began as a compulsive overeater. Later I 

became bulemic. Some bulemics binge and 

then purge by vomiting, or by using diuretics, 

or by frantic, compulsive, exercise. I purged 

by dieting, hard and fast because I found 

myself disgusting. I lost the weight and 

thought I was healthy becaue I wasn’t fat. But 

now I’ve learned that just being skinny 

doesn’t make you healthy! Sometimes this 

disease means one simply doesn’t eat in the 

first place. All of us are compulsive. All of us 

abuse food. All of us are dying... we're all 

killing ourselves. 

I am grateful that I have this disease. Like 

most abusers, I used my substance to block 

emotions and pain. This is the first reason I 

am grateful for having this disease. I was 

raised in a dysfunctional family who taught 

me how to eat in order to cover up my hurts— 

and we had lots of deep hurts. If it hadn’t been 

for food, I would probably have used a more 

potent poison as my anesthetic, like drugs or 

alcohol, in order to survive... or perhaps I 

would have chosen not to survive at all. So I 

am grateful for my compulsion. The second 

reason I am grateful is that through this 

disease I am blessed with the gift of learning 

to live in a 12-step program, but I’m getting 

ahead of myself. 

When I hurt, I ate. And although the food 

‘I am addicted to food — 
food is the substance 

that I abuse.’ 
—Anonymous 

(especially the sugar) didn’t really make me 

feel good, at least I didn’t hurt so much 

anymore. By the time I was 360 pounds, I 

learned how to sneak food and how to eat 

food so quickly that I nearly suffocated, so 

that “no one would know’...(Can you 

imagine!) I thought it was okay that I abused 

food as long as no one was watching... at 

least it wasn’t “that bad.” Besides, I really 

wasn 't the one to“‘blame.” I isolated myself: 

by my obesity, when I ate, and even when I 

didn’t eat. Eating disorders are diseases of 

isolation. 

One day I looked hard into a mirror and I 

was shocked to find that 360 pounds truly 

looked obscene. I knew then that I must be as 

terrible as my abusers said I was. I hated 

myself and so I purged my body of 180 

pounds by crash dieting. For the next six 

years, I mostly kept the weight off—at least I 

was able to“ purge’ whenever I gained some 

of it back by binging (by covering the pain we 

all have to feel in this life)...so I was 

“healthy” by my own definition. Then my 

life hit a crisis and I found 40 extra pounds on 

my body in a very few months. I wanted to 

diet, but I had this notion that there was 

something more to this weight gain. . . some- 

thing a diet wasn’t going to solve, something 

“unhealthy.” 

I had been told about Overeaters Anony- 

mous (OA) by three people in the past two 

years, and I thought: ““Maybe I should 

consider something like that.”” But I always 

dismissed the notion quickly since I didn’t 

really have that much time in my busy 

life... and besides, I just didn’t want food 

and weight to be such a “big deal’ in my life! 

The sad fact is that food was already a “big 

deal” and I was preoccupied with my weight 

(whether I was fat or thin at the time). I was 

(Continued on next page) 
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AT ISSUE (continued) 

compulsive in my abuse and it began to 

dominate my life. This is a progressive 

disease. I tried to ignore it, but it never went 

away. I tried todeny it... but when I tried to 

give up sugar last summer, I found that J just 

couldn't do it. Finally I admitted it, but I still 

didn’t want to do anything about it 

I was too proud. Certainly J wasn’t power- 

less against food! Certainly J didn’t need to 

go to some touchy-feely group with a “sick” 

name like OA! Or did I? 

This thin ray of self-honesty proved to be 

the inbreaking of the grace of God! I sat 

awkwardly through my first Wednesday night 

meeting at Princeton House and was amazed 

at what I heard. These people told my 

story—though some had suffered even more 

than I from their disease as it progressed. 

Some had even passed it on to their own 

children. But all had found what many 

alcoholics find... that recovery lies only in 

working the 12 simple steps. And then they 

proclaimed the blessings of a program that 

works—a program that helps them eat three 

meals a day instead of a ton or none, and to 

live life in between. OA uses the AA material 

but substitutes, ““compulsive overeating” and 

“food’’ for alcoholism and alcohol. I say the 

12 steps are simple—they are, but they are 

not easy. Fortunately, the program does not 

leave us alone in our journey to wholeness— 

we have our fellows and our God! Besides, in 

one way each of us had already done the first 

step—the ego buster—just by walking in the 

door at 8:00 that night. We admitted that we 

were powerless over food. We were ready to 

let God empower us instead of staying alone 

in our pain. 

I cannot sign this article since anonymity 

is a tradition of this group and I respect that 

tradition. But I would sign it if I could since I 

no longer need to be ashamed of myself (even 

how I look right now) or of my disease any 

more than epileptics or asthmatics or alco- 

holics need to be ashamed of their diseases. 

Perhaps some of you do know who I am. 

Perhaps I am really you! 

The contact people for one of the Princeton 

OA meetings are Carol (201) 329-8005 and 

Fran (609) 921-3360. 

Next ‘AT ISSUE’: 

Youth Ministry 

Deadline: February 25 

Is There Life After Grace? 
By Gordon Mikoski and Steve Olmstead 

Christmas has come and gone. We have 

remembered and celebrated the birth of 

Jesus. Soon we will remember His death and 

celebrate His resurrection. When do we 

remember and celebrate the life of Jesus 

Christ? 

Our understanding of the grace of God has 

been largely formed in reference to the 

incarnation and the crucifixion/resurrection. 

From the period of the Early Church through 

the Reformation and down to the present, 

one sees that grace is defined primarily in 

relation to Christmas and Easter. A particu- 

larly clear example of this is found in the 

second article of the Apostles Creed. The 

grace of God is revealed in Christ through his 

nativity, passion and glorification. It is inter- 

esting to note that in no way does the life of 

Christ play a part in the revelation of the grace 

of God through the Son. In the Reformation, 

the grace of God is linked more directly to a 

Pauline focus on the crucifixion/resurrection. 

Contemporary Protestant theology seems in 

many ways to be a restatement of the Reformed 

understanding of grace, laying emphasis on 

the victory of Christ through the resurrection. 

Perhaps grace that is understood only in 

reference to Christmas and Easter is incom- 

plete. In order to complete our understanding 

we must consider the life of Christ. After all, 

what would our understanding of grace be if 

the gospels consisted only of birth and passion 

narratives? Our conception of grace would 

never know of a Love that heals the sick, 

comforts the afflicted, forgives the enemy 

and searches for those who are lost. We 

would never hear the grace-ful words, “Follow 

me’ nor would we observe the faithful 

response that leaves everything for the sake 

of Christ. 

(Continued on page 6) 

Sermon lilustration: Mercy and Justice 
Our tendency to take grace for granted was driven home to me while teaching college students. | 

had the assignment of teaching a freshman Old Testament course to 250 students at a Christian 

college. On the first day of class | went over the course assignments carefully. My experience taught 

me that the assignment of term papers required a special degree of explanation. This course 

required three short papers. | explained to the students that the first paper was due on my desk by 

noon the last day of September. No extensions were to be given except for students who were 

physically confined to the infirmary or who had deaths in the immediate family. If the paper was not 

turned in on time, the students would receive an F for the assignment. The students acknowledged 

that they understood the requirements. 

On the last day of September 225 students dutifully handed in their term papers. Twenty-five 

students stood quaking in terror, full of remorse. They cried out, “Oh, Professor Sproul. We are so 

sorry. We didn’t budget our time properly. We didn’t make the proper adjustment from high schoo! to 

college. Please don't give us an F. Please, oh, please give us an extension.” 

| bowed to their pleas for mercy. “All right,” | said. “Ill give you a break this time. But, remember, the 

next assignment is due the last day of October.” 

The students were profuse in their gratitude and filledthe airwith solemn promises of being ontime 

for the next assignment. Then came the last day of October. Two hundred students came with their 

papers. Fifty students came empty-handed. They were nervous, but not in panic. When | asked for 

their papers, again they were contrite. “Oh, Professor. It was Homecoming Week Besides it is mid- 

term and all of our assignments are due in other classes. Please give us one more chance. We promise 

it will never happen again.” 

Once more| relented. | said, “OK, butthis is the last time. If you are late forthe next paper, it willbe an 

F. No excuses, no whining. F. Is that clear?” “Oh yes, Professor. You are terrific.” Spontaneously the 

class began to sing, “We love you Prof Sproul. Oh yes we do.” | was Mr. Popularity. 

Can you guess what happened on the last day of November? Right One hundred andfifty students 

came with their term papers. The other hundred strolled into the lecture hall utterly unconcerned. 

“Where are your term papers?” | asked. One student replied, “Oh, don’t worry, Prof, we’re working on 

them. We'll have them for you in a couple of days, no sweat.” 

| picked up my lethal black grade book and began taking down names. “Johnson! Doyou have your 

paper?” “No Sir,” came the reply. “F,” | said as | wrote the grade in the book “Muldaney! Do you have 

your paper?” Again “No Sir,” was the reply. | marked another F inthe book The students reacted with 

unmitigated fury. They howled in protest, screaming, “That's not fain” 

| looked at one of the howling students, “Lavery! You think it’s not fair?’ 

“No,” he growled in response. 

“I see. It’s justice you want? | seem to recall that you were late with your paper the last time. If you 

insist upon justice you will certainly get it I'll not only give you an F for this assignment, but I'll change 

your last grade to the F you so richly deserve.” 

The student was stunned. He had no more arguments to make. He apologized for being so hasty 

and was suddenly happy to settle for one F instead of two. 

The students had quickly taken my mercy for granted. They assumed it. When justice suddenly fell, 

they were unprepared for it. It came as a shock, and they were outraged. This, after only two doses of 

mercy in the space of two months. 

(Copyright ° 1985 R.C. Sproul, Reprinted from The Holiness of God with permission of the 

publishers, Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. Wheaton, Illinois.) 
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The Sower Revisited — For Finals 

‘Listen! A professor went into Stuart to 

teach. And as (s)he taught, one lecture fell 

upon the path, and those who already knew 

all the answers came to discredit it Another 

lecture fell on rocky ground, where it had not 

much church experience,and immediately it 

sprang up, since it wasn’t doing field ed this 

year for fear of being“ over-committed”’; and 

when reality came upon it, it withered for 

lack of praxis. Another lecture fell among the 

thorns and the thorns grew up and choked it, 

and it yielded no understanding. And another 

lecture fell into good soil and brought forth 

understanding, growing up and increasing 

and yielding thirtyfold and sixtyfold and a 

hundredfold. 

By Mark Porizky 

Do you not understand this parable? How 

then will you hope to ever find a calling in an 

upper-middle class suburban church? The 

professor teaches the idea. And these are the 

ones along the path, where the idea is sown; 

when they hear that Moses didn’t write the 

Bible, and Jericho was a “‘tent”’ city at the 

time of Joshua, and that the divinity of Jesus 

was unclear to even many of the orthodox 

until Nicea, resist the idea and cling to their 

own ideas for all they are worth, and the idea 

of the professor profits them nothing. And 

these in like manner are the ones sown upon 

the rocky ground, who when they hear the 

idea, immediately receive it with joy; but 

they have little experience as to how to 

synthesize the idea with ministry, having 

spent little time outside of idea institutions 

and are frustrated and begin to wonder why 

they sought the idea in the first place. And 

others are the ones sown among thorns; who 

have no problem laughing off the resurrection 

over a beer with “‘like’’ friends. These ones 

hear the idea and mistake it for confirmation 

about all their doubts about faith. And they 

err the opposite of their enemies, the path, for 

these have no passion. But those lessons that 

were taught upon the good soil are the ones 

who know that ideas are not faith, just ideas. 

For the professor knows that faith is not 

his/hers to give. The good soil knows this 

also.” 

LIFE AFTER GRACE? (continued) 

When the relationship between grace and 

the life of Christ is applied to our lives, the 

door of discipleship opens before us. For not 

only did Christ save the repentant criminal 

on the cross (Lk. 23:39-43), but the same 

Christ bids all who call on His name to deny 

themselves, take up their own cross and 

follow Him(Mk. 8:34). Grace without disci- 

pleship is neither! For Grace apart from 

discipleship can too easily become a license 

to sin “all the more.” Justification of sin 

becomes more important than justification of 

the sinner. Bonhoeffer points out the road too 

often traveled leads to a mutilation of the 

gospel. This is precisely because grace is 

understood apart from the ‘“‘follow Me” 

spoken by the living Christ. Grace does not 

help us feel better about the way we are 

living; grace helps us to change the way we 

live. This is not to say that discipleship is the 

means of salvation, but it is to say that 

discipleship is the expression of gratitude for 

the grace sacrificially bestowed upon us. 

Grace justifies the sinner and condemns the 

sin. 

Now for the sixty-four thousand dollar 

question. What does all this theo-babble 

have to do with us here at PTS? Is there room 

for discipleship in our understanding of Grace? 

Or are we among those whose definition of 

grace is linked exclusively to Christmas and 

Easter? Do we baptize our sins by holding to 

a grace which avoids discipleship? Do we 

explain away certain actions with the assur- 

ance that ‘for freedom Christ has set us free” 

(Gal. 5:1)? “Follow Me” is a continual 

summons to evaluate every aspect of our 

lives according to the life of Christ. Some 

aspects of our lives at PTS might include: 

drinking, gossip, grade-olatry, sexual behavior, 

and plagiarism. 

Christmas has come and gone. We have 

remembered and celebrated the birth of 

Jesus. Soon we will remember His death and 

celebrate His resurrection. When do we 

remember and celebrate the life of Jesus 

Christ? 

SECURITY (continued) 

and their feelings communicated to the ad- 

ministration. 

Perhaps the most irritating aspect of campus 

security is the tickets given to cars parked in 

the quad area. While it is clearly the Seminary s 

right to set policy and ticket cars, it is also 

clearly their responsibility to communicate 

to those affected by their policies certain 

basic facts. The Student Handbook has 

guidelines, but those guidelines don’t seem to 

explain why some cars get ticketed and some 

don’t. Or why parking overnight on a Saturday 

seems to be acceptable, but not Sunday 

through Friday. Is there an “unofficial” 

policy? 

Finally, it must be stressed that it is not 

enough to complain to the administration 

about campus security. Security is everyone’s 

responsibility. General community awareness 

of, and response to, possible or actual dangers 

is the best way to promote campus security. 

Good Luck On Finals!!! 

Remember That If Things Get Tough, The Peace 

Corps Is Looking For Volunteers 
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Seminary Reserve 
Please cancel 

for me all reservations I made 

three years ago to embody 

those I possess 

only today in snapshots 

and crossing glances. 

Please cancel. And reserve for me instead 

a womb, 

with which to be born 

again into a neighborhood, 

where they (don’t really) know what I’m 

going to 

Do, so as (not) to invent sighs, 

strategies in the Spirit... 

What tedium! 

Not to know whether TI will 

cheat the world, or preach the gospel 

or both. 

or neither. 

What tedium to love 

and to hate the lamenated faces of God 

in the Directory, 

to melt down 

my afterthoughts and “fond regards” to mold 

for now, regretfully, a golden calf, 

a distinguished diploma. 

Please, 
Please cancel those Sunday schemes of stardom, 
those cock-crow denials ad infinitum 

Cancel and reserve 

for me an empty tomb 

in which to peer 

year after year. —C. Scott Pyle 

Sitz im Leben 
A Community Publication of Princeton Theological Seminary 

April, 1988 

The Sin 
of Apathy 
By John Pentland 

I must admit from the outset that I almost 

didn’t get my pen to paper on this issue for the 

very reason I feel compelled to write—the sin 

of apathy! As papers piled up, interviews 

needed to be arranged, and spring fever hit, I 

almost fell prey to the deadly sin of apathy. 

At this time of year many of us are less 

than interested in anything more than being 

finished, summer jobs, new careers, or just 

plain relaxation! This is all very understand- 

able, but the end of term apathy is not what 

concerned me inthe first place. Rather, it was 

something I have noticed for quite some time. 

In February, during the first week of 

classes, I sat at lunch with a group of students 

discussing their new courses for the term. 

When asked, I shared the fact that I was 

taking a number of pastoral theology courses 

in counseling, education and spirituality. 

When I listed my courses one student said, 

“Oh, that’s nice. This year is my biblical 

studies year. Next year is my spiritual year!” 

When I heard this I thought to myself, 

**How can you separate your spiritual year 

from everything else you are studying and 

doing in and outside your academic studies?” 

This sort of dichotomy is prevalent among 

us all. We tend to want to separate all the 

things we do. This can be dangerous when we 

assume, for instance, that mission has nothing 

to do with worship; that spirituality has 

nothing to do with academics; or that our 

training has nothing to do with social justice 

issues in and beyond P.T.S. 

What good is our faith if it is something we 

slot into “years” or haul out after graduation? 

People say seminary is not the real world. It 

is! There is hurt, oppression, injustice, joy, 

hatred, deep commitment, divergent opinion— 

everything that is “‘out there,” is here. 

P.T.S. is reality. But, because of apathy 

we tend to dismiss our responsibility. A fine 

example is the debate which surrounded the 

(Cont'd. on p. 10) 
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EDITORIAL 

Who Cares What You Believe? 

I do. And I'm pretty sure that I’m not alone. 

That is. I care what you believe ifit is indeed what you believe. Not what you think you 

should believe, or what is convenient to believe, or what you know will be most favorably 

looked upon to believe, but what all mental, emotional, and spiritual faculties you possess 

have led you to believe. 

I also want to know why you believe as you do. This is because I have yet to meet someone 

who didn’t have a subliminal agenda. I wish we could be more honest about the influences 

that make us believe a certain way. 

For example. I am a Christian universalist. By that I mean that Christ’s death is sufficient 

for every mortal, whether they place their faith in that death or not. The significance of the 

cross is cheapened for me if such an act depends on fickle humanity’s intellectual assent (i.e., 

confession of faith) to be valid. 

However. I'll be the first to admit that my theology is born out of the airplane crash that 

killed my father. who was Jewish. Hence, any theology that would exclude my father from a 

future paradise for his inability to believe ““Christianly can go to hell. along with that 

theology s God. 

Thus. I want to know what is beneath your belief. If you claim nothing, then we will have 

nothing to talk about. Unless you disagree with my conviction that we all have an agenda. But 

I think I can defend that position. 

There are three of you(us?) I really want to talk with. I wish I could so address you without 

some labeling. but that seems impossible. It is not my wish to be divisive of the “body of 

Christ.’ But even body parts are labeled differently. That said. here goes. 

First. | want to know why you more conservative Christians believe the way you do. I 

know that you are on this campus... somewhere. You must exist. You come up at many a 

meal in some sarcastic fashion. I truly want to meet you if you will allow me to understand 

why you belive as you do without expecting me to embrace the perspectives of your theology. 

I'm open to. but not really inclined to, being converted to your positions. 

It is you whom | want to explain to me why a person who “‘acts justly, loves mercy, and 

walks humbly” (e.g.. Micah 6:8), needs Jesus. Does God-like action necessitate correct 

God-like thinking? What would happen to your faith if God, as John Hick says, has many 

forms? Is your faith as much a personal need, as it is an act of submission? Do you think that 

life has any eternal validity outside of Jesus? What would be your message if God saved the 

Jew as a Jew? Would you have a message? 

Second. I want to know why we (myself included since this is my direction of leaning) more 

liberal Christians believe the way we do. I talk with us all the time. I know what we re up to. 

We laugh about so many religious things. But I bet the laughing stops in the chambers of our 

Candidates Committees. We are the ones who don't blink at having to recite the Nicene 

Creed to get the well-paying Associate Pastor position at Suburban Anxiety Presbyterian 

Church, even though we may not believe the Creed. 

I often wonder whether we have done little more than find a theological perspective that 

conveniently allows us to do whatever we damn well please. Can you see that? I mean, what if 

God really wants us to sacrifice? And what if the resurrection is a historical reality, not just a 

symbolic event? What is our message to an “already saved” world? Do we think it’s saved? 

Lastly, I want to know why you “doubters” (a group that I’m less a part of at this moment) 

believe the way you do. You seem to incorporate individuals from both groups at one time or 

another. There is only one thing I really want to know from you: Has the Church made a place 

for you? Leonardo Boff, a liberation theologian, once wrote that, “It seems to me that it is 

possible to be both an agnostic and a Christian.’ From you I want to know if that is true. 

All our ideals, thoughts, views and opinions ought to be tested, if only to know if we still 

want to hold them. If you have anything you absolutely refuse to give up, under any 

circumstances, that’s the one thing I don’t want to talk to you about. Frankly, unrelenting 

dogma strikes me as the supreme arrogance of the Church. 

Recently at lunch a friend shared with me part of a precept she had just participated in with 

Dr. Loder. The subject concerned” Authoritarianism in Religion and Education.”* Dr. Loder 

was talking about how we need to reevaluate educational and religious mandates placed on us 

in our earlier years. She summed up Dr. Loder’s major point like this: 

“We must compel the assumptions we have to make sense of themselves.” 

In light of what I have spoken to above, I would change “assumptions” to “beliefs.” and 

call this an editorial. —Mark Porizky 

April, 1988 

Responses to 
“On the Bible and 

Being Wrong” 
Sitz welcomes (... gosh, we even get 

excited about... )letters in response to any 

article we print.’ So here goes, my first letter 

to Sitz, on the Bible, and being wrong. Mark 

Porizky raised the issue of inclusivity in his 

editorial in the March issue. I believe that 

Mark wanted people to get away from proof- 

texting their own ideas, and oppressing others 

in the process. I applaud the effort, I cannot 

accept the method. 

Mark states that * The Bible is a product of 

events at least two thousand years ago. Inthe 

meantime two-millenia of authoritative ex- 
perience on God's green earth has occurred.” 

Whose authoritative experience? Every four 

years, during the presidential nomination races, 

people in forty-nine of the fifty states claim 

that the experience of Iowans is not normative 

nor authoritative—so Iowa shouldn't get the 

amount of clout which it enjoys due to its 

pride of position. As an Iowan, therefore, my 

experience is not normative, and even I 

wouldn't argue that my experience should be 

recognized as authoritative. But on the other 

hand, I won't recognize that of a Californian 

or native of New Jersey as authoritative, 

either. 

Are we really ready to set the hermeneuti- 

cal principle of overturning Sriptural testi- 

mony on the basis of later experience? The 

author of the epistle of James seemed to 

prefer the poor of the world to the rich, 

writing ** Has not God chosen those who are 

poor in the world to be rich in faith and heirs 

of the kingdom which he has promised to 

those who love him? But you have dishonored 

the poor man. Is it not the rich who oppress 

(Continued on page 3) 
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Responses to Editorial (cont’d.) 

you, is it not they who drag you into court? Is 

it not they who blaspheme the honorable 

name which was invoked over you?” (James 

2:5b-7). The point can be made that James 

was writing to the pre-Constantinian church, 

to a different situation than that of today. 

Today, Christianity is nominally the American 

religion, at least Ronald Reagan says so, and 

there are more and more yuppies than ever in 

the population. Since their experience has 

authority, shouldn't we agree with Luther, 

and discard James as a “‘right strawy gospel?” 

(Besides, I never did like Tony Campolo 

ragging about the BMW that I hope to have 

someday.) 

Mark’s three numbered points are well 

taken. The first, that women should be 

accorded truly equal status, is obviously 

right. The male dominated society has op- 

pressed women even when it would have 

been easier not to do so—and I find myself 

guilty of that charge, though I seldom admit 

it. The second, that homosexual men and 

women need to be accepted as “*equals’’ and 

their lifestyle seen as simply an alternative 

one I may find hard to swallow personally, 

but the concern needs to be addressed with 

open minds. The third, that Christians should 

perhaps address the possibility of responsible 

sexual activity outside of marriage seems 

somewhat obvious—the Victorian attitudes 

to which Mark alluded still cause guilt on the 

part of many Christians, and in our counseling, 

we will meet with that guilt frequently. 

The points are good—the method is bad. If 

we simply say that the Bible was a historically 

conditioned document which speaks mainly 

to a culture that no longer exists, and that our 

own experience retains a greater relevance 

than that of the Bible, then does that grant the 

writings of Shirley Maclaine greater credence 

than the Bible, since they are more contem- 

porary? If we abandon the witness of Hebrews 

13:4, which states “‘Let marriage be held in 

honor among ail, and let the marriage bed be 

undefiled; for God will judge the immoral 

and adulterous,” then on what grounds do we 

hold firm to Hebrews 13:1-3, which affirms 

“Let brotherly love continue. Do not neglect 

to show hospitality to strangers, for thereby 

some have entertained angels unawares. Re- 

member those who are in prison, as though in 

prison with them; and those who are ilk 

treated, since you also are in the body.”’ 

The issues are not settled. We cannot 

proof-text our way to faith, nor to a Christian 

theology which will assure us of salvation. 

But if we cannot accord the Biblical witness a 

priority, claiming for it a special relevance 

which is timeless, I don’t see how we can 

claim that some poor guy hanging on a cross, 

abandoned by his friends, guarded by a few 

Roman soldiers who were mainly engrossed 

with a dice game, dying in bloody, gory 

shame, can have any timeless, once-for-all 

characteristic. For it is only through the 

Scriptures that we have any recourse to 

knowledge of God's great saving act through 

Jesus Christ. 

—R. Ward Holder 

In his March editorial, “On the Bible, and 

Being Wrong,” Mark Porizky raised some 

provocative questions about the place of the 

bible in the life and theology of the church. In 

this editorial Mark said that we Christians 

need to take the scriptures as the “first word”’ 

rather than the last word on issues confronting 

the church and the world today, because 

since the canon was completed we have 

acquired “two thousand years of new infor- 

mation” which “has got to be taken into 

account.” 

Well, call me a cynic if you will, but I must 

confess that I have a hard time seeing it that 

way. I guess it’s because I’m quite a bit more 

pessimistic about human nature than Mark 

evidently is. Maybe I’ve been too heavily 

influenced by Calvin or Barth, but my experi- 

ence has led me to believe that we humans 

are pretty depraved. I just plain don’t trust us. 

Therefore, I have a really difficult time with 

the idea of“ natural theology’— or the notion 

that the “information” we have acquired 

over the last two millenia or so is really all it’s 

cracked up to be—not because I don’t think 

God can or might reveal himself in that way, 

but because I believe we humans are so 

blinded by our own quests for autonomy that 

we wouldn't be able to see or understand it if 

God did reveal himself in this manner. 

Therefore, I’m firmly convinced that the 

scriptures have been given to us for this very 

reason—in order that we might know who 

God is in spite of our blindness. The use of 

the word *“‘canon’’—which, unless I am mis- 

informed, comes from a Latin word meaning 

“ruler” or “measuring stick’ — with reference 

to the bible is more than just a coincidence. 

We human beings are blind enough and tend 

to be wrong-headed enough that we simply 

need an outside standard against which to 

check and evaluate our own thoughts, ideas, 

and conclusions about life and the world in 

which we live. 

At this point someone might want to call 

me an idealist—certainly naive. Haven't 

almost two years of seminary training taught 

me to be more “realistic” about the scrip- 

tures? Well, if by that one means that I’ve 

come to question their truth and reliability, 

the answer is “no.” If anything, these two 

years have only strengthened my convictions 

concerning the authority of scripture, because 

I have seen the bible withstand any amount of 

criticism which might be leveled against it. 

Errors? Sure I’m aware of the errors the bible 

contains. But if I had to choose between 

trusting an error-ridden bible and the random 

whims of humanity-at-large, or even of the 

church, I'd take scripture hands down. 

As for the issues that Mark raises in his 

editorial which supposedly call scripture into 

question, I have this to say: First, on the 

women’s issue I think a definite distinction 

needs to be made between what the bible has 

traditionally been interpreted to say about 

women and what it—the whole thing, not just 

selected passages—actually does say con- 

cerning women. Careful exegesis with refer- 

ence to the entire biblical witness concerning 

women might render some interesting results. 

Second, with reference to Mark’s remarks 

on sexuality, I must say that I think the 

bible’s standards on sexuality are actually 

the most reasonable ones around. One could 

argue from purely biological grounds that the 

way males and-females are physically con- 

structed calls into question the claim of some 

that homosexuality is a “*natural’’ phenome- 

non. And as to heterosexuality, I wonder 

whether, as Mark has asserted, it actually 

makes one a “mature Christian” if one can 

engage in non-marital sex with very satisfy- 

ing physical and emotional outcomes.” To 

begin with, does it necessarily follow that if 

something is ‘satisfying’ then it must be 

right? But beyond that, it seems to me like it 

takes a lot more maturity for one to commit 

oneself to a single individual for life—and 

make that commitment stick. Certainly the 

presence of AIDS in our world lends credi- 

bility to the notion that a wedding ring is the 

best thing to wear for safe—and responsible 

— Sex. 

In my opinion, the idea that we ought to be 

able to have sex with whomever we want 

whenever we want—responsibly or not—is 

Just another example of the classic sin of 

humanity: the desire to be our own gods, 

determining our own fates. We want to be 

able to decide for ourselves to do whatever 

we want to do, as well as when, where, and 

how we will do it, and some sort of external 

norm against which we must measure our- 

selves, like the bible, only seems to cramp 

our styles. 

So have I made God out to be an authori- 

tarian sort of “dictator”? Well, if that means 

that I believe God has set up certain standards 

in our world which are for our own best 

interest, then I guess my answer would have 

to be ““yes’’—in a sense IJ think God is a sort 

of benevolent—extremely benovolent—dic- 

tator. But again, I'd rather entrust myself to 

such a “dictator” any day than to the unpre- 

(Cont’d. on p. 7) 
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JEFFREY R. WAMPLER— “Stewardship: 

A Perspective” 

IAN COATS— “What Does It ProfitA Prophet?” 

DAN WESSNER— “Remembering Stewardship” 

JEFFREY R. WAMPLER 

Director, The Capital Fund Campaign 

It is so difficult to teach about stewardship, 

because most of us take our money too per- 

sonally. The money we earn, spend and 

accumulate represents confidence, self-esteem, 

security. I know I feel better when pay day 

comes and my bank balance goes up. It is 

difficult to teach about stewardship, because 

money is so personal. I suppose that is why 

Jesus talked so much about money and 

possessions. One third of his parables, one 

sixth of all his words in the four gospels are 

about responsible stewardship of things. He 

said more about money and possessions than 

he said about prayer or the kingdom of God. 

Our Lord knew what we sometimes forget: 

that our possessions can come to possess us 

in such a way that they distort or destroy our 

kinship with God and with our neighbors. 

Because he knew this, Jesus could remind us 

that where our treasure is, that is where we 

are, too. 

But Moses knew this, also, years before. 

That is part of what he tells Israel in that 

lengthy speech which the wnter of Deuteror- 

omy puts on his lips. The people of Israel, 

after all those long and terrible years in the 

desert, were about to enter the promised 

land. Just before they began their assault, 

Moses called them together. Because he 

knew that he would soon die, this is his 

farewell address. He tells his people of the 

richness and bounty of the land they are 

about to enter. “A land of streams and 

springs, of wheat and barley, of vines and figs 

and oil and honey; a land where you will eat 

bread without stint, where you will want for 

nothing.” Then the grizzled old veteran 

comes to the climax of his speech: ** When 

you have eaten and had all you want, when 

you have built houses to live in, when you 

have seen your silver and gold abound and all 

your possessions grow great, do not then 

forget the Lord your God who brought you 

out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of 

bondage, who guided you through this vast 

and terrible wilderness. Beware of saying to 

yourselves, ‘My own strength and the might 

of my own hand won this power for me.” You 

shall remember the Lord your God, for it is 

he who gives you power to get wealth.” 

Moses knew us pretty well. He knew that 

full stomachs make for faulty memories. He 

knew that when his people had settled the 

land, when they had a roof over their heads 

and decent clothes on their backs, when they 

had plenty of food in the refrigerator, and a 

car in the garage, and a modest if not 

extravagant balance in the bank—he knew 

that when his people had all these things, they 

would tend to forget the terrible ordeal of the 

wilderness, and the terrible and steadfast 

God who had taken them by the hand and led 

them along every step of the way. Moses 

knew us pretty well. So in his farewell 

address, he tells his people to remember what 

you and I dare never forget: ‘“‘Beware of 

saying, “My own strength and the power of 

“It is so difficult to teach 
about stewardship, because 
most of us take our money 

too personally.”’ 
—J. Wampler 

my own hand have won all this for me.’ You 

shall remember the Lord your God, for it is 

he who gives you power to get wealth.” 

A proper stewardship, says Moses, de- 

pends on our remembering. Remembering 

what? Remembering that God owns every- 

thing, including the things we call ours. God 

made it all, and still holds title to it. God 

alone can declare, in the psalmist’s words, 

The world and all that is in it is mine.” Most 

of us, of course, do not believe that. Most of 

us are creatures of our culture and thus 

believe that our money and property belong 

absolutely and finally to us. Most of us 

believe that we have the inalienable right to 

use Our possessions in any way we wish. That 

is good /aissez faire capitalism, maybe. But it 

is lousy theology. From beginning to end, 

biblical faith insists that God alone holds title 

to creation and everything in it. 

Beyond that, a proper stewardship depends 

on our remembering that we are trustees of all 

that God gives us to use. We are hired hands: 

that is what the word steward means in the 

Bible. We are trustees: responsible and ac- 

countable to God for how we use the money, 

possessions, and property he has entrusted to 

our care. The Bible takes our status as 

stewards for granted. There is no appeal in 

scripture that we ought to consider the possi- 

bility of signing on as stewards. The Bible 

understands that God creates us as caretakers 

of creation. The only open question is whether 

we will be good stewards or bad ones. 

‘**You shall remember,” said Moses. ** You 

shall remember the Lord your God, for it is 

he who gives you power to get wealth.” How 

do we go about doing that kind of remember- 

ing? By showing up for worship? Yes. By 

giving thanks to God? Yes. By pursuing our 

calling? Yes. But there is more. The free-will 

offerings of my presence are not enough. The 

free-will offerings of my mouth are not 

enough. The free-will offerings of my vocation 

are not enough. This coming to the test of the 

eternal requires, said Moses, that those who 

were of a willing heart should bring what they 

had. You shall remember the Lord your God 

by offering up to him your money, your 

possessions, your property. 

For a good many ofus, I suspect, that is the 

only kind of remembering that matters much. 

IAN COATS 

Ph.D. Candidate 

I have never learned the shrewdness dis- 

played by the “dishonest steward” in that 

puzzling pericope, Lk. 16:1-9. Having wasted 

his opportunity to exercise responsible man 

agment over the affairs of his rich employer, 

this poor fellow prudently prepares for his 

potentially impotent unemployment. Cutting 

company debts wins votes and hospitality 

from debtors, but an unceremonial goodbye 

from the boss who, we are told, nevertheless 

smiles at the tactics. 

While I lack his financial nous, I can 

identify with his brand of irresponsibility. He 

wanted to move straight up to the big-deal 

and could find little savor in flexing the many 

tiny muscle fibres that went to comprise the 

shape and tone of his life. ‘The one who is 

faithful in a very little is faithful in much. . . if 

then you have not been faithful in the unright- 

eous mammon... who will entrust you to 

the true riches? .. . No servant can serve two 

masters (or mistresses). You cannot serve 

God and Mammon.” (vv. 10-13) Gulp. I 

have learned to be faithful neither with 

“unrighteous mammon”’ nor in all the “very 

littles’’ that make up my life. Stewardship 

takes practice. 

The steward is God’s economist; contrary 

to the usual overture, this economy is oriented 

to the profit of the other, not the self. The 

steward is entrusted with God's good gifts for 

free dispensing. As the epistle-writing Paul 

puts it, we are called to be “servants of Christ 

and stewards of the mysteries of God. More- 

(Cont'd. on next page) 
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over, it is required of stewards that they be 

found trustworthy. But with me it is a very 

small thing that I should be judged by you or 

by any human court. I do not even judge 

myself... It is the Lord who judges me.” (I 

Cor. 4:1-4) We are accountable to God in 

Christ, not any other court of guilt-manipu- 

lating appeal. Stewardship is free responsi- 

bility for God's good gifts. 

Stewardship is not investing in profit. It is 

creative commitment to surveying and pur- 

veying the riches of God already given to us 

to manage and relish with gusto. The question 

is one of how we employ what we are given 

rather than the quest to acquire what we think 

we do not have but need or want. In God's 

economy, the bonus comes first and then we 

work. Only then are we freed from the 

spiritually-disastrous wonderings that revolve 

around anxiety about what our work is worth 

to our employer and to the open market. 

What we “acquire” is God's * business” not 

ours, and the wages of sin are death. We find 

ourselves with the task of being stewards. 

care-takers, of God's generous, strangely 

just, economy of love and fullness of life. 

Every layer of our lives is a trust fund to be 

faithfully executed and exercised. We are 

God's waiters and stewardesses, recommend 

ing and serving from God's vast menu of 

created and redeemed delights and bounty. 

Serve God, not the lean fare of minimal 

mammon. For we are to be dispensors, not of 

opiates for the poverty of peoples, but of the 

healthy food laid before us in the feast of God 

in Christ. 

In an election year marked by the power of 

those who would dispense with justice rather 

than be its stewards, how can the mythical 

“average American’ be a steward of God's 

different economy. Dispense justice. I offer 

the following song lyrics as an occasion for 

reflection on that important decision. After 

all, judgment begins in the house of God, 

even for the prophet-turned-to-profit, the 

servant-turned- minister,” and the economist 

of the mysteries of God who is much more 

comfortable running a stewardship drive 

than the gruelling but joyful race whose 

undeserved prize is the one kingdom that 

includes all our other concerns. 

DAN WESSNER 

M.Div. Middler 

Stewardship Chair 

I am grateful for the opportunity I had this 

year to chair the stewardship efforts of a 

devoted gathering of friends. Our prayer and 

constant honing of the theology and praxis 

underlying Christian stewardship leave me 

with this working hypothesis of what steward 

ship offers. 

In particular, stewardship serves as a 

catalyst for the synergy of three aspects of 

Christian discipleship: community- building, 

consciousness-raising, and costly compassion. 

First, stewardship's move to build community 

faces a formidable obstacle in this culture— 

individualism. Yet amidst an increasing 

privatized culture, stewardship may begin to 

break down barriers among ourselves within 

the bounds of this campus, and then between 

all of us and others beyond the PTS enclave. 

In contrast to the often solitary pursuit of 

completing an academic paper or cramming 

for an exam, not one of our community's 

stewardship projects could possible have 

been accomplished by any one person alone. 

This years growth of various cell groups 

exemplifies how stewards necessarily rely 

upon one another in practically, patiently 

effecting some particular mission or project. 

The cell-groups dissemination of challenging, 

good news and hard questions further nour- 

ished each of us. “Hands-on”, rather than 

“check-writing’, Christian service places 

Our seminary study and worship within the 

stark perspective of a much broader, more 

complex world. For example, it is one thing 

to discuss and exegete in class the parable of 

the Samaritan who showed compassion: it is 

another thing to step into that living parable. 

Ever-widening boundaries dissipate while 

the Christian community is reminded repeat- 

edly of its core: God's most empowering, 

compassionate, and “neighborly” love for 

us—this in turn calls us to so love and serve 

others, not on account of who they are, but on 

account of who we, as Christians, are called 

to be. 

Second and closely entwined with a life of 

service 1s a Christian community s willingness 

to listen and only then respond. to risk a 

raised level of consciousness. Such conscious- 

ness-raising may be at once both theological 

and practical. This spring's commitment of 

many in the dining hall to’ covert sugar into 

protein” placed before this community and 

hundreds of visitors on a daily basis several 

inter-related issues: whether a modest fast 

would help us discern needs from wants: 

whether that fast would draw us nearer to the 

far larger community of Christians and people 

generally who perceive well the very need of 

Sustaining nutrients and proteins; whether 

our “loss” of extra calories might creatively 

turn to others “gain” of essential foods here 

(Cont'd. on next page) 

ABOUT THE INTERPLAY 
(Prophets in a Bear Market) 

Hear, O wise philosophers about the interplay 

One will reign, another burn with stakes too high to pay 

The profits rise, our shares in fate are shifting with the date 

One day up, another down—will we sell too late? 

Will we sell to late? 

Hear, O drugged philanthropers about another play 

Where one will reign, another burn, both have learned to pray 

The prophets come to speak of these, of mercy in the pain 

One will fall, one enflame—each can bear the strain 

Each can bear the strain. 

Life is justice in its depths—the bed, the garden, pain 

Justice reigns where love ts free to labor, dig and start again. 

Nurture one and both will grow—at least the prophets come to tell 

Depth in one, the second breadth can bear the fruits of God as well 

Listen, lofty ministers about the interplay 

If one be hot, another cold—at least no nausea 

Greedy prophets kill the One who cleansed the temple now 

Lukewarm hearts and tepid souls—the salt has lost its taste 

The light has been displaced 

God, spew it up in haste 

Let there be no waste 

Hypocrisy erased 

The truth will then be faced 

And we shall live again 

And we shall live again 

And we shall live again —lan Coates 
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and abroad; whether bolder and bolder steps 

might be taken next autumn. Such a daily 

reminder of stewardship triggers compelling 

arguments on both sides of myriad other 

questions that we as a seminary community 

might well address: although we are pleased 

to pass along the $8,200 in receipts from our 

Book Sale to theological libraries overseas, 

how does that stack-up beside the six million 

dollars budgeted toward our own library's 

improvement; although the stewardship fund 

drive, in part, puts $1,925 toward church- 

building abroad, what conclusions does one 

draw as we budget well over a million extra 

Beyond the community-building and consciousness-raising endeavors of PTS 

Stewardship, substantial funds have been raised. All told, Stewardship has received 

nearly $40,000 from our pledge of desserts, receipts from the Book Sale and Coffee 

House, the efforts of several cell-groups, the Fall Fund Drive, earnings and a grant from 

Squibb, donations at three dances and a concert, and the tips collected at our 

Thanksgiving Dinner. During the summer months, further matching grants will be 

sought. 

Stewardship sincerely thanks the campus for its prayerful interest, financial 

generosity, and many other expressions of enthusiastic service and commitment. In 

serving primarily as a catalyst within our community, Stewardship has already or will 

soon be able to make these disbursements toward the following sixteen local and 

national and sixteen global missions and projects: 

LOCAL AND NATIONAL: 
Covenant House, New York City (half-way house)................00ceeeeee 580 

Princeton Crisis Minisiries (food distribution) 21. ae ee ee eee 600 

(Sood Samaritan,’ Camden'( food distribution) yew. at eee eee 1,200 

International Students Scholarship Fund, PTS (emergency aid, clothing)... . 1,500 

Shelter at St. John’s Lutheran Church, Holland Tunnel(comprehensive min.) ... . 600 

Good Works, Inc., Athens, GA (comprehensive ministry)................. 1,000 

Rural Community Action, Leeds, ME (comprehensive ministry)............. 600 

WomanSpace of Mercer County (shelter and counseling) ................... 560 

Church:of Gethsemane Brooklyn(bail fund) (o5- oe ne eee ee 300 

Trenton State Prison (chaplain distribution of Bibles and books)............. 300 

Lydia Home, Chicago, IL (rebuilding kitchen at Christian orphanage)........ 600 

JubileesPartners, Comer’ GACorphanage) jcis eee oe eee ee ee 600 

‘Trenton Area. soup,Kitchen (food distribution) Aes eer ee aa ae ee 600 

Mission at the Eastward, Maine (comprehensive ministry) ................ 1,000 

Princeton Area Sanctuary Movement(shelter for Central American refugees) .... 200 

GLOBAL: 

Casa de Santa Fe, Mexico City (Mother Theresa’s Sisters of Charity)...... 1,280 

Trinity Collese of Theology Singapore (library)? -.s) see, ee eee 1,000 

House of Hope, Haifa, Israel (reconciliation and resource center).......... 1,000 

House of Grace, Haifa, Israel (reconciliation and resource center) ......... 1,000 

Jamaica Theological Seminary, Kingston (library)....................000. 1,000 

Mocambique Missionary Relief, Africa (library and emergency aid)........ 1,000 

Silliman Divinity School, the Philippines (library)..............0.e0es0%- 1,000 

MAP International, Mozambique (medical clinic).....................0-%-- 500 

Mikuyu Baptist Church, Kenya (church-building mission)................... 800 

Center for Migrant Youth, Quezon City, the Philippines 

(comprehensivesminy) ici; Saeacceeiens stood Rie ae eae ee 1,550 

Egyptian Refugee Project, Cairo (educational project for refugees) ......... 1,000 

Heifer Project International. ( purchase of oxen)e.27 ae een ee 1,000 

Harvest Evangelism, Argentina (church-planting) ........................ | We 

de-fap French Christian Mission, Paris (Christian educational videos) ...... 1,000 

Liberia Baptist Theological Seminary, Africa (scholarship funds)........... 1,000 

Christian International Scholarship Fund (scholarship funds) .............. 1,000 

MOTAL ie ce 55.« sa Da eis wea ee ta wa aoe aa is wig ett CrP UE enn ee $27,095 

Many thanks to all of you at PTS for your participation. 

dollars toward a Hodge-like brown stone, 

rather than a Mackay-like red brick, face to 

the new Templeton Hall; although this year’s 

stewardship commitment took many forms, 

including a fourfold increase in giving funds, 

is that nearly sufficient for the most heavily 

endowed per capita school of theology in the 

country? 

There is vulnerability in committing one- 

self to a community of faith. There is risk to a 

fresh consciousness. And these two aspects 

of discipleship begin to divulge a third— 

compassion that costs. Joy and venture may 

well embrace the former two aspects, yet 

frustration, fatigue, and uncertainty often 

accompany the compassion of one serving. 

To suffer with and place another above one’s 

own interest is to question the basic precepts 

of this culture (and seminary): prestige, 

personal property, privacy, privilege, and 

power. Yet beyond these societal precepts lie 

the potential nourishment, instruction, and 

synergy of the Holy Spirit in the midst of 

Christian community and the thrill of a 

keener awareness of personal, local, national, 

and global spiritual and physical needs. 

Many possible examples of a creative fusion 

of these three aspects of a discipling steward 

ship come to mind. For starters, the Coffee 

House and recent Coats & Tales concerts, 

Rat Dances I & II, and the Gold Patrons’ 

Party all combined evenings of entertainment, 

community, consciousness-raising, and sig- 

nificant interest in and compassion for those 

beyond ourselves, beyond the seminary en- 

clave. Appreciating how all of these activities 

synergistically encourage each other stirs 

great hope that all of us might together 

proclaim a communal, prophetic, and com- 

passionate Christian stewardship both for 

and beyond ourselves. 

SITZ needs an 
assistant editor for the 
1988-89 year. Anyone 
who might even be 
slightly interested in 

chasing people all over 
campus to remind them 

to get their articles in on 
time should contact 
Kennedy McGowan, 

editor next year. 
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Responses to Editorial (cont’d.) 
dictable and depraved randomness of human 

wisdom.” 

Mark concludes his editorial with these 

challenging words: **To uphold the biblical 

text as the last word means a lot of anger for 

women, self-condemnation for gays, and 

oppressive guilt for the sexually active. But 

who knows, maybe anger, self-condemnation, 

and guilt are what Christianity is all about. 

Lord Jesus, I hope I'm wrong.” Well, Mark, 

in one sense I think you are (unfortunately) 

not wrong at all. As I have already said, I 

think the bible gets a bad rap on the women’s 

issue. But beyond that, I believe that self 

condemnation and guilt are part of what not 

Christianity but life itself is all about. When 

we sin against God—and here I don’t mean 

to point the finger only at those who have 

sinned sexually, but at all of us, for we all 

“fall short of the glory of God” — when we sin 

against God there wi// be guilt. And Chris- 

tianity does offer human beings a solution to 

the problem of guilt. But that solution is not to 

say that sin is not longer sin—it is to repent! 

Now I am not trying to be simplistic and 

say that repentance comes easily or speedily. 

And I will certainly admit that the church has 

not been very patient or compassionate 

towards “transgressors.” But these things 

don’t lessen the need for repentance. How- 

ever, lest someone think that I have forgotten 

that the gospel is “*good news,” let me also 

say this: In all this we mustn’t forget that God 

has not called us to repentance as “lone 

rangers. God has given us each other, and 

more importantly his Spirit, to empower and 

enable us to begin to turn from our sin. 

Moreover, we know that the God with whom 

we have to do is patient and compassionate 

himself. He knows our hearts and he honors a 

truly penitent attitude. And it is through this, 

the free and complete admission of our sin to 

God with a desire to turn from it, that we find 

true and lasting freedom from guilt and 

condemnation. 

— Morgan Trotter 

Since you have expressed an apparent 

dislike of Bible passages as a form of express- 

ing views, and feel more at home defining 

Christianity by today’s ‘wonderful’ standards, 

I understand your objections stated in your 

last editorial. Foreign to today are word’s 

like ‘sacrifice’ and ‘God’s calling’. It sure is 

difficult to heed God’s call, to be willing to 

sacrifice our loves, our desires, our pre- 

dispositions, without understanding how it 

will all work out—or why that’s the way it is. 

God tells us to trust, something very impor- 

tant when we often lack comprehension of 

the total picture. It's nice to think we know 

best, but when has that been true? I don't 

really see the growth of humanity over the 

last 2,000 years. I’m inclined to think other- 

wise. God is as necessary for living now as 

then—more so in light of our wonderful 

progress. 

While I agree that homosexuals have been 

treated terribly by Church and society, I 

don’t think the answer is to say, ‘Sorry for 

the way you have been treated, go ahead, you 

can be an alternate life-style.”’ Being born a 

certain way, (if that is the case), hardly 

means that’s by God’s design. (Remember 

the Fall ?) I was born an alcoholic, (I can 

back that up with scientific evidence), though 

I really doubt that the fulfillment of God’s 

plan for my life would be to die in the gutter 

drunk or cream some family coming home 

from vacation. I don’t recommend abusive 

drinking as an alternate life-style, even though I 

was born that way. 

I can understand your wish to justify pre- 

marital sex. I'm happily not facing that 

particular sacrifice. But no matter how re- 

sponsible one acts concerning contraceptives, 

is that really the issue? I think you make the 

60’s more glamorous than they were, (I was 

there too), and you cop-out with the old 

stereotyped Victorian Era. There was a 

whole lot more going on there than sexual 

repression. They probably would have said 

‘discretion’, another term that doesn’t fit in 

our progressive new age. Is not God suggest- 

ing the best way to present oneself to the 

commitment of marriage. For every lover 

prior to marriage, a piece of oneself has been 

given. The more given away before, dimin- 

ishes the total binding together of two people. 

Does God want us to look back from our 

marriage bed with warm memories of previous 

partners. For that matter—do we want to? 

I guess I think God would want us to 

recognize the depth of sacrifice, as expressed 

through Christ, rather than want us to simply 

‘party with Jesus. 

—Douglas A. Madden 

Never ‘‘for the 
sake of peace and 
quiet’’ deny your 
own experience or 

convictions. 
—Dag Hammarskjold 

Sermon Illustration: Who’s Really Qualified? 

TO: Jesus, Son of Joseph 

Woodcrafters Carpenter Shop, Nazareth 25922 

FROM: Jordan Management, Consultants 

Dear Sir, 

Thank you for submitting the resumes for the 12 young menyou have picked for management 

positions in your new organization. All of them have now taken our battery of tests, and we have 

not only run the tests through our computer, but also arranged personal interviews for each of 

them with our psychologist and vocational aptitude consultants. The profiles of all tests are 

included, and you'll want to study each of them carefully. 

As part of our services for your guidance, we make some general comments. It is the staff's 

opinion that most of your nominees are lacking in background, education and vocational 

aptitudes for the type of enterprise you are undertaking. They donot have the team concept. We 

would recommend that you continue your search for persons of experience in managerial 

ability and proven capabilities. 

Simon Peter is emotionally unstable and given to fits of temper. Andrew has absolutely no 

qualities of leadership. The two brothers—James and John—the sons of Zebedee, place 

personal interests above company loyalty. Thomas demonstrates a questioning attitude that 

would tend to undermine morale. We feel it is our duty to tell you that Matthew has been 

blacklisted by the Greater Jerusalem Better Business Bureau. James, the son of Alphaeus, and 

Thaddeus definitely have radical leanings, and both registered a high score on the manic- 

depressive scale. 

One of the candidates, however, shows great potential. He’s the man of ability and 

resourcefulness, meets people well, has a keen business mind and has contacts in high places. 

He is highly motivated, ambitious and responsible. We recommend Judas Iscariot as your 

comptroller and right-hand man. All of the other profiles are self-explanatory. 
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Once uponatime there was a great ocean liner 

that traveled the tropical seas of the world. It was 

a vessel of glistening beauty, with food prepared 

in around-the-clock abundance, liveried waiters 

everywhere and passengers who never tired of 

the magnificent vistas and colors surrounding 

them. It was good they never tired of these things 

for there was one, very unusual feature about this 

boat: all the guests lived on board from birth to 

death. For generations, they had lived on the first 

deck of this grand ocean liner. 

A small group on that ship came together one 

night and wondered at the beauty around them, 

the friendships they enjoyed, the overpowering 

silence of the stars. “Why?” they wondered— 
although some of them were only echoing their 

bright eyed children’s words. “Why so much 

beauty, on board and in the sea around them? 

And why for us?” At different ports they had 

sometimes ventured past the fancy visitors shops 

and seen jarring poverty and misery. This, too, 

was grist for the question mill. “Why the misery? 

What could be done?” And always, a return to the 

earliest concern: Why this marvelous world at all? 

At one port, they took on a new passenger. The 

leader of the group had gone to much effort to 

bring the young man on board, for there were 

rules against outsiders living on the boat. He had 

his own room on the first deck, with the same 

privileges of the other passengers. He had trained 

for years, studying every phase of the question, 

“Why?” His mission was to answer the group’s 

questions. 

They began with a celebration for this teacher 

who was about to answer their questions. Some 

thought him too young, but other remarked on his 

wisdom and not a few enjoyed the idea of “new 

blood” on the old ship. Soon he proved his 

abilities. The young man had star charts to show 

the order of the heavens, and he had a book that 

described the reasoning and personality of the 

earth’s maker. 

“The beauty around you,” he said, “is areflection 

of the maker.” “Further,” the young man taught, 

“the love and care between us is the makers 

beauty within each of us. He wants us to join with 

him in creating ever more beauty.” The maker, it 

seemed, wanted them to share this love with 

everyone they met. The group grew as the mem- 

bers told others how much they were learning 

and gave a smile or a listening ear to even the 

most unkind passenger on the first deck 

The love even began to spread to lower decks, 

the decks for the crew and the cooks and maids 

and waiters. The passengers seemed kinder to 

people from these ranks, and occasionally a 

lower-deck family would be invited to a passen- 

gers state room for some special occasion. 

The love between the group members seemed 

to envelop the entire first deck, including the 

ship's Captain and others who worked in the 

control room. 

One day, after the ship had left a particularly 

impoverished island, one of the younger passen- 

gers asked about the poor people. “|! took a walk 

and happened to see a labor camp where the 

poor are herded to work under brutal task masters. 

Why are they in such misery?” she asked. Others 

reminded her that the Captain had strictly warned 

the passengers to stay close to the ship, but the 

entire group had the same question. It troubled 

their sleep to think of these poor folk. 

One of the group members spoke soothingly. 

“That is the way the world was made: some are 

poor and some live on this lovely luxury liner. It is 

the makers will.” Others protested, saying this 

A PARABLE 
by Stuart Cummings-Bond 

was not like the stars, or the azure water, or 

anything else that reflected the maker. The maker 

made beauty and love, not misery. 

The controversy made the whole group instinc- 

tively look for a moderator, someone who could 

resolve their differences. They turned to the 

young man, their beloved teacher. He had read 

some books on island people, he said, and 

answered with a mixture of assurance and self- 

doubt, as if he were sure of his words but confused 

by their meaning. “There is enough food, but they 

cannot buy it. When they ask for more, they are 

killed. This is not the makers will. We need to 

show love to them, and stop the killing.” No one 

knew how to do this, but all generally agreed it 

was not acceptable. 

Many were glad to discuss such a hard question, 

but this marked the first time there had ever been 

a serious disagreement in the group. It felt strange. 

Warm, trusting love had yielded to angry voices for 

a moment and some invisible cord was pulling 

people away from each other. The leaders recog- 

nized this immediately—that is why they are lead- 

ers—and all gatheredto share their thoughts with 

the maker. Afterwards, the old warmth returned. 

A smail group began writing letters to the 

killers, asking them to quit. That seemed fine to 
the group as a whole, and they began to consider 

other aspects of why there is beauty even in the 

smallest detail of the sea. 

A month later they were interrupted by ascream 

from somewhere below deck. One of the young 

people emerged with a terrified look on his face, 

as if he had just seen a murder. His scream was 

not of pain but of knowledge, and now tears 

overcame him. He told the others what he had 

seen in choked breath, like a man who is nearly 

drowning: 

“! went below deck,” he said. A general murmur 

rose among some that the dictum “stay on your 

deck” should have been obeyed. Still, as most of 

them had never considered going below deck, 

much less done so, they were quite curious. The 

fear in the lad’s eyes made their large group 

silent, ears straining to hear every word. “It is 

horrible down there! Do you know what powers 

this boat? Haven’t you ever wondered why this 

boat can continue to sail? You taught me to ask 

‘Why?’, and so | went to find out. It is those poor 

people we saw on the islands! They are aboard 

this ship, at the lowest deck. They work all day 

turning a great wheel, and when they drop dead 

from exhaustion they are chopped up and fed to 

the others until they, too, drop. When the last of 

them are about to die, we put into another port 

and collect other slaves. That is what powers this 

ship!” 

“This boy has seen too much!” the Captain 

shouted from the watch deck, directly over their 

heads. No one realized the Captain (of all people) 

was listening. He walked down the steps. The 

sound of his shoes gently ringing the metal was 

the only noise among the crowd. And when he 

stood among them, he spoke with weighty under- 

standing, like a caring parent. “He is exhausted. 

He is young and does not understand what he 

has seen. | will be glad to explain the workings of 

the ship to the group tonight, if you wish.” 

The group was most agreeable, and that night 

the Captain spoke. “The boy described something 

of ‘how’ the boat is powered. He cannot know the 

‘why.’ Neither, of course, can our learned friend,” 

he said, bowing slightly to the young man, “for he 

does not know ship engines, and we should not 

expect him to. After all, that is my job, not his.” The 

group nodded agreement under the starry sky 

hearing the sound of the waves breaking gently 

against the hull of the magnificent ship. 

“Those people have no better future on their 

island. We give them work and food and achance 

to ride on this beautiful ship. While their conditions 

are not like yours, they are perfectly happy with 

their circumstances.” Someone was about to 

protest when the Captain went on, thistimewitha 

raised voice and aglare in his eye, “Andif they did 

not work in the engine room—where many of 

them are being trained in new skills—if they did 

not workin the engine room this entire ship would 

be at a standstill.” The anger rose in his voice. 

“Soon all food would run out and this ship would 

be a floating version of those island poor you 

have seen. Now which of you want’s that to 

happen!?” 

No one dared speak. The Captain praised the 

group for the way they had added a depth and 

beauty to life on the first deck and throughout the 

ship. “That,” he suggested, as he stood behind 

the young man andclasped his shouldersinafirm 

grip, “is what we are all about. We certainly do not 

want to destroy this lovely ship, or the life we so 

freely share with each other. Do we?” 

The meeting broke up quietly. All went to their 

cabins except the young man, who sat up all 

night, thinking with his maker under the stars. 

In the weeks ahead, the group continued to 

ask, “Why?” to a number of questions. “Why does 

music move us So?” “Why is love so difficult with 

those you love the most?” “Why is our sense of 

the maker so distant?” 

The young man taught but without the vigor of 

old days. These questions moved him as well, but 

whenever the ship ploughed through churning 

seas, he could not stop his mind from wandering 

below deck. Whenever he ate one of the ship’s 

many sumptuous meals, he thought of the young 

lad’s words about how they ate below. (He had 

wanted to speak with the lad but the boy had 

apparently left ship the night of his traumatic 

discovery, although no one had seen him go.) The 

teacher's friends, for the group had become his 

friends, understood his concern but reminded 

him that he was asked aboard to help people on 

the first deck. 

One day they had a stopoff in port. The young 

man began to stroll along the water front. He had 

every intention of staying within sight of the boat, 

as the passengers had been ordered to do, but he 

was drawn by some force to the interior of the 

island. He had hardly gone amile whenhe hearda 

whip tearing through some poor islanders back 

as she cried in pain. The young man came up 

quickly behind the foreman, whose arm was 

raised to beat the woman's bloodied, raw flesh 

again. He held the foreman’s hand in midair. The 

huge man turned, ready to unleash all his rage on 

the stranger. He saw the young man’s light skin 

and realized he was from the ship. Instead of 

striking him, the foreman broke his arm free and 
asked, “What do you want?” 

The young man stared hard into his eyes and 

asked the question he was trained to ask: Why? 

“Why do you do this? Why do you beat these 

people, or shoot them if they protest?” The answer 

was simple enough. “Money,” he said. “And who 

pays you?” Nothing could have prepared the 

young man for the answer. “The ship’s Captain.” 

“The ship’s Captain pays you to farm this food?” 

The young man asked increduously. “Not really,” 

the foreman said. “There is food all over these 

tropical islands, and of course there is the sea’s 

(Cont'd. next page) 
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A Parable (cont’d.) 
bounty. We farm a little, but that is just to give 

them the right ‘attitude’”—this he said with a 

smile—"and to grow a few special crops. Naw. 

The Captain pays me mainly to provide power for 

his engine. | get them ready to be taken aboard.” 

The young man stumbled back on board the 

ocean liner. The loveliness of the ship had taken 

onahorrific hue to him. One thing was certain: the 

maker did not want the islanders to live like this. 

Surely the people of his group would never stand 

for the outrages they were participating in by 

accident. 

That night he told the whole group his story. He 

told them where he had gone, about the woman 

being whipped, and what the foreman said. He 

concluded, “So | believe the lad who went below 

deck—you remember him, don't you? | believe 

the young man was right. We have been deceived 

and the Captain is lying. The beauty we experience 

on board is powered by the misery of millions of 

poor people. We must stop this now!” 

Nothing happened. There was no response at 

all. No one said a word. No one moved, although 

some did sigh and hang head with a tired 

impatience. 

What were they supposed to do, one of them 

asked, Scuttle the ship? Live like the natives? Do 

you really hate this ship so much, another wanted 

to know. Isn't the maker pleased by what we 

share with each other, and aren't youcreating the 

opposite of what the maker wants among US, Said 

another. The meeting ended like a wisp of smoke, 

with people drifting away and the leaders wonder- 

ing if perhaps the group had lost its way. 

The young man went to his well-appointed 

room on the first deck shocked as much by his 

impotence as by what he had seen that day. He 

couldn't decide what to do next. Should he leave 

the boat? Where would he go? The boat was all he 

knew. His training was to ask “Why?”. They don't 

do that on the islands. Would it help anyone if he 

left? 

As the months went by, dissatisfied members of 

the original group splintered and employed others 

to instruct on the question of “Why?” although 

certain questions were outlawed, and others 

were answered tersely, in a single sentence. No 

one pursued the line further 

The young man, the first instructor, was widely 

thought to have “lost something.” He led discus- 

sions at times but he was more contentious than 

inspiring. Soon he, too, was tired of his message 

and spoke very little. 

Sometimes, special trips were taken by young 

people to improve the condition of the waiters 

and such who lived on lower decks. No trip was 

ever allowed to goto the lowest deck, of course. It 

was too dangerous, especially for younger per- 

sons. And they were closely watched during port 

leave 

The Captain changed his schedule to make 

regular trips not only to the group that asked 

“Why?” but to every group, from the shuffle board- 

ers to the sun bathers. He spoke in intervals of a 

minute, ora half hour, or sometimes a full houron 

why the ship operates as a source of inspiration 

for the island people as well as a vehicle for 

employment. Sometimes he sponsored fundrais- 

ers on board to aid those onthe poorfarms onthe 

islands. 

And if you go on that boat today, you willfindthe 

things are going pretty well on the first deck The 

“Why” group still meets, although its meetings 

are shorter and there are more group activities 

than discussions. They no longer talk late at night 

under the Stars. Instead, every evening there isa 

wonderfully produced “Why” show on the first 

deck’s stage 

Late at night, after all the boat is asleep, you will 

see light shining through only one porthole. It is 

the young man’s room, of course. He sits inside, 

his bags packed for years on end, trying to decide 

whether to Stay or go. 

~ 

PRINCETON WORLD 

All Proceeds Benefit Local and Global Hunger Relief Projects though IDEX, 

International Development Exchange, and The Trenton Area Soup Kitchen 

THIS SATURDAY, APRIL 30 
10:00 a.m. — 10 K Run 10:05 a.m. — 1 Mile Fun Run 

Seminary Quadrangle 

Come out and support the runners! 
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Is Naboth’s Vineyard in 
By Mark Porizky 

O.K. Naboth’s Vineyard is not in Nica- 

ragua. It’s in the Bible. But, it could be in 

Nicaragua. Inany case, before vou read any 

further, please read I Kings 21 before you 

read the allegory below. Finished? Good. 

Here's another version of that story. 

Now Daniel the Marxist had a government 

in Nicaragua. beside the governments in 

allegiance with Ronnie, leader of Democracy. 

And after this Ronnie said to Daniel, “Give 

me your allegiance that I may have it for 

protection, because it is near my house: andI 

will give you my backing for your allegiance. 

or if it seems good to you. I will see that more 

multi-nationals set up work in your land.” 

But Daniel said to Ronnie. ‘The Lord forbid 

that I should give you the allegiance of my 

fathers in the Sandinista movement.” And 

Ronnie went into his house vexed and sullen 

because of what Daniel the Marxist had said 

to him: for he had said. “I will not give you 

the allegiance of my fathers in the Sandinista 

movement. And he lay down on his couch in 

the Oval Office and would not receive digni- 

taries, or attend banquets. 

But Ollie his attache came to him, and said 

to him. **Why is your spirit so vexed that you 

attend no banquets?” And he said to him, 

Because I spoke to Daniel the Marxist and 

said to him “Give me your allegiance for my 

backing; or else, if it please you, I will lobby 

for multi-nationals to set up business in your 

country’; and he answered, ‘I will not give 

you the allegiance of my fathers in the 

Sandinista movement. ~ And Ollie his attache 

said to him, “Do you now govern Democracy’ 

Arise, attend banquests, and let your heart be 

cheerful; I will give you the allegiance of 

Daniel the Marxist.” 

So he sent letters in Ronnie’s name and 

sealed them with a presidential seal and sent 

the letters to the Somocistas and ex-National 

Guardsmen who used to dwell in Daniel's 

country. And he wrote in the letters, *Proclaim 

an organization called the “freedom fighters.” 

and set Daniel on high among the people: and 

set a Capitalism-funded army against him, 

and let them bring a charge against him, 

saying, “-You have cursed Democracy and 

the President. and have sold out to Evil.” 

Then start a war against him in the name of 

justice and try to kill him. And these men, the 

Somocista and ex-National Guardsmen who 

used to dwell in Daniel’s country, did as Ollie 

had sent word to them. As it was written in 

the letters he had sent to them, they proclaimed 

Nicaragua? 
an organization called the “freedom fighters” 

and set Daniel on high to his people. And the 

Capitalism-funded army brought a charge 

against Daniel, in the presence of the people. 

saying, “Daniel has cursed Democracy and 

the President, and has sold out to Evil.” So 

they set out to take over his city and shoot 

him to death with weapons paid for with 

Capitalism tax dollars. Then they sent to 

Ollie, saying, ** Daniel will soon be dead, we 

just need more Capitalism tax dollars.” 

As soon as Ollie heard that Daniel would 

soon be dead, Ollie said to Ronnie, “Arise. 

prepare to take possession of the allegiance 

of Daniel the Marxist’s people, which he 

refused to give you for the benefits of Capitalism 

and Democracy: for Daniel and all that he 

stands for is soon not to be alive, but dead.” 

And as soon as Ronnie heard that Daniel was 

soon to be dead, Ronnie arose to go down to 

the Situation Room to figure out whom he 

would replace Daniel the Marxist with, just 

as Democracy had replaced Salvador Allende 

the Marxist in Chile years before. 

Then the word of the Lord came to... 

somebody. That is, somebody thought it 

better to try for peace than have life imitate 

bible. 

The Sin of Apathy (cont’d.) 
commencement speaker for this year. The 

issue was not the speaker but the manner in 

which he was chosen. Some dismissed the 

concern saying, “Oh well, we have no voice 

here, never had one either... ” Others simply 

did not care to find out the details, they felt 

there was no point. But, on the other hand, 

there were some who wrote letters to the 

President, called the Administration, and 

questioned the decision which was made 

without their consultation. This was a signi- 

ficant moment because decisions were ques- 

tioned and dialogue took place. 

What saddened me in all of this was the 

feeling that in an institution which is training 

people to care, to evoke challenge, to inspire 

and enable people to question structures and 

societies, people felt unheard. What's more 

disturbing is that people felt apathetic about 

challenging their state of “*unheardedness.” 

This is a sad statement in an institution 

which is, in my opinion, a group of people 

who should be on the cutting edge of society, 

challenging and seeking change. People at 

seminary ought to feel that they are going into 

ministry to enable people to see hope for 

themselves and for society. If we leave 

seminary apathetic, what sort of “leaders” 

will we be for the people to whom we 

minister? 

In my opinion we need to question our 

motivations and the motivations of the semi- 

nary. Are we encouraged to seek change 

when injustice occurs in P.T.S., America, 

the Two-thirds world? Are we encouraged to 

make connections between studies and the 

world around us? Are we consumed in 

apathy and defeat because we feel there is 

nothing we can do to change things? 

I hope not. I think we need to rethink our 

role in the education process. Do we value 

educational opportunities such as Women’s 

Center Storytelling; a slide show on Central 

America; a discussion on AIDS: or even a 

trip to New York to experience life on the 

streets? Sadly enough some students will 

graduate without ever seeing New York and 

the plight of the homeless in that city. 

Somehow we have to see that our education 

goes beyond, but includes hours hunched 

over books at Speer library. We need to trust 

ourselves to value these opportunities as real 

learning experiences. Writing a letter to 

challenge someone's decision, participating 

in a march for social justice, or even seeking 

to know something about an issue of concern 

must not be seen as something we can doonly 

if we have spare time. We cannot dismiss 

these issues because we feel we aren't heard, 

or they aren't on a reading list! Just because 

it's not required on a syllabus doesn’t mean 

it’s not educational! 

One of the sorriest comments I heard this 

year occurred in a class when a professor 

asked the class what it means to our faith that 

we have the potential to blow up creation 

eleven times over in a nuclear war. A student 

replied, “We don’t need to worry, Jesus 

would make another world...” 

This kind of apathy is depressing. It is 

disappointing to think that a future leader ina 

church could feel so defeated and irresponsible. 

We cannot succumb to such an apathetic 

witness. 

Well, if you have read this far you are not 

too apathetic and I thank you for reading my 

thoughts at a busy time of the year. I hope we 

all leave P.T.S. feeling that we do count and 

that we can evoke change wherever we are 

and whatever we do. This is both our respon- 

sibility and the Seminary’s. If there is one 

thing we can be assured of, it is that Christ 

came into the world to challenge humanity 

and seek justice for all. 

Christ urges us to do likewise, assured that 

in our questioning, struggles, and challenges, 

we are not alone. 
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St. Louis GA: Something to Celebrate 
(Marking the 200th anniversary of the 

Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A., this 

year’s General Assembly was held on June 

6th through the 15th in St. Louis, Missouri. 

It began a bicentennial celebration that will 

last throughout the year until the 201st 

General Assembly concludes in Philadelphia. 

Dan Russell, a Senior at Princeton was 

there as a Theological Student Advisory 

Delegate from this Seminary.) 

If the events of the last General Assembly 

offer any clue, there may be something to 

celebrate in the year ahead. It was an Assem- 

bly full of hope for the future, concern for the 

problems of the present, and with more thana 

few unexpected twists. 

For example, during the election of the 

moderator, there looked to be much drama. 

Five men were running, and the broad field 

made for dynamic politics. Four were local 

pastors while one was a college professor of 

religion. Juventino R. Ballesteros, C. Kenneth 

Hall, Roy Zuefeldt, James R. Struthers, and 

James C. Spalding, respectively. 

But out of this five man race, remarkably, 

on the first ballot, Dr. C. Kenneth Hall was 

elected. Hall, a graduate of Pittsburgh Theo- 

logical Seminary, had pastored the 584 

member Hill Presbyterian Church in Butler, 

Pennsylvania for 31 years, and served in 

almost every level of church service. During 

the question and answer period of the election 

process, he used seasoned intelligence and a 

wry sense of humor to win the Assembly 

over. 
Not only did the new moderator show a 

great deal of intelligence, the commissioners 

attending the General Assembly showed a 

great deal of integrity by the questions that 

they asked. One commissioner asked about 

taxation of clergy; i.e., to pay nor not to pay 

taxes used for military purpose. Another 

asked about inclusivity, i.e., how the next 

moderator might facilitate “‘the participation 

of all Presbyterians” to minister “to the wide 

By Daniel J. Russell, M.Div. Senior 

variety of God’s children.” And yet another 

asked what could be done about the loss of 

membership in the PCUSA. 

An insight Hall gave during his candidate’s 

speech went beyond his seasoned and humor- 

ous side and beyond the celebration rhetoric 

of the Assembly. About the condition of the 

church, he said, ““There has been an issue 

before the church that caused us to focus on 

ourselves (the reunion between the United 

Presbyterian and Presbyterian U.S. denomi- 

nations).’’ His hope, he continued, is that 

“before I retire I could spend some time in 

the church which is free from all this internal 

preoccupation.” 

The mood of this Assembly might not only 

be characterized by the surprises it presented 

but also by the issues with which it struggled. 

There seemed to be a lot of energy and 

emotion about the issue of abortion. A prime 

example was Mother Teresa of Calcutta’s 

speaking on Luke 1:41, an event that one 

General Assembly reporter called “unofficial.” 

Invited by a “Special Organization” named 

the Presbyterians Pro-Life, her presence 

electrified the assembly. 

Yet there were other organizations, other 

concerns and other speakers as the many 

(Continued on p. 6) 

A Student Government Welcome 

By Mark Porizky, SGA moderator 

Greetings! (No, that’s too ordinary.) 

Howdy! (Nope, too Freshman, err, Junior.) 

All right, Yo! You! Welcome or welcome 

back! 

This is your salutory message from the the 

Student Government Association (SGA). 

Yes, this is that usually boring, somewhat typi- 

cal, ‘Hello, now that you're here, get involved” 

article. Thus, um... (Quick. What is it that 

you want to say? Well, say something, 

preferably spiritually profound. Good grief, 

make a point. This is the end of the second 

paragraph. ) 

As a member of your student government 

at PTS, I simply want to invite you to 

participate fully in the 1988-89 year. It won't 

happen without you, at least not here at 

Princeton. Too often student government 

bodies do all the work. I resist the notion of 

having SGA work its proverbial butt off— 

toiling like Lone Rangers for Christ—to 

create events that we will then have to 

convince you that you really want. 

So what does the above mean? It means 

that if the Student Body is apathetic, then the 

(Continued on p. 2) 

The Representatives of the Student Government Association 

Dan Russell, Senior Class Representative 

Tom Carr, Middle Class Representative 

Barbara Hedges-Goettl, Married Students Representative 

Donna Elia, Representative At Large 

Linda Loyd, Representative At Large 

Catherine Gorman, Women’s Center Representatives 

Judy Middleton, Women’s Center Representative 

Mark Porizky, Representative At Large 

(Junior Class Representative not available at presstime.) 
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EDITORIAL 

Whatever Happened to Fun at PTS? 

In the viewpoint column of this issue, Ted Dennis addresses the concern that 

Princeton’s leisure environment does not adequately serve the needs of its 

students. It is a viewpoint with which I agree. 

When I came to Princeton, I came to be a student, but I did not intend to 

leave my social life behind. Yet I found that many times this seminary made no 

room for that somewhat essential part of human life. I soon discovered that the 

only place to really meet others was at my meals in the student center, and that 

there was no other central place where students could meet. 

Suddenly, I could understand the cries of lack of community on the part of 

the student body. There was really no place for such a community to gather, no 

game room to linger around, no student lounge worthy of such a name, and thus 

no community by any definition. 

Since that initial disillusionment, Princeton’s Stewardship Committee has 

sought to meet that need through the coffeehouse, and has to some extent 

succeeded. But they are constrained by their limited resources of time and 

money. It is impossible to keep it open all the hours that it could be opened, and 

it is difficult to provide enough of the variety in food and entertainment to 

enable it to fulfill the potential that it could have as a gathering place. Yet my 

concern is not with the Stewardship Committee. The work they have done is 

nothing short of extraordinary and the efforts of all those involved in that 

endeavor have created the beginnings of true community at PTS. The concern 

that I have is centered more with the institution of the Seminary. 

Addressing concerns in that direction can backfire, especially if one refuses 

to recognize the particular difficulties inherent in the nature of the day to day 

work of the seminary. But I do not wish to complain about community or the 

lack thereof as much as encourage some change in the way that the institution 

addresses the social life of the campus. 

Community cannot be fully achieved in the shared experience of the 

classroom or the dining room. Such experiences begin the growth of 

community but they do not encourage the maturing of the same. Such maturing 

takes place at Princeton at places like The Annex or maybe in the shared 

competition of the basketball court and other athletic activities. What is sad is 

that these events take place at students’ initiative, and rarely does the seminary 

itself attempt to create or support similar events on campus. 

I am not advocating that PTS become an institutional nursemaid to bring an 

infant community to some sort of maturity. What I do advocate is that the 

seminary provide an environment more conducive to such a maturing. This 

seminary may not need a full-fledged social activities program such as colleges 

offer. After all it is a graduate school. But it does need a place to gather, a place 

where students could go outside their dorms to participate in the larger life of 

the campus. At the moment, Mackay Center’s former drawing rooms do not 

serve that purpose. 

I urge that the seminary administration look towards the possibility of 

providing such a place. It won't take that much, a few comfortable chairs and 

couches, a couple of ping pong and pool tables and maybe a television. Maybe 

such an endeavor could be done in conjunction with the work of the 

coffeehouse. 

Whatever way that it is best to be done, I urge that it be done. I need it, and I 

have a strong feeling that this community of believers needs it as well. 

—Kennedy McGowan, Editor 

October, 1988 
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SGA (From p. I) 

SGA will follow suit. My colleagues may not 

all agree, but I don’t believe that our most 

important role is initiation. My hope is that 

SGA will be as much a facilitator as a 

motivator. We serve student interests better 

when we support ideas that the Student Body 

believes rather than creating ideas from our 

own perceptions. In other words: your ideas 

carry weight; please share them. 

The collective brilliance of the students on 

this campus is staggering. From all around 

the states and the globe, intelligent men and 

women come to PTS to learn how to share 

the Gospel to the world. What a shame if we 

miss the opportunity to do the same for each 

other. Class time is only a fraction of the 

seminary experience (unless, of course, you 

are seeking a Ph.D., then you’re excused). In 

the days to come we will be announcing some 

of the opportunities SGA offers through the 

Wineskin and noon-time announcements. 

I hope that we can be of service to you 

through the year. Student Government meets 

every Tuesday at lunch on the second floor of 

the MacKay Student Center. You are most 

welcome. 
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(There are numerous student groups 

on this campus representing a variety 

of concerns. Each issue, Sitz im Leben 

will endeavor to serve these groups as 

part of its service to the community.) 

Greetings from 
CGLC 

By Molly Whipple, Chair, Committee for 

Gay and Lesbian Concerns 

As many of you know, all types of people 

are represented in the kingdom of God. This 

campus is a wonderful example of the wide 

cross section of believers throughout the 

world. As I walk to my classes or look around 

the cafeteria, I see people who are involved in 

various groups here at PTS that reflect their 

diversity, their interest. The Committee for 

Gay and Lesbian Concerns is at the same 

time identical to those other organizations 

and vastly different. 

We are the same in that the folks involved 

with this committee are concerned about gay 

and lesbian issues. Our interest is reflected 

by our participation. Yet, we are vastly 

different, because this committee is concerned 

with a very intimate, very personal aspect of 

all of us—our sexuality. Whether we are 

homosexual or heterosexual, our sexuality is 

one of our most basic forms of expression. 

Our sexuality reveals us for who we are as 

human-beings. I believe that our sexuality 

and our spirituality are our most intimate 

responses to the God who created us. 

My objective for this year is to address not 

only issues of homosexuality, but issues of 

sexuality in general. I have noticed in my two 

years here that PTS is pretty uptight about 

sex. The attitude seems to be everybody 

thinks about it and everybody wonders who 

is doing it. My friends, that is not healthy. I 

hope to offer forums, panel discussions and 

some guest speakers both from outside PTS 

and from within to address issues and con- 

cerns of sexuality. I accepted the chair of this 

committee in order to offer some educational 

experiences for all of us. I believe that those 

of us going into parish ministry and counseling 

should take full advantage of these opportuni- 

ties because we will encounter these issues. 

If you have any suggestions for discussion 

or would like to inform me of any speakers in 

the area, please feel free to do so. I am in the 

fundy finder and can be reached almost 

anytime. (Just keep trying!) This promises to 

be an interesting, informative year. 

Sitz im Leben 

Viewpoint— Orientation 
By Timothy E. Dennis, Senior 

The term orientation connotes pointing someone in the right direction. To say that 

one has been oriented would mean that one knows which way is up. For me orientation 

was a very disorienting experience. By the time I had completed the process, I was 

seriously considering leaving the seminary. I don’t claim that my experience was 

typical; I simply wish to share it with you and to discuss what it has meant to me. 

When J arrived at seminary, I was full of expectation. I remembered the first three 

days of my junior year of college. I had transferred from a junior college, and was 

therefore included in something called ‘‘ Freshmen and Transfer Orientation.” It turned 

out to be a showcasing of the various departments of the college. The Choir sang. There 

were speeches on the advantages of a “liberal arts education,’ and each department 

talked about what they had to offer. Different clubs and organizations gave recruiting 

speeches. Then each afternoon, the entire group gathered on the courtyard to play silly 

games. Since I was there anyway, and since I wanted to be seen as a good sport, I 

participated. I wasn’t real excited about the idea to begin with, but in those three days I 

began for form some bonds with people who would help me to keep oriented as I worked 

my way through college. 

When | arrived at seminary, I expected the time period labeled “orientation” to be a 

chance to find out what each department had to offer and to form a personal support 

group. I was disappointed. Somehow, things just didn’t click for me. It seemed that 

everything I attended was designed to tell me things I didn’t feel I needed to know. I 

kept hearing about a retreat at the end of the orientation, but it never came. One part of 

me wanted to meet people, to laugh, to forget about myself, to get involved. Another 

part wanted to be cool, to protect myself, to put up barriers. I know what you’re 

thinking. “‘Seminary is for adults. Grow up.” That’s what I said to myself, and that’s 

probably why I’m still here, but I’m not convinced that the orientation program did 

enough to encourage the side of me that wanted to get involved. I remember wishing that 

I could begin classes. I wanted to be busy and active. Instead, I was sitting down all day 

being bombarded with information that I had no desire nor incentive to appropriate. I 

wasn t going to be tested on it, and I was holding printed material that told me the same 

things that the speakers were telling me. I was miserable. 

I hesitate to blame anyone. There are several possible reasons why I was so 

miserable those first few days. I was anxious about my ability to meet the academic 

standards. I was worried about whether a new, but very significant relationship would 

survive a separation of 700 miles. I was housed in one of those infamous triples 

situations. Any one of those things might have been enough to short circuit the benefits 

of a helpful orientation program. Since I had all these problems at once, perhaps it was 

too much for me to expect to gain enough support and encouragement from any 

orientation process to alleviate my misery. 

But the spirit that pervaded orientation has been evident throughout my first two 

years of seminary. There was social interaction, but it was the kind that allowed one to 

hide. 
Hi. What’s your name? 

Where are you from? 

Good to meet you. See you around. 

After I began to try to account for my dissatisfaction, I realized that the architecture 

and the business-like approach that had first attracted me to Princeton had its negative 

side. Why is it that a campus of 900 students hasn’t one pool table or even a ping pong 

table? Why is it that we have a student center lounge furnished with antiques? The 

Coffee House initiated by the Stewardship Committee was a step in the right direction, 

but I understand that the idea met with considerable resistance. The T.V. rooms in the 

two dorms that I occupied did not invite you in. They were more like places to hide. 

What I am saying is that the orientation process for my class was indicative of the 

remainder of the time that I have spent here. The message was, ‘“We’re not concerned 

about your social life. We don’t like silly games here. We don’t condemn them, but we 

don’t encourage them. If you have a need for that sort of thing, find it yourself.” 

Maybe that is the message that we want to communicate to incoming students. Ifso 

the orientation process that I participated in was a smashing success. If not, maybe it 

wouldn’t hurt to play a silly game once in a while, and put a pool table into Mackay. 

Page Three 
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Administration Speaks 
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The Purposes of Orientation 

The new students arrive: a 23-year-old 

music major from a state university; a 22- 

year-old Phi Beta Kappa political science 

major from a small college; a 28-year-old 

who recently became a Christian through TV 

evangelism; a 45-year-old social worker with 

a husband and three teenagers; an international 

student who has never been outside her own 

country before; an engineer with a bride; a 

middle-aged businessman; a young business- 

man; ministry majors from Bible colleges; 

philosophy majors from large universities; 

ordained elders; people with little church 

experience; Presbyterian, Methodists, Roman 

Catholics, Southern Baptists, plus those be- 

longing to independent churches or no church 

at all. Each individual has come to Princeton 

out of a unique set of circumstances. How 

will they make their residence here a home, 

find friends and mentors, handle the academic 

work, assess their sense of call, meet their 

financial needs, establish a support network, 

help spouses and children adjust to a new 

environment, undertake field work, locate 

places to worship and people to pray with? 

How can the seminary help them? 

The seminary uses a few days preceding 

the beginning of fall semester to introduce 

new students to people and procedures that 

they will be working with and to give them 

information needed to discover and utilize 

the resources of the seminary. Activities that 

must take place in orientation are: language 

placement exams, course selection and regis- 

tration, payment of fees, taking the ‘Profiles 

of Ministry” inventory. But orientation also 

needs to enable the new students to experience 

PTS as a “user-friendly” place, a place 

where they will quickly feel that they belong 

and where they form the expectation that 

their program of study will be excellent, 

satisfying, and successful. Therefore, orien- 

tation includes many activities which will 

help the whole experience of seminary to 

begin on a solid footing and to proceed 

smoothly and pleasantly. 

Orientation begins with worship in Miller 

Chapel, then continues in Mackay Center. 

Administrators whom students will be con- 

tacting are introduced. Information is given 

for selecting and registering for classes, ar- 

ranging field education, understanding the 

health care and insurance arrangements, 

applying for financial aid. Opportunities are 

provided for different elements of the entering 

group to meet others of their kind: a reception 
for women enables new female students to 
meet the women faculty, administrators, and 

By Carolyn Nicholson 

student leaders; a reception for the spouses of 

entering students helps them to get acquainted 

with one another; families are encouraged to 

attend a picnic supper; gathering in living 

areas with the respective deacon is scheduled. 

One complete day is set aside for registra- 

tion of courses. From the individual’s point 

of view registration only takes twenty minutes 

or so, but administratively, nothing essential 

can be scheduled for that day, because during 

every time period some students would be 

unable to attend. To utilize the day, presenta- 

tions are offered on subjects expected to be of 

general interest and help. Topics presented in 

recent years include ““Communicative Arts 

at the Seminary”, “Which is the Best Bible?”, 
“Important Writing Guidelines’, “Justice 

and Peace Ministries for Saints, Seminarians, 

and Other Sinners”’. 
Faculty are at the center of the seminary 

and opportunities to meet them are provided 

during orientation. Small groups of entering 

students gather at nearby homes for tea and 

cookies, giving a few the chance to spend 

some informal time with a faculty person and 

a few other new students. At the dinner which 

immediately precedes convocation, professors 

and their spouses are seated at student tables. 

All the faculty and administrators are intro- 

duced following that meal, enabling new- 

comers to put faces with the names on the 

class schedule. 

The President meets with the entering 

students several times: at a dinner where he 

speaks on the nature of the theological task, 

at a reception for them at Springdale, as host 

at the Sunday night dinner, and as worship 

leader at convocation. 

A faculty panel composed of one member 

from each department is presented which ad- 

dresses the topic “The Nature of Theological 

Study.” An opportunity is thereby provided to 

present ways of thinking theologically and to 

describe the basic curriculum. Students ask 

questions, and dialogue among the faculty 

participants ensues, and the dynamics of 

scholarly discourse are enacted as the new 

students not only observe but participate. 

Orientation activities begin and end with 

corporate worship and one day is devoted to 

a retreat. 

A person’s first experience of a new situa- 

tion should be both a positive welcoming one 

_ and representative of what the ongoing life 

there will be like. Princeton Theological 

Seminary is a community of Christians dedi- 

cated to scholarship for the benefit of the 

church and its professional ministry. There- 

fore the orientation period should introduce 

and facilitate Christian community and scho- 

larly activities. The elements of orientation 

are chosen to accomplish that purpose. 

Advice for Incoming Juniors 
(or what they failed to tell you in Orientation) 

By Steve Ramp 

(Editor’s Note—Encountering the new envi- 

ronment of Princeton Theological Seminary 

can be a confusing experience and sometimes 

Orientation does not always fill in all the 

gaps. We hope that these suggestions might 

begin to fell those gaps for both new students 

and maybe also old. Others may view the 

dos and don'ts differently, but for the ones of 

you out there who don’t even know what to 

do and don’t about, here are Middler Steve 

Ramp’s suggestions.) 

1. Don’t underestimate lecture notes. I 

found that most professors take their lectures 

far more seriously than the outside readings, 

especially where exams are concerned. Know 

your lecture notes cold! If you miss class, 

copy the notes. 

2. Don’t rely exclusively on someone 

else’s outlines. Use them, but create your 

own. This is where the real learning takes 

place. The act of appropriating the material 

and making it yours will drive it into long 

term memory and make it available for later 

use. To do this don’t wait until the mid-term 

or the final to start your outline. It is too late 

then! Outline your readings as you do and 

devise mnemonic aids for easy recollection. 

3. Do try to feed your spiritual needs by 

attending chapel at least twice weekly. Friday 

mornings are especially helpful. Daily prayer 

and devotional reading, even if only ten 

minutes a day, will help. It may sound 

absurd, but the academic grind can easily 

erode your spiritual life if you let it. 

4. Dotry to rent or buy a computer. Used 

computers are not prohibitive, and you will 

use it many hours each week, so it is a good 

investment. Straight typing is very inefficient 

and may restrict your ability or desire to edit 

(Continued on p. 6) 
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The Computerized Seminarian 
Computers and the Seminary Student... 

A Regular Column on Buying and Using Computers especially for Seminary students 

This issue: Buying a Computer 

You glance at the clock: it’s 3 AM. 

You take another swig of stale coffee, 

and get back to typing your term paper, 

muttering for the umpteenth time, “‘if 

only I had a COMPUTER!” If this 

sounds like you, maybe it’s time to stop 

talking about computers and think 

about buying one. But even after you’ve 

decided to buy one, you may not know 

which computer you need, or where 

you ought to buy it. This column will 

attempt to answer some of your ques- 
tions. I’ve divided it into four sections: 

What is it? (a brief overview of compu- 

ters and terminology); Where do I get 

it? (different avenues for procuring a 

computer); Where do I find out about 

it? (sources of information about spe- 

cific types of computers and software); 

and What should it do? (features semi- 

nary students need in their computers). 

WHAT IS IT? 

What is a computer? Think of a 

computer as an office assistant. This 

office assistant is very fast and efficient 

(faster than any human), but the assis- 

tant cannot think for itself. It only does 

what you tell it to do, by giving it instruc- 

tions (software). Your assistant’s desk 

is the internal memory, or Random 

Access Memory (RAM) of your com- 

puter. The more memory your com- 

puter has, the larger your assistant’s 

desk is and the more instructions your 

assistant can handle at any one time. 

Your assistant’s file cabinets are the 

disks (both “floppy” and “‘hard’’) of 

your computer. The more disk storage 

your computer has, the more files your 

computer has access to on its own, and 

the less frequently it has to ask you for 

them (by prompting you to insert a 

disk). Both disk storage capacity and 

internal memory are measured in terms 

of Kilobytes (“K’’) or Megabytes (“M”’ 

or ““Meg’’). 1 Meg = 1,000 K. When 

you re shopping for a computer, don’t 

be too concerned with exactly how 

large a “K” is. The important thing is 

the relative value of the K’s: a computer 

with 640K of RAM has twice as much 

internal memory as a computer with 

320K of RAM. A good rule of thumb 

is that the greater the disk storage 

By James Deal, M.Div. Senior 

capacity and internal memory of a 

computer, the better the computer. 

WHERE DOI GET IT? 

Where should I buy my computer? 

Although there are countless ways to 

obtain a computer, they all fall into a 

few categories. 

Retail: This is by far the most expen- 

sive avenue for getting a computer. 

However, buying retail does have the 

advantage of support after the sale (if 

your computer breaks down, you can 

take it back to the store for repair). Yet 

this advantage is somewhat nullified 

when you realize how seldom most 

computers break down (they are much 

more reliable than cars), and that 

you'd have to pay for the repair anyway 

unless the computer was still under 

warranty. The only way to get a reason- 

able price from a retail outlet is to buy 

from a large outlet that does a huge 

volume of business (like Computer 

Era in New York City), orto getinona 

corporate or educational discount (the 

latter might be available to Seminary 

students: talk to Wayne Whitelock, 

Director of Instructional Media at the 

Seminary). 

Mail order: This is generally the 

cheapest way to get a new computer. 

The savings over retail are often sig- 

nificant (as much as 30%). To find out 

the names, phone numbers, and current 

prices of mail order houses, simply go 

to a good bookstore and buy a computer 

magazine that caters to the specific 

computer you're interested in. The 

only disadvantage of buying mail order 

is, of course, that you don’t get to try 

out your computer before you buy it. 

However, this can be overcome by 

trying out a friend’s computer. 

Used computers dealers: Some mail 

order houses specialize in used compu- 

ter equipment. One that specializes in 

used IBM, Apple, and laptop compu- 

ters is Shreve Systems, phone # 1-800- 

227-3971. To find out about others, 

buy a copy of Computer Shopper, a 

computer magazine, and look under 

it’s Classified Ads section. 

Another used computer option is to 

check the want ads in one of the local 

papers. The problem with this option 

is that you could check the ads for a 

year and still not find the computer you 

want. 

WHERE DOI FIND OUT 

ABOUT IT? 

Where can I go for further informa- 

tion about computers? One option is 

the salesperson in a retail computer 

outlet. The problem with this option is 

that the salesperson has a vested inter- 

est (making a sale), and may not give 

you the straight scoop. Better sources 

of information are existing computer 

users, most of whom are happy to 

show off their machine. User groups 

like PMUG, the Princeton University 

Macintosh User’s Group, are another 

source of information as well as public 

domain (free) software. Computer 

magazines are another source of good 

information. A subscription to one can 

almost pay for itself, as the product 

reviews alone can help you avoid pur- 

chasing lousy software. 

WHAT SHOULD IT DO? 

What features does a Seminary stu- 

dent need in a computer? First and 

foremost, a Seminary student needs a 

computer that is excellent at word 

processing. While word processing 

software is available for almost every 

computer on the market, not all word 

processors are created equal. It’s best 

for a seminary student to buy a com- 

puter for which several feature-laden 

word-processing packages are avail- 

able. “‘Must have’? word processing 

features for Seminary students include 

the ability to handle long documents, 

automatic footnotes, and spell check- 

ing. Features classified as ‘‘desirable”’ 

include the ability to display and print 

Hebrew and Greek characters (com- 

plete with accents), the ability to insert 

graphics, and the ability to work with 

more than one document at a time. 

“Nice, but not necessary” features in- 

clude having a computer version of the 

Greek NT, Hebrew OT, or an English 

version of the Bible. More information 

on these specialized computer applica- 

tions can be found by checking out Bits, 

Bytes, & Biblical Studies, by John Jay 

Hughes, R BS600.2.H83 1987 c.1 in 

the reference section of Speer Library. 

(Continued on p. 6) 
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Do’s & Don’t’s (From p. 4) 

and revise your drafts. If you can’t swing it 

alone, form a partnership and time-share. 

5. Dotry to obtain copies of papers which 

particularly impressed your professor or pre- 

ceptor. These papers are a unique artform with 

their own unspoken “rules” of research, crea- 

tivity, organization, style, analysis, use of 

secondary resources, etc. As Justice Stewart 

said of pornography, “I may not be able to 

define it, but I know it when I see it.’ The 

same holds for your papers. Take a look at 

some good ones as guidance. 

6. Do expect to be unsettled in your faith. 

You will be asked to assimilate and accomo- 

date a great deal of material, much of which 

may shake you. This is normal. Resist the 

temptation to condemn the teachers or the 

process until you have given it a fair trial. 

You can and will continue to be evangelical 

or conservative or liberal, but an open mind 

will enable you to appreciate other perspec- 

tives and to avoid the knee-jerking tendency 

to brand them as close-minded or heretical. 

Celebrate (From p. 1) 

special organizations of the church sponsored 

their respective breakfasts, lunches, and din- 

ners. Isabel Rogers, the former Moderator, 

was invited to speak by the Presbyterians for 

Lesbian and Gay Concerns. There she affirmed 

a study paper approved by a recent Assembly 

on human sexuality. Father Elias Chacour, a 

Christian Palestinian and priest in the Melkite 

church, spoke on peace between Jews and 

Palestinians at an event sponsored by the 

Presbyterian Peace Fellowship. And Cesar 

Chavez spoke on migrant farm workers on 

behalf of the Presbyterian Health, Education, 

and Welfare Assocation. 

The manner in which business was con- 

ducted sometimes gave less reason to cele- 

brate. For instance, the nominating committee 

made a bold move during the election of the 

Stated Clerk. They refused to put the incum- 

bent, James Andrews, on the ballot. A 

committee spokesperson said that past per- 

formance prevented James Andrews from 

being recommended. 

Instead, someone on the floor had to put 

his name on the ballot and have it seconded. 

And in a sudden come from behind election, 

James Andrews won another five year term 

as stated clerk of the denomination. In his 

victory speech before the Assembly, Andrews 

said, “I have a tremendous sense of having 

been sent a message. It is a message that 

God’s people are caring and forgiving.” 

But at other times, doing business on the 

floor came to be stirring. When the report 

known as “Christian Obedience in a Nuclear 

Sitz im Leben 

7. If you intend to drive a car in N.J., do 

get your N.J. driver’s license within 90 days. 

Failure to have a N.J. license might give 

your insurance carrier a defense to coverage. 

The N.J. test is very detailed. You will need 

to study the book carefully. 

8. [Optional and highly subjective:] If you 

can afford it, do take C.P.E. in the summer 

after your first year. You will be ready for a 

break, and C.P.E. will help you integrate 

your Biblical and theological training into 

your daily ministry. C.P.E. is not easy, but 

the educational benefits are great. It also 

satisfies one year of your field education 

requirement. 

9. Finally, do discount this article by 

50%. Take what you feel is good and leave 

the rest behind. 

Best wishes and Godspeed. I look forward 

to seeing you on campus. 

Age” was adopted, proponents celebrated 

with loud applause. One committee member 

thought that the revised and approved paper, 

was, in the end, “not a compromise but a 

consensus.’ Another resource person was 

quoted as saying, “It remains an unacceptable 

position paper but is a vast improvement over 

what it was.” The presentation of the report 

was reportedly balanced. Hearings and testi- 

monies, both pro and con, were in depth and 

time consuming. And the moderator of the 

committee that oversaw this report shared 

with the Assembly that her ““committee was 

a microcosm of the church, blessed with 

great diversity.” 

The diversity so important to Presbyterian 

polity seemed to be quite evident at this 

assembly, as the commissioners participated 

in this, the oldest national representative 

governing body on the continent of North 

America. One clerk of a standing committee 

wrote: “I have participated in over 20 As- 

semblies, in a variety of roles, and have never 

before had such a strong feeling that through 

the work of an Assembly committee I was 

having a truly spiritual experience.” 

His statement described the deliberations 

over the Board of Pensions’ recent decision 

to sell most of its retirement homes. There 

the Reverend Benjamin Weir testified on 

behalf of the many retirees who were not in 

favor of selling the board owned homes. And 

the staff of the Board of Pensions explained 

their decision to sell, and listened to divergent 

viewpoints. The committee acted as a buffer, 

October, 1988 

Computers (From p. 5) 
Besides good word-processing capa- 

bilities, it is preferable to buy a com- 

puter which is widely used in the 

business world, in other words an IBM 

PC or compatible or an Apple Mac- 

intosh. This is because most of the 

really exciting hardware (big screen 

displays, laser printers, and CD-ROM 

readers), and advanced software are 

being developed for the business 

market. So even though you’re in 

academia, and not in business, it’s nice 

to own a computer which is used in the 

business world. One other piece of 

information might be helpful: if fi- 

nances are your major barrier to buying 

a computer, student loans to buy com- 

puters are available. See Matt Spina, 

Director of Student Financial Aid, for 

more details. 
Buying a computer can be frustrating, 

but hopefully these tips will minimize 

your frustration, and help make pur- 

chasing your computer a rewarding 

and satisfying experience. 

hearing all the points of view present and 

responding by implementing decisions based 

upon that information. It honestly struggled 

with this difficult issue that would affect so 

many lives in a manner both compassionate 

and Christ-like. Yet they were not the only 

committee dealing with serious issues before 

the church. 

A visiting pastor stated that the General 

Assembly was a veritable kaleidoscope of 

business and events. The new “Directory for 

the Service of God” was adopted and the 

‘“COCU Consensus” was approved. The 

assembly also approved a report explicitly 

denouncing pornography and voted to spend 

15 million dollars over the next five years on 

evangelism. 

But as business was conducted, play and 

worship were not forgotten. Numerous com- 

missioners enjoyed the Mississippi River 

paddleboats. And over 5,000 people attended 

the bicentennial celebration held at Cervantes 

Convention Center, while thousands more 

watched through satellite and cable link-ups. 

All in all, throughout the Assembly, there 

seemed to exist a spirit of hope. Those 

present gave their best for their church. Next 

year in Philadelphia, the need for continued 

commitment will go on, at many different 

levels, from volunteer service to official 

delegation work. It behooves you to experi- 

ence the 201st General Assembly in June, 

1989! 
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